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FOREWORD 

This report has had classified material removed in order to 
make the information available on an unclassified, open 
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to 
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to 
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review 
(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the 
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the 
atmospheric nuclear test program by making as much information 
as possible available to all interested parties. 

The material which has been deleted is all currently 
classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under 
the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or 
is National Security Information. 

This report has been reproduced directly from available 
copies of the original material. The locations from which 
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings 
and "holes" in the text. Thus the context of the material 
deleted is identified to assist the reader in the determination 
of whether the deleted information is germane to his study. 

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated 
in preparing this report by deleting the classified material 
and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately 
portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted 
material is of little or no significance to studies into the 
amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals 
during the atmospheric nuclear test program. 
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GENERAL SHOT INFORMATION 

shot I Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 Shot 5 Shot 6 

DATE I March 27 March 7 April 26 April 5 Moy I4 May 

CODE NAME 
( Unclassified ) 

Brovo Romeo Koon Union Yankee Nectar 

TIME* 

LOCATION 
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06: 25 06: I5 06: 05 06: 05 

-- 

06: I5 
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Crater 
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Blknu , Tore 
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Dog (Yurocht ) and 3 Statute Miles 
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Emwetoh, IVY Make 
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TYPE Land Barge Lond Barge Barge Barge 

aUES 6 NARVER N 170,617. I7 

COORDINATES E 76,163.98 

+ APPROXIMATE 

1 
N 170,635.05 

E 75,950.46 

N 100,154 50 

E lO9,799.00 

N ! 4?,?50.00 
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ABSTRACT 

The bomb debris frcm surface, land and mater shots at Operation 
CASTLE was studied to determine the physical, cbamlcal, ard radio- 
chemiosl charaateristias. 

The fallout fmm the surface larrd shota aonsisted chiefly of 
irregular white particles 25 p to 2 mm in diameter. They were derived 
from coral and had the radioactivity aoacentmted near their surfaces. 
About 5 per cent of the activity in the solid fallout was water soluble; 
95 per cent dissolved in dilute acetic acid. The fallout fran the 
surface water shots was invisible both in the air and after it had 
depsited. It was collected on special filters and on a film by elsc- 
troatatic precipitation. The filters and film ati their autoradiograqhs 
were studied microscopically. These studies showed that the fallout 
comisted of microscopic solid crystals and small droplets,, ,The auto- 
radiographs indicated the presence on the filters of many particles 
which were invisible under the microscope. The major part of the radio- 
activity was associated with crystalline aggregates and droplets up to 
about 2 mm in diameter. Water dissolved from 60 to 90 per cent of the 
radionuclides from this type of fallout. 

Fallout and alo*A samples from land and water shots were analysed 
chemically for major constituents and trace elemen+,s including many of 
the redionualides, Coral and sea water contributed the major aonstitu- 
ents, bomb products being present in trace eonaentrations. Radiochemical 
analysis showed the valley of the fission product yield curve was about 
20 times higher and the heavy rring at mass 156 about 6 times higher than 
the yield curve from thermal neutrons on 0235. The important induced 
radionuclides mre ~2390~$39, ~237, and 1~240. The presence of these 
had a marked effect on the decay curves and energy spectra especially 
at intermediate times after detonation. The neptunium wss distributed 
between oxidation states; iodine occurred principally as iodide. 

The inf'onuationobtaiaedfrom these studies has aided in (a) an 
understanding of the mechL?nism of formation of the fallout, (b) assess- 
ing the radiological situation in fallout areas, (c) synthesizing simu- 
lante for laboratory studies, ard (d) interpreting date obtained in proof 
tests of countermeasures for ships. 
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FOREWORD 

Thfs report 58 one of the report8 pm8nting the lwultrr of the 
34 projeotlr participating in the Yilltaw Ef’fwt8 Torta Progmmn of 
Operation CASTLE, which in&&d six tort detonations. For reader8 
l,nterrated in other pertinent te8t fnfonbation, reference is made to 
m-934, S-m Report of the Carandora Tark Uait 13. Pl?oaSmr I-9, 

Yilltary Effeats Program. This 8mmary report includer the following 
infomtion of possible general interest. 

a. & over-all description of each detonation, lncludlng field, 
height of burst, ground son, loaation, time of detonation, 
ambient atPaoapheric conditiona et detonation, eta., for the 
six shots. 

b. Disausslon of all projeat rwult8. 
c. A sumnary of eaah project, incltiing objective8 aad X98tllts. 
d. A complete listing of all report8 covering the Military 

Effects Te8ts Program. 

PREFACE 

The treatment and analyses of samples and the intemretation of 
the results in determining the characteristic8 of the baob debri8 from 
Operation CASTLE required extensive partlaipation by many iadivlduals. 
The experimental mea8uremeats conslSting of (a) Chemical, (b) Physical, 
and (c) Radiochemical Studies 8-w Dmsented in Chapters 3,4, and 5, 
respectively. The participation in each phase of the work is described 
below. 

The Chemical Studies consisted of observations and measurements 
made at the site and analyses for major ard minor constituent8 at the 
U.S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (USNRDL). The field studies 
and the preparation of Chapter 3 were directed by C.F. Miller. D.Sam, 
A.E. Greendale, and tt.J. i?uokolls carried on the preparation of the sam- 
ples i.n~l?ufing the general observations, pw-treatment and aliquoting. 

. The Physical State Studies mrs performed by R.Cale who also prepared the 
portion of Chapter 3 posenting the results of these studies. The oxi&- 
tion states of %p and I wexm determined by 1o.J. IIeiman and J.F. r’estanar, 
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respectively. Y. Honma aided bp J.D. O'Connor determined the major con- 
stituents in the fallout samples and the background sam~~les of coral and 
sea water) R.W. Rinehart aided by J.A. Seiler analyzed them for the trace 
elements. An ion exchange procedure for separating some of the radio- 
nuclides was developed at the site by C.F. ailler and J.F. Pestaner, 

Studies of the physical properties of fallout material involved 
development of collecting devices, collection of samples in the field, 
and analyses of sampl6~ at USNBDL. This work was done under the direction 
of T.C. Coodale. Chapter 4 was preps-d by P.D. LaRitiere and C.E. 
Adams, In it are discussed the measurements of the physical properties 
of the fallout made on samples from an electrostatic precipitator, liquid 
droplet collector, and filter samplers. The sample collections were made 
by E.C. Evans III, J.P. Wittman, J.V. Zaccor, and N.R. Wallace. The 
physical analyses were performed at USNRDL by P.D. LaRiviere, T.C. Cood- 
ale, N.R. ?ariow, C.E. Adams, S.K. Ichikl, J.P. Uittman, N.R. Wallace, 
J.V. Zaccor, and J.T. Quan. The special film used 1n the electrostatic 
precipitator was developed by N.R. Farlow and F.A. French. 

Chapter 5 which described ths Radiochmical Studies was p~~~pared 
by LA Bumep and C.F. Miller aided by B. Singer, L.H. Gevantxan and 
W.J. Heiman. St=tdiss of neutron induced rsdionuclides were dizwted by 
L.9. Cevantmlln. The decay and adsontion measurements were started at 
the site by C.F. Miller. D.Smn and W.J. Heiman, aad followed at later 
times at USNRDL by L.D. McIsaac, L.R. Bunney ard E*R. Roberta. The 
interpretation of these data as presented in this report was made by 
R.J. Heiman. The gamma analyser was converted from an alpha analpaer 
at the slk by D.F. Covell. snd M.S. Eichen. The field readings of the 
samples we= made by all members of Project 2.6~ present at the site. 
R.J. Heiman and C.F. Killer interpreted the data for the report. !I%e 
analysis of K& was performed by B. Singer. Radiochemical analymes 
for fission product and heavy element radionuclides were perfoxsed at 
U-L under the direction of L,R, Bunney, KC. FxYUL~~, ti L. Efsh. 
Fission product measurements were made by E,Y. Scadden, %A. Rfmg, La, 
MCISclaC, J.A. Seiler, aad S.C. Foti. Heavy elaent measurements uxwo 
made by K .H. Bowell and J.N. Pa6cual. 

L.H. Gwantman prepared the pretest repor& 
Lt. Col. B.A. Martoll, USA, provided valuable suggest1 through- 

out the plan&q and execution of the project. Capt. Be Be= tdc, m, 
contributed both bp his advice ssd aid in making the saintillation 
apectroaeter mea- nts at the site. 

E,R, Tw W86 the project officer arrd LJ, lbrrrsr vaa hda 

deputy. 
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INTRODUCTIONS 

Radiatloll-fields produced by falloutfrar nwlear&~tamtbn 
crreate debllitatlag effects far beyoui the xwge of its blast dsmago. 
mfoxmation = traneport arrd diatJPibutian of fallout a@ kmladge of 
its physical, Weal and radiochexkal pmpsrties l ra premquirite 
u developlent of mun do xmeasuree agakmt its radiatibn fieUs, At 
opsratlon CASTLE the transport and distribution of fallmt vaa prim- 
aim~ the concern of Projects 2.58 a& 6.41 Projwt 2.5b rtudiad the 
mlout OPI islax&~ near the rhot point; lnvostlgrtion of fa:Lluut prop- 
artdee was the concern of Pmjectr 2.69 and 2.6b. 

1.1 OBJ'FXSTTVES AND RACKGROUND 

The purpose of Project 2.k war to invesfigate the &ml&al, 
physical, and radloahemical properties of tha fallout fort 

a. Deducing the mechanianl whereby oantarinant is formd. 
b. Assessing xadlological altuatiotm. 
6. specifying realistio rimlanta of m~iob@zalc~~Mnta 

forum inaontambatbn~decontamin~ti~tw~. 
d. Xnterprrting the dataobtained fA pipoi tertirrg r-0 

marfar oounte 78 for ahipu. 

1.1.1 Mechanism of Contsalination Forratieg 

The aontamination folaed frcm rurfaoe or sub-surface detonation 

detonations. Eech of these operations represented a unique uond%tion 
of detonation, but prorided insuff%oient data to establish bases for 
pmdictlng radiological effects for a ride range of probabxe cordiflona 
of detonation. An tierstanding of the mschanium whereby c?ontamlnation 
ir produced is necesw in makIng such predictions. Data obtained in 
CASTLE are applicable In answering such queatione on the mechanics of 
the event as: To what extent is wet contcuninant fomed by condensatlolr 
phenomena? With what type of particles do the primav partialas of 
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radioactive debris associate? What is the rate aud extent of Kattliq 
out and mildng of fallout deposited on the water surface? 

Owing to the incompletenees of the data taken at Shot Baker, 
cROSSRoADs, essentially nothing was knaan prior to cdsTu concemling 
the mechanism of formation of wet contamination from this typs of burst. 
The relative contributions of base surge and fallout were uncertain; 
the roles of condensation, evaporation arxl mixing with sea water in the 
production of either base surge or fallout were unknown. Particle size 
and individual particle attiies undertaken at JABCLE and IVY have yielded 
considerable information on the mechanism of formatica d$s 
reactions of dry contaminants from these operaticns..-%-1, 

2 ,2C r2rsion and 
s_/ 

1.1.2 dssesmnent of Radioloeical Situations 

Extensive laboratory oontaminatlon-decontamination programs have 
been undertaken to solve presumed field radiological problems 'but in 
many cases lack of full-scale teat data has made it impossible to define 
them clearly. For example, before CASTLE it had not been determined 
whether an internal contamination hazard would be produced on ships by 
radioactive aerosols from an underrater detonation, because the nsttm 
of such aerosols was unknown; the mlatlve contribution of ga~ms mdia- 
tion from fallout in the water with that on contaminated ships could 
not be calculated because the rate of eettliag or mixing of the oontami- 
nant in the water was unknown. Insoluble particles will c?ettle depend- 
ing on size arid density while dissolved (ionio) contaminants will mix; 
colloidal material, If present, will mix and settle slowly. The assess- 
ment of such radiological situations and the developwot of countenees- 
urea require a knowledge of many physical and chemical pmpertles of the 
contaminant. 

LixLted data eldst with regard to the contaminanta which may be 
produced by surface and uz-zergroti detonations became of the atypical 
nature of the soils at IVY and JANGLE. No direct lnforaration has been 
obtained on the nature of contsminmts from urrderwater detonations. For 
this reason, there Is special interest in surface water shots which 
should pxwduae a contamimmt most similar in nature to that flm an 
uaderuater detonation. 

1.1.3 Snecificatlons of Simulants for Radio&&al Contamia 

If mssW#ul laboratory contamination-deoontam~tlon results 
are to be obtalned, it is essential that the artiiicial oonferd.nsnts 
used must sinulate real ones In chemical axI radlochemical omposltion 
and In important ahgical and physical charaateri8tics. In the part, 
the radioohe+aiasl eaaposltlon of artifiaial oontmsItb/has been 
based uponpiebls of various radloelewnts f?m 8l-m fission of @35. 
It Is important to know the extent of dlfferenoe in ftision yields for 
nuclear processes other than slow flsslon axx! whether induced actltities 
contribute appreciably to the contamination. Mwlly, It is necessaq 
to evaluate the relative cantributioncf arch radioelmt to ocmtaxd- 
nation fields on the basis of its yield and the mmber aad energy of the 
gamma rqys emitted by the various radionuclides of that element. 
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Fiastan fldd curves have been determined for oafiow fisafa 
,5a~us detonated to date. Although 5-e such iniomation 5xjtsts for 
th5 tiion-fi8sion device detonated at IVY, it ras neceta~rg to d5t5p 
e the important radionuclldea produced by tie detonation of m type5 
&. deWAce at CASTLE. 

The presence of activities induoed in elemerts foti i.5 sea 
+ar was reported for Shot baker at CR~,CFdADS. An analysis for i&uoed 
,+&vsties was also lpade at ,TANGLE,l9r~/' It wa8 shown that the single 

$Ip 

rt,snt imduoed activity present in UiGLE fallout any tim &ring 
first 90 days after detowtinn mm N$39, famed fkom @a FUW~X& 

!@ t&5 dwice. No &partaut imiuced activitie5 h5vebfmre~rtsd for 
m, However, scm unoonfimmd data indicated an activity pmssnt in 
B@I yield at early tinee,~ Detonation of certain of the CASTLE devioes 
mr mater posed the qtmstion of the extent to which importmt l.uiltumj 
sstivltlee wo&? be formed tnxIer these conditions, 

~loulstfons for eetiratlng the conttibutioa of different chmi- 
(H3. alsmsnts to the rota of gama radiation have been mado. 'Piold from 
slow neutron fission we28 used. Data regarding the numberead energy 
of the gamma rays emitted by various redionuclld68 were incomplete. To 
Lpmve the validity of these impmtant calculation5 better radlonuclide 
field data were x'e@r%d. Also it ms important to measure the gamma 
mrgiea of a few r5dionuclFde5, for which the energies had n.ot been 
rdequstely defined. 

It has been shown that contamination-decoataminat~on behavior 
is a fknction of the phpsical and chemical pqnsrtlae of the contamirmbrt. 
rpstsm. TM5 15 Illustrated by the ease with which gross particulate 
contaminants are remved,32by the relation of particle siz6 to decon- 
tandnation efficiency,ls/ati by the influence which comosltion and 
oxidation stat5 of liquid contaminants exert on d6cmtaminati.m effec- 
tiveness. 22,23,24,10/Definition of the real cor&.minant system was 
therefore an tiportant prerequisite for apecificaticn of COntamiriaIh 

5imulant5. 
Def3nltion of any chemical system reqtires a knowletdga of the 

identity ark! amounts of Its various coaponents. The contaminatirq! fnll- 
out from each shot consist5 largely oi nouradioaative materials. The 
pxwduction of realistic laboratory contaminants for more basic infoma- 
tion about radiological decontamination has, in the past, 8uffsmd 
severely from the absence of elementerg information about the actual 
oontemin5tion-decontamination system in question. Since real contani- 
nation had not bemaallablc, many investigations were conducted using 
high‘_y questionable contmlnation praceduras with no available mean5 of 
relating the data to real events. Knowledge of the concentration5 of 
WCM constituenta along with radiochetical anal*icel data provide all 
the information needed to ptspa1-6 laboratory contaminants wh:icb would 
conaiatently have the same cereral decontem~nation characteristics. 
With such a&M %kXfGIWIt%Ori as fi6ld isodose data in cac~unction with 
isoconcentration plats from them data, laboratory experiments 011 tb6 
effect of level on deccntamj.mtlan can he investigated -2Ua'bly. 

The themodgrulmic statea of imctive or bulk materials usually 
am of greater importance than those of the radioactive Conatitumts- 
It is iaconceiveble, for any radiological contamination Gf interest, 
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that the radioactive constituent8 can comprise as mu& a8 O.OlL per cent 
of the total fallout. Henoe, mo8t of the properties of the contaminant 
aoept the radiation characterietics will be essentially determined by 
the inactive elements. Therefore, =*aais was plaoed on detezmining 
the states of the Inactive constituent8 apd the states of a few impor- 
tant gsmma emitting elementa. 

1.1.4 Proof Testing Atomia Warfare Countermeasures for Shim_ 

There has been extensive laboratory and field scale development 
work on atomic warfare (AR) countermeaaurea for rhipa.i/ Project 6.4 
teated the washdown system at CASTLE and cor.ducted decontamination 
operations on the ships used in the operation. Since the contamination 
found from certain of the shots of CASTLZ differed fnnn either real or 
simulated contaminants previously strrdied, detailed knowledge of the 
pmperties of the oontaminant wa8 needed for interpreting these re8ult8. 

Information on the rate of radloaative deoay, gross gamma energy 
rpeotrum, ard the ratio of bete. to gamma radiation wa8 Miehed by 
Project 2.6a. 



EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

Chemical, physloal, aad radiochrmicel masurement8 mre made oa 
the fallout samples collected at lagoon, island, and ma 8iations. 
Short lived radioactive species uere analyzed In the fomard am; the 
remainder of the analyses we- made et U.S. Naval Radiological Defense 
frborstory. Owing to many unforeseen difficulties early samples for 
the radiochemical analyses were not obtained, although early deoay dats 
were obtained fmn several shots. The nmber of sarllple8 colleoted m8 
6uch smaller than planned. Huwcver, it wad possibl8 to g8t considerable 
fnformation concerning all planned phasea 8xcept those involting very 
short lived radioisotopes. 

2.1 PEXRMINATZONS UNDEBTAIEN 

To iXV88ti@te th8 Ch8XdCal, @@Cal, ad rsdiochemlcal pCOpeP= 
tie8 of the faUOUt the followirig d8temi.natfon8 were &8rtakm; 

a, Amountt of radioactivity in soluble (ionic), oolloldel, and 
imoluble f r8otiohe. 

b. Concentration of maor0 conetittmnte, primarily the elmate 
which occur naturally in coral ard 88a water, but also the elements 
present in large amountr 5.n the weapon assembly alld aesociated equip 
mellt. 

co Ozddation state of certain mdlonuclides whose flnal state 
under the corrditione of the detonation could not be predicted, and whoscr 
contuainatlon-decontamination beharlor is believed to depend upon their 
ox%Iation stute. 

d. Slse distributions of fallout drop8 and particles, alrd the 
rarlatfon of these distributions throughout the Sampling amy, 

e. Specific radioactititles and salt content of various particle 
end drop size fraction8 in fallout. 

f. Chemical eae! crystalline composition of inditidual pa~%iclee. 
Size distributione and presecce of radioactivity in both 

liquidg& dry aerosol particles; pwsence of salt in liquid aerosol 
particles, 

h. RadIochemical composition of fallout, especially determination 
of the fiasiou JTield curve and the degree of chemical fraotior~tion 
among the fission products. 
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2.2 COLLECTION OF SMPLES 

The fallout samples were 
personnel of Projects 2,ja and 
details of the collectors used 
2.5s and 6.4. 

collected at stations established by the 
6.~. The location of these stations and 
are given in the reports of Projects 

Chemical and radiochemical studies were made on samples from Shots 
1,2,3, and 4. Limited radiochemical measurements were made on samples 
from Shots 5 and 6. 

Physical data on the nature of the fallout were obtained from 
Shots 

2.3 

btilt 

1,2,4, and 5. 

E'JJIPUENT 

The analyseo at the site were performed in mobile laboratories 
in trailers. These laboratories were equipped ulth convsntlonal 

chemical appsratua and several tyws of special apparatus as wall as 
beta a& gamma counters. A gamma spectrcaeter was located in an air 
aoaditloned building near the mobile bboratories. 

Tbs equipuent at USNRDL consisted of conventional apparatus for 
chemical, radiochemical, and physical studies as wall as several special 
types of apparatus. Included in the conventional equiment were bsta 
and gssxua counters, an emission spectrogr-ph, spectrophotometers, X-rap 
diffraction apparatus, a petxwgraphic microscope, a cry&slab ultra- 
sonorator, Model SL 520, Beckman pFi meters, ion-exchange columns with 
aacescory equipment, and the stsndard apparatus found in chemical lab- 
oratories. The special equipent included aerosol sampling devicea 
ati fflm coating, developing, and scanning apparatus. 

2.3.1 Sample Collector8 

Samplers of two types ~0x0 used fcr collecting fallout for 
chemical and radiochemical studies. Also, some of the samples from 
Project 2.5a collectors were sttiied on this project. 

One type of collector consisted of three l-gal polyethylene 
bottles fitted with 7-in. diameter funnele of the same mater4al mounted 
ins frame wltb a meohsnicaldevice arranged to uncover the three fknnols 
at detonation time aM cover them again after 3 hr. These samders did 
not operats orlglnally as well as had been antlcipatsd but after route 
modification operated satisfactorily. 

The other type of collector n8s a ~lle0tina funnel 6-l/2 ft X 
11 it built onto a Ufe raft and arranged to 
ethylene bottle. Because this apparatus was 
constructed to cope with condftions fouxxl in 
number of sarples were obtained from it, 

drain ‘&to a 13013& poly- 
inadequatily designed and 
the field only a limited 

2.3.2 Beta Counters 

The beta detectors nero NRDL Eodel PC-1 prcqxn-ti~nal Ctm,&ors_ 

These detectors were of the cylindrical, side-window, ooaxial anode type, 
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##je fl- sn altmiau blcck eupported by end pieces which were notched 
d m& discmta poeitiona t0 acoomodate a standard plamhet holder. 
m d@t#$tOr3 afforded 3 fati x%Xkge of gea#tIy vIWfatiOn. .m ptOCe0 

P 

m ude of aluminus and machiued to close tolerance3 80 l %st geomtri- 
,w ofientation of the counting mmplee could be readllyrepmduoed and 
-seal operating charaotertrtice aould be assured from deteator to 

/&Mu-. The detectors were the continuous gas-flow type, using a gar 

e 
sting of 90 par cent l xgan and 10 per cent carbon dlotie at a flow 

##of 10 to15 cllcmper=ln. Doubly aluminized Mylar (0.95 nrg/sq on) 
llrvr& for thewIdow whichrarr noolirrally1in.i.n diameter and colll- 
w by 1.,&6 in. aluminum a~& l/k6 In. lead. A pre-mnplifler of wide 
I-C ranged gain of appmdrartely 1OOOraabulltona oha33ls 
-bled direotly with the detector in such a way that the entire a33om- 
'w fitted into a otxmercial lead oaatle. The detector assembly had 
+,t a 200-v plateau with less tbn 1 per cent slope per 100 v, and 
hap-ted at dsut 1900 ve 

Decade scalers NRDL Hodel 2 with self-contained re@eter, high 
dtage, and automatic clock were used. Time accuraoy was about l/2 sec. 
A scsle factor of1OOGrasemployed. 

The,dead time of the beta counting system wa8 5 puaec which gave 
3 ooincldenoe loss of 1 per cent at a counting rate of lGO,COO event3 
plz'mlnute. 

2.3.3 Gamma Counter3 

The gamma detectors consisted of an RCA type 5819 photomultiplier 
with a light-pipe adapter ard a commercially mounted* cylirdrical crystal 
of eodlum iodide, l-1/2 in. in diameter by l/2 In. thick. A removable 
l lm&nsn absorber (1600 mg/rq cm) ua3 used to shield out beta rays. The 
shelf gecnnetry was the same as that described for the bet3 countera 30 
that the same planchat holdem could be u8ed in both systema, The detec- 
tor assembly was attached directly ta an amplifier chassis, and t;rs whole 
assembly sau mounted wlthin a oosmwclal lead castle. The emplifler 
was of a side dynamic range design sith a nominal gain of U)(X). 

The scaler, (lavy Model AX4DRl9) supplied high voltqe and power 
needed for the detector unit. ho types of tlwrs were protidednith 
thir scaler; an electrowohaaical automatic-texminr.ting tlrrm ulth an 
accuracy of l/2 sea, and an electronic timer. The electrouic time+ 
l acepted pulses from a cryatel oeclllator within the scaler on a 1 set 
schedule, scaled these down by means of glow-transfer type dxadee rith 
provi3ion3 for preeettlng any scale factor from 1 to 9999 and feeding 
the cerxy-over pulee into the gatiug jaak on the scaler which stopped 
the scaler with an accmmy of about 1OOpsec. With this tQning device 
ehort time interval3 of counting could be used while maiuta.inlng a 
counting error w5tM.n allowable counting statistics (i.e., minimllm tlm- 
ing error). 

* S~pplld by Harshaw Chemlml Co., Cambridge, Ma830 
- Model ~s-lo~, manufaaturud by Atomic Inatmaent Co., Clevsw, Ohio. 
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The above counting system had a coincidence loss of about 2 pr 
cent at l,OOO,OOO c/m and 7 psr cent at 2,000,OOO c/m as determiasd b 
the split sample method. The voltage platsau etinded about 200 v tit,h 
a slop arouad 2 per cent per 100 v. However, the extant alld quality 
of the plateau was influenced by the energy of the incident photon. 
The discriminator and high voltege s 
taken on Cdlm (80 kw gamma) and 

ttings were determ'aed from&ta 
Co z o (1.1 and '1.3 Mev ganxnas) sources 

so that both the high and low energy photons were on some part of both 
plateaus. 

The cslcuiated energy response of the system is shown in Fig.2.1. 
The discriminator and high voltage, when determined as described above, 
have little effect on the energy response of the system. The curve is 
a combined effect of aluminum absorber and cxystzl capture sfficiency 
shcxing a virtual cat off at 50 icev due to the adscrber, a fall in 
efficiency about 200 kev due to the thin crystal, and a maxImum efficiency 
at about 125 kev. 

2.3.4 Cenca Anal..~or 

chsmter) 
A lo-channel alpha energy anelyzer (using an alpha ionization 
was sent to the site for planned alpha analysis. After Shot 1, 

when it became evident that the requirements of sample collection and 
delivery could not be fulfilled, this analper was converted to a gaana 
enalyzsr. To schieve this, certain time constants in the analyzer were 
reducsc?, a scintillation detector_Freampllfier was constructed, smi an 
ausilia~ high-voltage suq~ly 
a Dumont 6292 phototube and a 
and 1 in. lcng. The detector 
(nominel gain ol' 100) aLd the 
shield which was covered with 
background. 

was protied. The detector consisted of 
sodium iodide crystallln. indismeter 
was attached directly to the preamplifier 
~31016 mounted withjn a commercial leed 
2-in. thick lead bricks to mirr?_mise the 

The annly%er itself had an intern~lgain of 100, followed by tl 
window amplifier and 10 different dlscrlmlnators, each rltn its own 
scaling & registering circuits. The discrimimtor circuitry was the 
Johnstone design.l5/' The long-term stability arr! Unearity of the sys- 
tern qere excellent as long as the ambient temperature was kept below 
8CPF; the resolution was about 10 per cent under the uauel operating 
conditions. An external filter was pmvIded to reduce the ripple in the 
high voltage supplied by a Navy ModelJUWDR/q scaling unit. 

2.3.5 Emisslon Snectmsranh 

AnARL 21~etergrstlag spsatrogrs 
% 

was used for exploratory 
exsmination of samples. A special chambe was used to coll.ect the 
redioaotlve debris from the arced ssmples, 

2.3.6 s~0b0e0tometer~ 

A Beckman Model 9200 flame photometer was used for the analysis 
of the major constituents in coral and sea water. This photimeter was 
equipped with a special devicewto collect the combustion products from 
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the exhaust gases so that the r8dioactive substances in the samties 
could be removed. A Beckman Model DU spectrophotometer w8s us8d to 
analyse for some of the minor constituents of coral and sea water. 

2.?.7 X-ray Diffraction Amemtus 

A General Electric XRD-3 X-rsy diffraction unit was used in the 
X-ray analgsls of Project 2.6a samples. The essential components of 
this unit are a high-intensity sealed-off X-ray tube energized by a 
vol+age-stabilized power supply, a collimating system which permits the 
use of slit or pinhole collimators, an X-ray camera using the Straumanis 
method of film loading, and two types of sample mounts (rotating and 
oscillating wedge). 

The samples were fine, crystalline na+Arial;s. Some xer-3 indi- 
vidual pellets of 1 to 2 cu mm, others :rere friable powders. All were 
in a very satisfactory stat0 for .X-ray rnalysis. 

For ind$oidual particle analysis, a pellet of approxbately 1 mm 
long and 9.5 mm in diameter was cement& to the end of a fine glass 
fiber, supportsd cn the rotxting sample mount with the particle centimd 
in the peth of a collimated beam of filtered copper K, radiatllon. The 
diffracted ray8 were registered on Film. Normalecposure time ~38 7 hr. 

The friable material was crushed to r8duc8 the large aggregates 
to snreller uniform size pokier, vhict Y:? vtcked into the shape of a 
wedge and mounted on the oscill8ting mount. The edge of the wedge was 
adjusted to interceut one-half of a slit-collimated beam of fLlt8r8d 
copper K. radiation. The diffracted ray8 were registered on :film during 
al-I/2 

f 8llOUt 
nation. 

2.3.5 

hr exposure. 
A comparato&was used to cgmpre the diffraction patterns from 
with those from coral sand collected near the site of the deto- 

Petronraohic Microscoze 

A Bausch and Lomb Petrographic Microscope, model WL 3238 with a 
Leitz &-&-da universal stage w8s used to examine sections of radioactive 
particles, 

2.3.9 Ion Emhanze Eauiuaent 

Ion exohaage colqxnns and assessory equipment vere used for the 
separation of rare earth fiasion products. The column ~8s el.uted with 
lactate at a controlled pH at a tern-rat- of 87oC. The effluent was 
collected in small fractions by a fr8ction collector. 

2.3.10 Eyh Coatinz Maratus 

This squipent was developed to produce specially coated water 
droplet 88mitiVe ~%nn film. The apparatue consists of a variable 
Sped drive motor which wld th e film through a series of etching, 
washing, ati coating bath8 and thence through a thermal drying chamber 
to a reel onto which the film was wound in 5OQlft lengths. The film 88s 



~u& from blati 35a leader w first etching it in saturated 

pb 
bAssium hyd=xide solution, then rinsing it in three water tiBths, h 

w last of which Itwas dip coated with water soluble elastic m,ii~. A 

a?- le suction apparatus mounted beyd the plastic dip bath oILear& the 
~~0~3 plastla from the rpmcket holes. Three 530~ft reels of film oan ,. 

P_ 
processed at one time at the rete of about J/6$-ft/min, 

To properly sensitize sea water droplet impressions collected on 

z 

sensitive film, they must bc, exposed to high intensity solar radla- 
n. This was acaaoDplldmd with a hood-like arrangement containing six 

m lasqs which f'itted onto the film coater over the empty wash tanks; 
w drive system pulled the filnr bensath the lighted lamps. The sun 
1-p hood was connected to the ventilating system through filters and 
m movement of air both cooled the film and entrapped any loosened 
directive particlea. 

2.3.12 Radioactivity Monitor 

It was necessary to define the areas of activity on droplet 
rarpoaed film so that radioautogmphs could be made. For this purpose, 
m eIxl window Geiger tube was susneaded above the film and connected to 
l count rate meter, thence to an Esterline Angus recorder. Activity 
recording was corjbined with the sun lamn exposure. By calibrating the 
wter drive speed with the racorder speed, the exact location of any 
l c'vioe areas could be determined. 

2.3.13 Vaoor Phase Reducins UxxLt 

To properly develop sea water and distilled water spots on the 
rensitfve film, vapors of certain chemicals in controlled amounts a& 
under controlled conditions must he brought inio contact with the film 
surface. The develop- apparatus consisted of three temperature con- 
trolled units; one for the saturation of air with phenylhydrasine vapors, 
one to saturate air with water vapor, and the central unit where the two 
vapors were mixed with ammonia gas. The central reducing chamber was an 
oil jacketed tank through which the film was drawn into contact with the 
reducing chemical vapors. All of the saturation units, temperature con- 
trol systems, and heat exchanger coils were comoletely immersed in oil 
baths contained in stainless steel tanks surrounded with fiberglass 
insulation. The sunlamp treated film was led from the reducing chamber 
through 

2.3.14 

a thermal drying cham\ler to a wind-up reel. 

Microscope Traversine Mechanism 

This unit was built to allow a rapid survey of hundreds of feet 
of processed film. A precision stage was devised which allowed the film 
to be tracked under the lens system without scratching the silvered SUT- 

faces. A counting device mounted on the stage allowed an accurate coin- 
puta+,ion of the film footage passing across the stage. 
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2.3.15 bz'o001 sad&~ !,&2S 

The aerosol mm- detices were an electrostatic preci~ta~r 
(ES), emplopiag a mow film coated with a drop smsitlve emubi~n, 
accompanied by millipore filter and dimethyl-terepibthalate (INT) air 
samplers. 

The nillipom filtm (y[P) consists of a speuiallyprepand thin 
(1504 sheet of cellulose, of uniforpa cell &xucturet, 8uImicroscopically 
honeycombed such that the volume of the filter is 80 per cent voids, or 
5 x 10' pores/sq cm, The aerosol type filter has a theoretical pore 
size slightly larger than 0,5p, although it is claimed that 0.2 ppar 
titles are retained within 50~ of the surface. Tests at USNRDL on the 
KRL smoke penetrometer at owrational face velocities (70 &eo) i&i- 
cated 100 per cent efficiency for 0.3 p diotylphthalate particlee. 

The DMT filters con&eked of DMT cry&ala packed to a thkknesr 
of 0.7 cm between two supporting screens. The DHT filter0 were sublImed 
off at USN??DL tier reduced pressure and elevated tmperoture, leaving 
the captured aerbsol material on mic~mscop slide8 or in aentriinge tuber, 
aa desired. Calibration tests aa described above yielded a captum 
efficionay of 98 to 99 per cent. 

The air aampler motion unlt8~de@ned to collect a total 
sample for a 6-4~ period following a ahot, drew 10 cfi through m effea- 
tlro aaapling area of 64 sq am for-bOth the HP and azP filterr. 
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CHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS 

The slgnlficant properties which detenniae the relative thexmo- 
&yusmia stability of a contaminated system are: (1) the emposition of 
the fallout materiel, (2) the phsse distribution of the various conetit- 
u&.8, and (3) IAM chemical and physical state of certain elements. Yost 
of these properties of the fallout were found to be determined by or 
dependent on the location of the point of detonation. .Reef shots pro- 
duced largely coral-derived material; barge shots produced largely sea 
mterderlvedmsterlal. The dietrlbuticn of the radlouctive elements 
and the stable or carrier material between the liquid and solid phases 
rnd further between colloidal and ionic ire&ions gives information on 
ohemical and phy8io81 etatee of cmponents known to be import&t contas- 
inatlon-decontamination pemmeters. In addition, the oxidation states 
of certain radioactive elements determines their chemical behavior In 
the fallout mixtam during the period of contamination. Thus the ther- 
modynamic environment in which radioactive epeciea of the fallout occur 
influences their contamlmtion potential to the extent of contn9Ung It. 
Chemical measurements of the significant properties were made on mmplee 
collected R'oa Shots 1,2,3, and 4. 

The cherecterisation of the fallout samples consisted ofr (1) 
measuring the total activity of each sample with a survey meter; (2) 
determining the total quantftiea of solids and liquids in thepl; (3) 
measuring the pH of the liquid phase of those sarpples which had suffi- 
cient 11 uid; (4) determining the total beta axi gtmne ectititioe *%n each 
remple; s 5) fraotionnting representative esmplee into solid, colloidal, 
eti Ionic constituents and measuring the radioactive cheraatexletice of 
l aah fraction; and (6) anaIy8es for the major and minor constltrmnt 
elements in fallout ssmple8 emd in several sample8 of sea rater srd Cord. 

The samples received for amlysis weme not always X'SpreSSntStivS of 

the aatual fallout owing to the collec;tlon of rain mter, sea water spray, 
ald extraneous coral and organic material In the open ~1lect.m~. Never- 
theless, from the analytical data an eathate of the compo8itioM of the 
actual fallout has been made by subtracting the extraneous sea water 4 
coral constituents found in the diluted =mpleS. 
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3.1 DESCIWl’ICN CF FALLOUT SmpLEs 

Upon delivery of the samples to the site laboratory, the exterjor 
of all the sample bottles was decontaminated with dilute acid and rinsed 
in water after which a reading of each sample was taken nith a survey 
meter in contact with the bottom of +.he clcancd bottle. On Shots 2 and 
L, much of the fallout ectivii.y was retained by the %nnel. In these! 
cases, the exterior of the f'unnel was cleaned and the interior monilored 
by inverting the f’unnel carefully over the meter. The funnel was then 
rinsed with dilute acid into the bottle until it had been 3ufficiently 
decontaminated. The inside of the bottle was similarly washed and the 
rinsings collected in a graduated cylinder and appropriately aliquoted 
for counting and other treatments. Senr;les of b3t.h Projects 2.9 anr! 
2.6a Fhich were not treated at the field laboratory were packed for 
shilxzent to EZFcl>L afte ?* the sample bottles had been decontaminated and 
the survey meter reading had been observed. 

The sample3 re%atied at the field la1-oratory were removed from the 
polyethylene bottlt3. For larger samples, the.bulk of the material was 
trsnoferred to weighing %ftlea or graduated cylinders and the remainder 
rinsed into the cylfnders with water or dilute acid. For smaller samples, 
the bottle was cut and the material colle-zsted by use of a large rubber 
policeman or brush depending on whether the material was wet or dry. 
After obtaining the to&Al weight or volume, the sample was aliquot.ed. 
Lost of the samples were slurries, or mixtures of solid and liquid. 
These were subjected to vigorous stirring and aliquoted writh pipettes, 
the tips of which had ?,een removed. In numerous cases it was extremely 
diffiCul% to aliquot the untreated material because of large coral par- 
ticles, organic debris, and other material. A number of experiments 
reqtired samples juot as they had been collected. As the sample3 gener- 
ally were small an? triplicate samples from a given station were not 
available as had teen planned, %hay had to be aliquoted by the best mean3 
available. In cases where the samples could !\e acidified the eliquoting 
was greatly simplified. 

3.1.1 Samriles from Shot 1 

These Samp1.8S) described in TeYle 3.1, were received by the field 
laboratory on B+5.3 days. Stations 250 were lagoon rafts and stations 
251 were island positians. The lat'er acre concrete pits at ground level 
which p8rmitt8d COn8ideI3bl8 coral to drift into the C0118CtiZ6e he to 

a short supply of bot.tles for refit.ting the stations for subsequent shots, 
collecting teams lere obliged to combine all three bottles from 8aCh col- 
lector or occasionally di3card two of the three fallout samples. Conse- 
quently, a comparison of +A8 collecting efficiency of three adjacent 
collectors at a given station could not. be determined a8 had been planned. 
For lagoon ataticns, sample3 frr,m two bottles were rinsed Into tie third 
wfth sea wat.er; samples from the Island stations v8re combined wIthout 
rineing. This procedure resulted in uncertainties in the total quantity 

, of fallout ccllect.ed pr wit area. !%Lrthermore, since the Sample8 col- 
lected on the lagoon xere diluted wilhYr PPB water their origintsl composi- 
tlons were difficult to determine. 



~~ rain fell batwaen shot t;iaoe and Sample recovery so the chemical_ 
-aition of lslaad statfom was affected only w the coral sati which 
'~blowninbY*~. 

TABLE 361 - Samples from Shot 1 

-~ 

l4.85 
61.98 
23.11 
x.90 
2.m 
37.31 
3.83 

120.69 

-251.03 15.46 

3.02 2.25 
5.97 4.83 
1.82 1.67 
0.0188 0.0035 
0.183 0.112 
2.63 1.47 
o.Wf7 0.0275 

111.0 61.0 

14.0 11.4 

8.59 7.34 
0.246 0.045 

3.67 0.19t 
0,0090 o.w3 

-251.08 
-251.10 - 

32.54 
107.01 

1.53 
0.802 

0.373 
1.50 

_I 

Slurry(b) 3;sampler lid open 
Slurry 3;sampler lld open 
Slurry 3;sampler lid open 
Slurry 3;sampler worked 
Slurry 3;samplor lid open 
Slurry 3;sampler lid open 
Slurry 3;sampler worked 
Solid and 1;sampler may have 
liquid ; worked 
Solid and 3;sampler open 
liquid 
Solid(wet) 1;sampler open 
Solid and 1;sampler open 
liquid 
Solid(uet) 3;sampler open 
Solid(dry) I;may not have 

opened 
Solid&y) 3;no in.onration 
Solid(dry) 1;sampler worked 0.0279 0.0113 

(a) Data on single bottle basis 
(b) Slurry - appearance of sea water plus slaked lime suspension 
( c> Number indicates bottles combined at the time of pickup 

Eeight(a) 
(grams) 

Description Co!n.ulemts(c) 

3.1.2 Samples from Shot 2 

Smples collected on Elmer at R+lF hr from very light fallout 
were used only for decay measurements. The samples from Pro,ject 2.58 
were received at the field laboratory on R+2 days; they are described in 
Table 3.2. The total counts, as given, include the activity on the fun- 
nels as well as that in the bttles. In general, the funnels were more 
aon%minated than the bottlesy especially for the dry samples. The flags 
on the buoy mast of the "loating stations collected very lsrge amounts 
of fallout. On station R4, for example, the bottle read 60 mr/h, +Ae 
funnel 400 mr/h, and the flag 9000 mr/b at Rt2.1 days. Rain fell over 
scattered areaa between the placement and recovery of the samplers for 
Shot 2, 
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l)lpples o- c washdown water were collected on the YAG 39 with a 7-g-n. fun_ 
'asl dlich was fitted into a hole in the deck and connected by s long piece 
id tygon tubing to a collecthg bottle just above the ~9~0der r00;il whsm 
W personnel mre stationed. Radioactive aashdom water was collected 

at U+l.2 hr. The rate of collectioe was apnmxfmately 200 nl/hr. 
t 50 ml measmd 10 r,/hr at the surface of the container; it was 
and aliquoted for decsy measurements. On U+1.4 days, the bottles 
39 were received at the fieL3 laboratory. Their average reading 
It: 5 m&r; the funnels measured Zf 4 n&r. Six of the 12 

ea were sent to DSNRDL. 

TABLE 3.3 - Samples from Shot 3 
I 

Tots1 Count at Description Comments 
K+?.3 days 
(c/m x 10'7) 

GmmCl 1 Seta 

-250.05 
:-250.05 

1365 30.4 48.0 Liquid and solid 
1322 

Buoy - TC(a) 
31.4 !&?.5 Liquid and solid %ft - TC 

1650 15.6 23.3 
1065 

Liquid and solid Raft - TC 
26.3 42.3 Liquid d solid Raft - TC 

1020 35.7 56.6 Liquid and solid Raft - TC 
355 53.1 82.1 Liquid and solid 
166 3.33 5.33 Liquid and solid zlb)(l bottle; 

1160 36.4 57.5 Liquid and solid TC (island) 

Project 2.5a total collector 
Project 2.6a triple bottle collector 

On the YAG 40, signfficznt differences xere found in the sample 
oollected on each side of the bridge. Considerable rain had fallen 
before the samples were recoverad. Bottles from the port side read 
24 + 3 mr/%r on U+A days; the funnels averaged 6 + 1 mr/hr; and the 
average water volme was 376 4 68 ml. Bottles from the starboard side 
road 28 2 8 mr/hr; the funnels averaged 10 +, 3 mr/lnr; and the liquid vol- 
106 was 911 + 80 ml. On that day, the average total gamma count was 
4.67 x 107 c/m per bottle for port side collectors and 13.2 x 107 c/m 
per bottle for starboard collectors or 2.4 times as much activity for the 
oollectors which had bsen directly exposed to the drifting fallout. 

In addltlon, on U-day wipe ssmples were taken from an F':?34 which 
had flown through the cloud. These reed as high as 35 r/hr at about 
U + 6 hr. The early decay o f those wlps sample s nas much slower than 
that of the fallout collected on the YAG 39. Since considerable frac- 
tionation would be possible during contamination aarl decontamina'ion of 
the aircraft, these samples were not considered to be truly representative 
of the material in the cloud. Although these samples xere given rather 
extensive treatment, only the data for iodine analysis will be reported. 
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TABLE 3.4 - Samples from Shot 4 

'4-Y409S1 

.4-Y4C-S2 

49Y4O-C3 

4.Y4C-S4 

: 

4-Y4oIS5 

-Y40Is6 

T 
I 

9.2(b: 

<c/m x 
Gamma 

32.4tc) 

385 5.42(dI 
280 4.08 
540 2.89 
374 4.92 
393 4.26 
48J 6.26 
987 24.5 

937 10.9 

LOG6 11.6 

8l8 8.75 

840 7.36 

F.78 15.9 

L- 

Beta 

58.0 

Description 

Liquid 

Liquid 
Liquid 
Liquid 
Liquid 
Liquid 
Liquid 
Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Liquid 

Commenta 

Top of 30. 1 king- 
post ave. of 6 
bottles 
Port side of bridge 
Port side of blLidge 
Port aide of bridge 
Port side of bridge 
Port side of bridge 
Port side of bridge 
Starboard side of 

bridge 
Starboard side of 
bridge 
Starboard side of 
bridge 
Starboa_rd aide of 
bridge 
Starboard aide of 
bridge 
Starboard aide of 
bridge 

(a) Y - Project 6.4 YAG 
(b) Total volume of 7 bottles xas 64.4 ml 
(c) huh at ~~2.6 days 
(d) Count for YAG 40 samples at U+!. days 

3.1.5 Evaluation of Samplea 

Since the primary purpose of the investigation was to charscter- 
iae the fallout material, with the ultinmte aim of obtaining information 
which could be used to predict its contaminationdecontamiMtioa behavior, 
it was originally considered essential that the fallout be colleated 
under carefully epecified condltionrr. Requirements wwe that no extra- 
neous materials be collected before the detonation or after the fallout 
had stopped. MO loss of material could be allowed after the colleation 
of the fallout material had been made. Ideally, the sampler rlhould have 
been collected and examined as soon ar possible after the oeslsation of 
fallout so that, in addition to meeting the above condltioaa, tbs sam- 
plea would have been analyzed before extanaim physical or chemiaal 
changes could occur. However, because of a aaabinstion of suoh factors 
as failure of the automatic samplbg apparatus, ahanges in the recovery 
scheme, and incomplete recovery of station arrays these cotiitions were 
not attained. The result was that some samples were diluted by rain 
water end others by sea water (spray a&or waves). Still others uwe 
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qo#‘)c8&8hd w mp-thb nlrtb8mor8, for three of the ehot8 the 
;irarple8 WICB not xwceivod until 3 to 6 day8 after detonatia aad won 
m the fourth shot the fallout mmpl6 was not laoelved at the rite 
~~~t0x-y until late in the day after the detonation. 

For these reO8OX~8, the Cba~OteX'i%atiOn Of th8 falloutf it8el.f a 
m respects ras not achieved. Howver, it is doubtful rhothor a 00~~. 
j&&i ChaI%CteX'iZ&&Xl Of fRlhUt Baterial fn# Uolb Of the rahote r0Ul.d 
b be8I-i fa8ible even with fmti8faCk'y CollectiOn methodbu &oord- 

sane eyewit~e8a reparts,itwmld appear that the fallmtfro 
(at leaat at dirtancea of the order of 30 to 50 diem ti gxvnxl 
on8isted of drg pafiiclee, while that from Shot 2, at th8 ame 

83 appt3ared t0C0nSiSt of a fbUae~BOf which init8ailimuJ.d 
practically negligible volrpe in the collector bottle6 (was 

'~lltotor bottle8 wm3, In fact, dry). 
@ arrived on the PIG 39. 

For Shot 4 early, mirible fell- 

In 8-27, it should be borne in mti that the reatxltto of aoao 
of th8 fOl_ a&4888 a& 8rpOrim8ntS do not apply to material a8 it 
l ot.Ually fell at the aOlleOtiOn 8itO8, but x%&h8r to the total -pled 
~terial as x~ceived at the site laboratory and which In the orajority of 
'we8 underwent fiapOr&nt Ch8ng93 befOr9 it could be eXamin8& This 
.plpplieS especially to the @yaical et&e 88pWat~OM ard chexdml states 

$af Bpand I. 

3.2 FfiYSICAL STATE SElSRATIONS 

This part of the inveetigation sought to separate the fallout 
material recovered a8 an aqueous suspension into three fractiona: 
colloidal, srd solid, and then to determine the distribution of the 

ionic, 

$WBM 8llIittw aCti v it y and also the distribution of irraotivo elements 
aaong the three fractions. 

The solid fraction vas defined a8 that materM which '1~~8 ream& 
by centrifugation for 15 min at 2500 RpLd (980 g). The ionic fraction 
uaa d8fined a8 that part of the supernatant uhrch paseed through a 
osllophane ultrafilter membrane of pore size 12 to 40 A; th8 colloidal 
fraction was that part which was stopped w the membrane. 

3.2.1 Ph~slcal Treatment of Samoleo 

A10 to15 ml aliquatuas taken frua tie origInal eampl8rith 
rapid stirring. A volumetric"plpette rith it8 tip broken off to sample 
the suspended particle8 wa8 Used in this sampling. The slurry aliquot 
was placed directly in a wlghed, graduated cone-point centrifuge tube, 
which was then reweighed to obtain both the weight and the volume of the 
sample. In addition, an allquot of the original 8lWTy was taken rith a 
ticropipet whenever poaeible for gamma counting; for samples ulth appre- 
clable qWltitie8 of SUIYpended solid8 the aliqUOt for &smma Counting =8 
taken from the acidified material used in the nsptuniwn procedure. 

The 81~x77 88mple was centrifuged for 10 min at 2500 h% The 
fl Of the supematant 1zI8 lMK48UT’Xi immedih3ly. A SUN11 alicl-t Of the 
SUpernatant ~38 taken for a gamma COUnt ard a 5- or lo-ml akiquot 188 
plaoed in an ultrafilter. The Ultrafilter was a madifiaation Of 0Lls 
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uset! in earlier work in this !aborate&/ Its medjum was a cellophens 
dialysis membrane previously found to have a pore size of 12 to LO A. 
One thicrlfness of cellophane at a pressure of 400 psig (u&e:* til.rogen) 
gave a flow rate of 3.5 to 4.0 ml/Ix. After the whole supernatant ali- 
quo?, had paned the filter, a gmna counting aliquot of the effluent 
nas taken. Upon disassembly of the uI.trafilt.er, the membrane was counted 
to c7et.ermlr.c the gamma activity in the colloidal fraction. 

The scrlici fraction separated by centrifugation vas transferred 
quantitnt9ively to a weighed fritted glass filter using anhydrvus methanol 
and after dqdng the filter was weighed again. Then the solid on the 
filter was d’ssoived with &I-KY and washed throxh. After several 
washings, the combined filtrates were transferred to a 100~ml volumetric 
flask and made UD to volume. Am eliquot of thie dissolved solid frac- 
tion was taken from this solution for gamma counting. 

Thus, for each sample five gamma counts were taken, (I_) original 
slurry, (2) supexiatant;, 
(5) solid frncticn. 

(3) ultrafiltrate, (4) colloidal fraction, aad 
This procedure allowed the calculation of an activity 

balance for the -two sep~retion steps. The Last three counts gave the 
breakdown of the gamma activity into ionic, colloidal, and solid fractions, 
These samples were also used to follow the gamma decay of the fractions 
for all the shots. For the fractions of the samples from Shots 1 and 2 
lead absorption data xere taken; for the fractions of the samples from 
Shots 2,3, and 4 gamma analyzer data were taken. Finally, portions of 
the fracticns of samples from Shots 2,3, and 4 were returned to UShRDL 
for quantitative analysis of thefr major and minor constituents. 

3.2.2 Results -- 

The results of these studjes are given in the followir+g sections. 

3.2.2.1 Gamma Activi1.g Dist.ribution Among Physical State F’r8ctians 

In general, good activity bals.~ces were cJbt.ained fo:r the sera- 
ration steps. The sum of the total qtmms counts of ihe liquid (super- 
natant > and the soli fractions was 94 to 103 per cent of the total 
gamma count for all samples, except one, as determined by the assay of 
the original sample. Similarly, recoveries in the ultrafiltration step 
(sum of colloidal and ultrafiltered fractions) ran about 86 to 96 per 
cent of the total liquid activity. Totals were normalized to 100 per cent 
by taking accxnt of the known sources of loss. In the solid-liquid 
separation the main source of loss was in the transfer of the solid to 
the frit and in the residue left on the Lfrlt after the acid wash. In 
the ultrafiltration separation the main source of loss was in adsorption 
on the metal surfaces of the ultraflltsr bslow the msmbrano. Separste 
experiments shossd that the extant of.these losses was sufficient to 
account for an occasional low mcovory. Tables 3.5 and 3.5 auPnpatize 
the gamma activity fractionation results together with @ values aad 
percentage of solids by weight. Table 3.5 gives the results for the 
individual samples while Table 3.6 gives ran-cd n 0 of values for all samples 
analyzed in each shot, and groups these results by type of shot. SOLW 
pertinent observations bsssd on Table 3.6 a%: 
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TAELE 3.5 - Phpical State Frnctiomtion of Gmmu Activity 

Sample 

l-251.03 
l-251.02 
l-250.05 L 2-A4 
3-Coca TC 
3-251.02 
J-Y39 

Time After wt.of 
Detonation Solid 
(days) H) 

6.5 
8.1 

39:; 
4.2 
5.5 
1.8 

9.2 11.9 96.33 3.56 0.11 
0.94 12.3 92.08 7.72 0.20 
0.85 9.0 98.05 1.89 0.06 

co.01 7.5 24.70 72.90 2.40 
0.18 IO.5 92.44 7.33 0.23 
0.23 11.2 94.17 5.60 0.23 

co.01 7.7 40.20 57.91 1.39 

2; 
;z*i 
9710 
94.1 
96.8 

z (a) Percenfsge of gamma coitnt In the liquid phase found in the ionic fraction 

TABLX 3.4 - Summary, Thysical S trte Fractionation of Gamma Activity 

Shot Number of Time After 
Tylw? Number Sample3 I 

Wt.sf pr 
Detonation Solid 

(day3) (k) 

Island 1 

I 

Barge 

(a) Percentage of gmma count in the liquid phase found in the ionic fractb 



(1) Percentage Of solids by weight - Island shot ample3 show 

a much higher percentage of solids than do barge shots, Kith Shot 1 
samples having a higher percentage than Shot 3. No quantitative corr+ 
lations based on per cent solids can be made because of the variable 
volume of water. 

(2) pH - Island shot samples had the high pH characteristic 
of suspensions of alkaline earth hydrcxides. CaO or Ca(OH)2 was present 
in the fallout as a product of the pyrolyzation of CaC03, from the 
island coral which had been drawn up into the fireball. The fallout 
samplea from the island shots consisting of both solid and liquid usually 
contained enough of the hydroxide 50 maintain a solid-liquid equilibrium, 
The @'! of the liquid from barge shots was fairly close to the pii of sea 
water itself. 

(3) Gamms Activity Fractionation - Eher~ the solids were prea- 
ent in large percentages (island shots), most of the gamma activity was 
found in the solid fraction. On the other hand, for barge shots most of 
the activity was in the ionic fraction. 

It should be noted that for every cample treated (both island 
and barge shots) the liquid fraction itself was 96.1 to 97.5 per cent 
ionic. The constancy of this figure suggests that the material held by 
the filter membrane was not colloidal since the percentage of colloids 
in the liquid samples should depend on when the samples were treated and 
should also vary from sample to sample and shot to shot. It Is mom 
likely that a constant percentage of the liq.uid activity is adsorbed by 
the membrane. Whatever constituted the so-called colloidal fraction, 
it. was never very important in the samples as analyzed, for the gamma 
activity in this fraction was never higher than 2.4 per csnt of the total 
sample. The small qercsntage found, however, does not necessarily mean 
that there was originally such small amounts of gamma activity associated 
with a colloidal fraction in the fallout itself. Disappearance of a 
colloid which msy have occurred originally in the fallout could be 
explained byr either (1) agglomeration of colloidal particles with time 
in the presence of rather high concentrations of electrolyte, or (2) 
adsorption of colloidal particles on crystalline materials or on the walls 
of the sample bottle. The centrifugation separation would not distinguish 
between particles which were large enough to settle in a centrifugal field 
and colloidal-sized particles which were associated with crystalline 
solids. A very early collection and analysis of liquid fallout material 
for detonations which might produce a liquid phase fallout would serve 
to determine whether colloidal particles are present and whether they do 
indeed agglomerate at appreciable rates. In terms of particie size, the 
colloid cannot be disregarded in estimating contamination potential of 
the fallout unless it can be conclusively shown that they do not exist at 
the time the fallout contacts a surface. 

3.2.2.2 Gamma Decay of P&y@cal State Fractions 

Decay for the three fractions and the original slurry are given 
in Nga. 3.1 through 3.4 f or aome of the samples separated, To aid in 
the comparison of the fractions for a given sample, all counts were nor- 
malized to.l.GOO at the earliest possible time. Where a decay curve was 
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straight for + apppeciable time the log-log decay slope was detemined 
graphically. The decay slopes for all of the samples are smrised in 
Table 3.7. They are tabulated for three time ranges2 early thes are 
up to 4 days after detonation; 
times are after 9 days. 

medim times are 4 to 9 days; anrl late 

In the 9 to 3O-day period 
more rapid than the origlnal.sample. 

the solid fraction decay uas generally 
The ultrafiltrrte decayed more 

slcwlp than the original. The colloidal fraction usually decayed more 
slowly than the ultrafiltrate. 

The decay curves of the various fractions diverged mom for 
i&ad shot samples than those for the barge shot samples. The solid 
fraction from islati shot samples decayed et about the same rate as the 
original slurry, uhilo with t&c barge shot samples the ultrafiltrate 
decoyed like the original slurry. These results are logic01 in view of 
t,ha gross distribution of the gamma activity between the liquid and 
solid phases for the two types of shot. 

3.2.2.3 

Thecurve 

Gamma Enerns Distribution of Physical State Fractions 

Lead absorption curves were taken on samples for Shots 1 and 2. 
for the 2-U sample on Shot 2 was taken at two times. Some of 

the curves are shown in Figs. 3.5 through 3.7. All fractions Tere nor- 
malized to a count of.1000 at zeru thickness of lead absorber for better 
comps risen. The absorption curve of eech fraction was analyzed into three 
component energies and the percentage of each compneat was determined 
by weighting the "zero-ataorber" couslt rate of each component, energy by 
the relative photon efficiency as taken from Fig. 2.1. The results are 
tabulated in Table 3.8. It may ?-s noted that the average gamma energy 
of the %olloidaln fraction was consistently higher for both surface 
island and surface water shot samples, whereas the solid and ionic frac- 
tions show large differences in relative amount of each component and 
average energy. This again lends support to the argument that selective 
absorption occurred on the ultrafiltrate. The low energy components 
range from I.45 to 180 kev, 
from lG20 to 1620 kev. 

the medium from 320 to 485 kev, and the high 

The fractions of the three "apparent? gamma energies from the 
solid fraction of Shot 1 sample (l-251.03) were similar to those for the 
original sample. In addition, the ultrafiltrate (ionic) fraction had a 
higher percentage of the highest energy g-as than did the solid frsc- 
tion, while the colloidal fraction had a still higher percentage of high 
energy gammas. The order of average energy was colloidal > ionic > 
solid. The l-251.02 sample fractions were somewhat different; both the 
decay and the lead absorution show very little fractionf.tion of gamma 
emitting isotopes between the solid ati the ionic fractions. However, 
the comparison of average energies amcng the qhysical state fractions of 
any sample is not as reliable an indicator of frsctionation as is the 
comperison of the percentage of the high energy component among the frzc- 
tions. The latter depends uron the observed count at high absorber 
thicknesses while the fanner depends upon slops extrapolated from 2 or 
3 points. 

For the Shot 2 sample (20A4) absorption curve of the solid 
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TABLE 3.7 - Summary of Log-Log Decay Slopes 

Sample (a) 

1-2‘51.03 F 
S 
C 
0 

l-251.02 F 

S 
C 
0 

l-250.05 F 

S 
C 
0 

24 F 
S 
C 
0 

3-Coca TC F 
S 
C 
0 

3-251.02 F 
S 
C 
0 

4-139 F 
3 
c 
0 

T 
E 

Slope 

a 

- 

4.70 
4.52 
-0.33 
-0.70 
4.94 

Days 

- 

1.7-2.9 
1.8-2.6 
1.8-4.0 
1.7-2.5 
2.b4.1 
-- 

b!el 
Slope 

-1.79 

-1.06 
-l.V 
-1.07 
-1.06 

0.97 
curved 
CUX=Ved 

-1.34 

-im71 
CWVd 

curved 
curved 

369 

.um 
Days 

1; . -9. 

3.5-4.6 
3.8-4.6 
3.8-A.6 
3.8-4.6 

4.2-7.0 

4.2-6.6 

5.5-9. 

1 
Slope 

ter - 
Daya 

-1.32 
-2.33 
curved 
-2.25 

9.015. 
9.030. 

9.930. 

-1.83 9.013. 
-2.27 13.025. 
-2.23 9.030. 
-0.76 9.-u. 
-2.23 9.030. 

-1.05 9.-u&.5 
-1.49 l4*5-30. 
-2.34 9.030. 
-1.94 9.-l/,. 
-2.21 9.-30. 

-2.44 9.7-20. 
-2.10 10~25. 
-2.10 lo.-25. 
-2.38 lo.-20. 

-1.50 
-2.27 
curped 
-2.12 

9.-30. 
9.922. 

9.-22. 

-2.23 
-2.23 
-1.15 
-2.23 

9.935. 

Ez: 
9.-z?. 

-1.70 9.022, 
-2.11 9.025. 
-1.65 9.032. 
-1.82 9.-32. 

1 

(a) State of sample kdlcated by following synbolrs 
F = UItXSfiltmb; S = solid; C = COllOidj 0 = Od&-R8I. s~~IO 
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TABLE 3.8 - Camma Energy Distrib&ion of Physical State Fmctiona Determined by Lead Ahsorption 

Sample(b) fialf-thickness Fractjon of Total Count 
(is) (gel of Pb/m cm) Tkz (L7ncorrected) (Corrected)t81 Avera e Energy 

(50 0) 'i kcv) 

l-Z5l.03 S 8.3 0.27 150. 50.1 
340. 2:; 21.5 466. 

l::f 1120. 11.5 28.4 

l-251.03 F 8.3 0.27 150. 60.8 36.3 
1.85 380. 18.5 19.35 669. 
11.7 1220. 20.7 44.35 

l-251.03 C 8.3 0.38 180. 41.2 18.25 
2.90 480. 18.8 17.95 1153. 
14.1 1620. 40.0 63.8 

l-251.02 S 9.1 0.25 69.9 47.0 . 
1.52 Z: 17.3 21.9 527. 
11.8 1230. 12.8 31.1 

l-251.02 F 9.1 0.30 160. 73.4 50.25 
1.73 375. 13.0 17.35 508. 
11.0 1120. 13.6 32.4 

l-251.02 c 9.1 0.38 180. 44.7 21.8 
2.04 400. 20.5 

;z 
880. 

12.3 1300. 34.8 . 

l-250.05 S 9.2 150. 73.2 
::*; P:Z 325. 18.0 429. 

Il.5 1180. 8.8 23:l 

tI 
Correuted for counter efficient a8 function of energy 

: State of sample indiaated by fo loring symbols: ;P 
S w solid; F w ultrafiltrate (ioaio); C f colloid 



TABLE 3.6 - Carma Energy Distribution of Physical State Fractions Determined by Lead Abeorption (Conta.) 

Sampl*(b) Time Half-thickness _ Fraction of Tote1 Count 
(days) (@II of P'3/sq cm? Energy (UmoTTcted) 

(km! 
(Co*ected)(aJ- 

1 (%I 
Ave~;mJnergy 

l-250.05 F 9.2 0.X 170. 70.4 46.1 
2.94 4185. 15.4 22.15 573. 
11.7 1220. IA.0 31.75 

l-250.05 C 9.2 0.32 143. 48.5 26.1 
1.27 320. 24.2 22.3 723. 
11.5 1180. 27.3 51.4 

'20A4 S 3.4 0.27 150. 44.2 44.0 
1.40 340. 19.6 23.5 474. 
10.1 1020. U.4 32.5 

2-U F 3.4 0.27 150. 75.9 57.25 
1.40 340. 14.9 23.3 390. 
11.3 1140. 7.25 19.45 

2-u C 3.4 0.27 150. 43.4 40.5 
1.40 340. 21.0 529. 
10.8 1100. 15.4 z:: 

2-A4 S 5.3 0.25 145. 48.0 44.0 
1.40 340. 18.7 23.2 443. 
10.2 1030. 13.3 30.8 

2-u F 5.3 0.25 145. 73.3 53.4 
1.40 340. 18.7 25.15 433. 
12.1 1270. 8.0 21.25 

2-h4 C 5.3 0.25 45.7 42.5 
l./,O 2:: ’ 18.7 22.25 514.5 
10.6 10?3. 15.4 35.25 



fz-actioa was higher 
energy for the solid 

than that Of the ionic fraction 80 that th8 average 

The ab8orption curve 
in&ion was higher than for the Shot 1 swle8_ 
of the colloidal fraction was againthe highest of 

the three resulting in a highest average energy for the colloidal frac- 
tlons. 

because 
Gamma spectra were taken of samples for Shots 2,3, and 4, but 

of lcw resolution and other limitations, it was not possible to 
use the gamma-spectra to obtain important infomation about the constitu- 
ents of the physical state fractions. 

In general, the spectra only support what was already obvious, 
such as the fact that Np239, which was the most important single con- 
tributor to the activity in the time range 2 to 10 day8, became leas 
important at later times. 

Figure 3.8 is a gamma analDer plot for pure neptunium separated 
from the fallout sample 3-251.02. It was taken 7 da 
In the range 0 to 0.7 Mev, it shows the reported Np2 9 peaks at 0.065, Y 

after detonation. 

0.105, 0.230, and 0.295 Mev. 
Figures 3.9 thmugh 3J.l are gamma analpr 8pectn (low energy 

region) for the phy8lcal state fraction of the same 8ampl8 at the same 
tllm. The solid fraction 8pectrm, which contaimd 94 per c8nt of the 
activity war a fair r8production of the zmptunim ap8ctrm with an addi- 
tional peak at 0.51 Mev due to an unknown constituent. The ultrafil- 
trate fraction, however, did not reproduce the neptuniun spectrum; th8 
spectrum had peaks at O.U, 0.39, and 0.49 Mev. The peaks at about 0.5 
Yev are undoubtedly due largely to annihilation g-s, irvllcatlng tbs 
presence of gamma radiation with energies greater than 1 Yev. The col- 
loidal fraction epectrm appeared to contain portions of the mptunim 
spectrum, as well as peaks foti in the other fractiona. Spectra of 
fraction8 taken at other times showotherpeaks, but it was mt po88lble 
to identify these in the absence of other information about important 
species present. 

3.2.2.4 Quantitative Analrsia of Phvslcal State Fractiopl 

The concentration analysis of the rolid amd ionic fraction8 
(a8 separated in the field) is given in Table 3.9. Aliquots of the solld 
axl the ionic fractions of samples 2-A4, 3-Coca TC, 3-251.02 and 4-Y39 
were returned to thelaboratoryasllquida (the 8clid fractionhad been 
diesolved ia HCl alld made up to 100 al). The conceotration8 8re givea 
In micro a per milliliter (ppn). The colloidal imotion was not 
returned "%" f rfmalpsia becau8eit was used iaita entlroty as a countlag 
sample aad because of the difficulty of recoverfirg the roll quantities 
fran the ultraflltermembnme. There were nc rlalble~dapwlta oa the 
membmm . 

Tabla 3.10 gives the nmaa in mIlligrama of eaah l laaat la the 
liquid ati solid tractions of the total 8ample recovmxnd ia the field. 
It a&o gives the total msa of each element in the total origIna 8m- 
~18 a8 well ac the percentage distributfonof88oh element btwen the 
liquid and the solid fractiona. For 88mple 2-4, the 1iquM fraction 
dataan taken as the average of the supernatantandultraiilterdata. 
For the other samples the, &traflltrate represent8 the liquid; 8UpWMtaut 
ma not returned for amlyala. 
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TABLE 3.9 - CoxLcentration of Elements of Intereat In solutiona of pbselld state Fractione, 

Vol. of 
SAmnlr 

separated 
infield, 
bl) 

Loll 044 
Ca 

/ms) 
Fo 

C 
Is 

gmmtm 
4z cu si Al Na 

< 0.40 
19.3 

2-4 
suprnate 
IJltraflltrate 
Solid 

58.6 0.78 
105. co.4 
7.6 2.74 

<O&O 
~7.6 
0.22 

a.9 
<2.0 
o.aj 

8.2 

1OE 

1,595. 
355. 
- 

%* 
1:s 

37.0 

3x . 
~~: 

0.0 
x0.8 
0.40 

34oca Tc 
ultmflltrate 
Solid 

227. 11.5 28.0 128. co.3 
0.8 0.0 4.8 79. 1.50 

co.67 
0.30 

co.43 
co.00 

CO& 
0.02 

12.1 1,170. 
- 

3-25l.m 
ultrafiltrate 
Solid 

37.3 1.7 0.0 15.8 0.67 
1.6 0.0 15.2 158. 1.m 

o.cQ co.38 
0.30 <o.Oe 

1.x 
0.0s 

27.0 35.5 

p-m 
mtraflltrate 

1 Solid 
496. 
0.0 

#CO.76 l.sz 
<o.cs! 0.03 

25,100. l2,680. 
0.0 

1,870. 
0.0 

574. cw5 
4.8 0.55 

1.15 
o.oQ 

15.0 

(a) Chloride concentration given origin~~3y 88 nomality; for <4OOp&l, o 
iiT 

ls~aant figure 
400-4OoOp 1112si.gaifloentf~s 

>4ooo/&l3 sl~aant flgarPls 



Table 3.10 - Mase Dietributlon of Elements of Intereat In Liquid and Solid Fractions 

Ssnp'le 

2-u Liquid 
139.5 ml) Solti 

Total 

3-CocaTC Uquld 
(355. ml) +‘lid 

Total 

3-251.02 Liquid 
(ll6Oti) 3olid 

Total 

4-m Liquid 
e&Lml) solid 

Total 

T Cl 
w 

63.0 

6i.0 

4l9. 

4l;. 

43. 

4;. 

1,615. 

1,6C 

r 
% 

100 
m 

100 
- 

100 

100 
w 

Ne 
w 

28.0 
0.31 
28.3 

81.1 

832:; 

43.4 
6.9 
50.3 

815. 
o.OO_ 

815. 

T- 
% 

-- 

98.9 
1.1 

97.1 
2.9 

86.3 
13.7 

100. 
0. 

K 
mg 

1.49 
0.37 
I.86 

4.10 

E 

1.97 

1":: 

31.9 

310:i0 

T- 
% 

80.1 
19.9 

100. 
0. 

100. 
0. 

100. 
0. 

Mg 

ml3 
-__ 

5.w 
0.00 
5.04 

10.0 
u.2 
a.2 

6g 
. 

120.0 
0.00 

120.0 

T 
% 

100. 
0. 

WJC 
58.6 

0. 
200. 

100. 
0. 

Cll 

w -- 

3.23 
1,55 
4.78 

153.0 
233.0 
386.0 

18.3 
679. 
697. 

36.9 
2.06 
39.0 

1 
% 

67.6 
32.4 

94.6 
5e4 



TABLE 3.10 - Mnss Dlatrlbution of Elements of lhterest in Liquid and Solid Fmotiona (ContinuaI) 

S-e@ PO Al cu Si 
me % Ipg % mg % w % 

2-114 Liquid <O&7 C 8. <0.027 ~36. <o.cnb <26. 
(39.5 al) Solid 

"oe5$ 
>92. 0.082 > 64. o.c45 >74 :%z E* 

Oh4 
0 

Total . 0.082 o.w5 

3-cocaTc Liquid <O.ll < 2. ~0.24 <21. co.15 - <o.l4 x70. 
(355. ml) Solfd 4.40 >98. 0.88 >79. <a24 - o&6 >30. 

Total 4.40 0.88 < 0.39 0.a 

3-251.02 Liquid 
O*% % 

0.0232 <0.44 - 1.16 a.0 
(ll60,zl) Solid 4660 . 

1':32 
9::: <0.34 - 

B:Z 
16.0 

Total 5.38 <0.78 

h-y39 Liquid <0.003 < b. o.u741 89.3 <o.a9 - o.ll9 90.2 
(64.4 ml) Solid 0.236 >99. 0.0086 10.7 <0.034 - 0.043 9.8' 

Total 0.236 om3 <0.083 o.ol32 



Sin00 the conaentmtlom for many of the l rrwnt8 mL1 orbrmew 
lowapd t.hOvolUlteS Of th9kttl-afiltrate Were =ll,SaW Of theanalpl~es 
had to be made near or below their lower U&t of reMability. Thm, the 
reeulta for imn, aluminum, and copper, which are the important d&o=- 
tion products, are very much in doubt. Homver,scm conclusi~ aanbg 
dmun. sodium ati potassium, as expected, are predominantly in the liquid 
fxwztion. Magnesl~ and calcium, derfved f- both ma water aad ooral, 
dfe predominantly In the liquid fmotion in the barge ahot -08 aad 
predalnantly in the soUd fraction In the ieland shot 88mplea. Calolun 
hydroxide being more Insoluble than qnesium a6 well aa constituting a 
larger percentage of coral had a greater “vendenoy to bs in the rolld 
fraotion than does magmofum. 

More tbhn 85 uer co& of the iron was always fourxl in the solid 
fraatlon. Alanin= aiso was found predaminaptly in 
however, lower total concentrations of altnnti ard 
xwerse thl3 behavior. 

the solid fraction; 
louer@tend to 

3.3 CHBIICAL STATE OF NBPl'UNIDld ADD IODINB 

Experhent~ were carried out to determIne the oxMatSon state8 of 
Np and I in the fallout naterial. These two elements c0ntrUmte s9g- 
nificantly to the ganzca radiation of the fallout Irma nualear d&on&ions, 
arid accordingly, their contamlnation-decontruination bahatior la lnpor- 
tant. &rthermoro, the decontamination of these two elementa dependa on 
their oxidation stat&s elnce the oorption and eolublllty axl ahnical 
reactivity of each are dependent on It. Knowledge of the uhemlcal 
behavior of a few of the Important radionuclides in the fallout together 
with that of some of the stable elementa could lead to a realirtic and 
praatlcal approach to the prspiration of epntiietie uontamixkmt~. 

3,3,1 Ozddation State of Neptunium 

The olddation et&e of lop In fallout sampler mcr dotemined for 
Shotr 1 through 4. In order to carry out the detemkWion, a fairly 
1~ araDunt of aotlvit 

v 
ma required (sample reading of 20 to 30 ar/b 

at mrface of oontakrer . 

3.3.1.1 Chemical Treatment of S-100 

who procedure for separating Np(IV) tfir HP(V) ti BP(m) raa 
bared on the extraction of Np(IV) into a 0.4 M TTA eolutloa in Knin 
imr a 2lHCl ammoum phara. The rJp(IV) bnckartxa~ into aa 4-o- 
gm8S of 

3.3.1.2 

In Table 
The exgehental results for Shots 1,2,3, and 4 are tabulated 
3.11. - 

lb0 Shot1 
the rtmiLtu were not 

aampler notlioted in Tab& 3,lluem msedbpf 
coasldered satisfactory for the maemu &mm below. 



Shot. 1 sample 251.02 (land station) was the first prooeaaed. Aa a result 
of the obaervebiona from that experiment, significant lmprpvamenta wara 
made in the procedure. Therefore, the IWWlt3 of #at run, which gave 
10 per cent Np(IV) and 90 per cent Np(V-VI), were not conaidexxd algnifi- 
cant. On sample 251.04, Shot 1, an attempt was trade to shorten the nep- 
tunic procedure considerably by eliminating sow of the purifloation 
steps l However, decny curves of the product indicated iapure neptunium 
which invalidated the results. 

TABLE 3.3.1 - Summary of Analysis of Eeptuaium OldCation States 

shot 

h t 

: 

I L 

Station NP(IV) Np( V-VI ) 
($1 (%I 

l-250.05 
2-Tt 
3-Coca TC 

2 

3-251.02 
L-Y39 E 

z 
34 
20 
23 

I I Average I 05 rt 11 35 + 11 

SampleSourae 

&goon station 
Fraa floating buoy 
Centerof lagoon 
Islard station 
YAG-39 

The decay of the varloua neptunh fractions for all samples 
was followed for at least three half-lives. In every case, except those 
specified above, the neptunium ahowed no indioation of any impurities. 
Decay was followed with a gamma scintillation counter. Gamma ray spec- 
trometer data ware also used to help identify the Np samples. 

3.3.2 Chemical State of Iodine 

The chemical state of iodine in the fallout samples was de'ver- 
mined for Shots 1 through 4. The procaduraa and results are givenin t&e 
following sectlons. 

3.3.2.1 Chemical Treatment of Samples 

Several prooedurea were used to WestAgate the oA.datlon a& 
phase state of Iodine in the fallout material. In the first procedure, 
BaC12 was added to the original sample to precipitate the sea water 
sulfate a&d any iodate present as BaI?. The sample was centrifuged +A 
sewrate the solid and liquid phases. Iodide and iodate carriers were 
added to the suparnatant and precipitate, reapectivelp, and the iodine 
oxidized and reduced with Na.302 aad.Na$$ alternately while in contact 
with a CC14 phase to extract the iodine as 12. This procedure actually 
Rave the amount of iodine in the liquid and solid phases when the two 
iere initially present (as was the case in 
Shots 1 and 3). 

the samples as receivad fcr 

In another procedure, the sample was dissolved in a minims 
amount of HCl, divided into two aliquots. Iodide carrier was added to 
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O~KJ fraction aacl iodate carrier to the other. The iodide camier was 
oxidised with N&O2 in contact with a CC14 phaeo to extract iodb as 
*2* The Mate carrier was reduced carefully with an equivalent -6-t 
of Na2SO3 in contact with a ccl4 phase; after separating the phases, 
more Mate carrier and then 11a$SO3 were added to the aqueous phase; 
both fractions were then oxidized with NaNO2 in contact with a CCl4 
phase. The iodine was back-extracted from the three Ccl4 solutions into 
the aqueous phase with Na2SO3. Comprieon of the iodine activity in the 
three fractions was used as an indication of the oxidation state of 
iodine. 

A third procedure incorporated the use of Ion exchange resins. 
For this procedure the original sample was plaoed on a cation resin col- 
umn at a @ of 5 to 6. Iodine along with other anions ati uncharged 
particles was washed out with de-ionized water. The wash-through was 
analyzed for iodine. Procedures for the separation& Iodide and iodate 
on an anion resin colon resulted :‘a a good e&ion of iodide fmm Dowex 1 
resin with 3N-HCl. A number of reagents were tried for an elution of 
iodate but no satisfactory reagent was found at that time; iodate was 
not removed by 50 column volumes of 3N-HR. 

3 J.2.2 Results 

l’he results for the analysis of iodine are summariaed In Table 
3.12. The values showing the distribution of total iodtie activity in 
the solid and liquid phase are accurate to within a few per cent. The 
growth in and decay of the different isotopes of iodine complicate the 
procedures and the interpretation of the data. The procedures wem3 not 
as sensitive nor as satisfactory as those for neptunim to show the 
presence of the several oxidation states. .%rthermow, the oxidation 
state of iodine in the original fallout probably changed beion, the 
samples were recovered. The presence of organic bodies, the suscepta- 
bility of iodine to air oxidation, possiblltles of self-oxidation 
reduction, and exchange with sea water carrier would contribute to the 
fomation of the resultant olddation state of Iodine in the sample8 at 
the tine of analysis. 

The gamma spectra of the Iodine 
131, 

fractions for Shots 2,3, and 
4 showed the presence of I 1132, ti 1133. The decay of the early 
sample on Shot 4 Micated a large amount of 1132 while the grraa s?eo- 
tra showed also tie presence of I131 aad 11% 

3.4 COMPOSITION OP THE FALLOUT WEZUAL 

The ssmples analysed quantltstively consisted of materials ool- 
lscted from the envlroment of the shot points prior to detoxmtion and 
the fallout ssmples. Three coral samples each from sites Qmrllo arrt 
Tare, two surface lagoon sea water samples, one bottom lagoon ses water 
ssmple, am3 one bottom lagoon coral sample were analysed. Ylthin the 
lim5ts of variation of the major elements in these samples their chaeical 
analysis was used to determine the amountofewlromental or baakgrourrd 
constituents in the fallout samples. Then, if it is as@ that no 
great variation in the constituent elements occurred due to fraotionatiou 
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subseqU8nt tO a d&O&iO& the fallOUt m4terial can b8 amid@- as 
b@ing cm 
cool, (2 r 

ed of om Or ml-8 of th8 follOlving t&88 Oca~ntcr: (1) 
sea rator, aod (3) dedoo products (DP). By proper ah&e 

of 8laahmt8, the cbmloalotmnges of the conatftumt oap0~~3r Of -8 
baoiiground components need not be mmidend. The radioaati~e devlco 
pduots are treat&l in other eeotion8. 

TABLE 3J.2 - slmllmv of Re8ult8 for shlte of IOdiLm 

slot 

S 

1 

2 

3 

I 

station 

250.05,250.06, 
251.G2 

2.~6 

Coca Head 

airplallft wipe 

TW After 
shot 

+6to7 
days 

+2.5 to 
+3.5 days 

+3 days 

+l6 hr 

MO 

93 

oa 0 

P8roentage of 
TotalGamma 

COuxt 

oa6 

5 

0.7 

-1 

I 
-1 

1 -1 

3.4.1 Phvsfioal Treatment of Sam&~ 

The aotivity of each maple was first msasumd with a laboratcqy 
SUIT857 l!l8t8r. The uqtia fraction, '.f any, was then separated fxwn the 
solid phase by filtration thmugh a mtfqhed sintoxwd glass Mt. The 
activity of eaoh phase was again m8asumd. The volume a& #? of 8aoh 
liquid fraoti0n ua6 then mSasUr8d and th8 weight of solid was deten&8d. 

In general, the sample6 treeted mm pmtions fr0m the fallaut 
oolleot~rs allquOted at the sit8 laboratory. 

3.4.2 Ch8mioalTrealzmnt of Smtx&g 

Th8 riquia 8EU@88 SO- ~roC8888d ritbllt Ch8rniCa1 pIWtXWati8ht 
whenever possible. The solid fractions war8 dissalmd in nitric aold 
which usually diesolvgd most of the mtorial. Rmalning organic residues. 
vmr8 oxidized by the wet ashing methad using perohloric aold as the 
oxidlaing agent. Two such pwohlorio aoid tmatmnts usually gav8 a 
clear colorless solution. chemical analysis of the solid fmotions was 
done uhenevsr the tatal solids mme glceater than 5 mg. 

In general, the chemical treatments of the samples were restricted 
4%~ a miniman of reagents to pmmnt a8 far a8 possible the addition of 
elunents a8 impurities which ~8x4 being d8temimd. 

The analytical methods for the various elements ar8 sumariaed 
in Tables 3.13 and 3.U. The Beokman fla!W phOtomet8T Was sp8oially 
designed to p8rmit analy8is of X73diOaCtIV8 samplse without Harvard b the 

anamts. The elmnts Cl, Na, I[, Mg, Ca, and Sr ~8x8 designated aS 
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major constituents; the elements Fe, Al, Cu, Si and Br were designated 
a8 minor COXWtitUentS Oil the bad9 Of NSlpSie Of the bEiOkgmxuy3 copp- 

punts (coral and lagoon sea water). I 

TABLE 3.13 - Summary o? Analytical Methods 

Element Method(a) Reagent 

Cl Mohr Titration hfethcd Silver nitrate 
Na Beolanan Flame Photometer 
K Beckman name Photometer 
MI3 Beckman Flame Photometer 
Ca Beckman Flame Photometer 
Sr Beclanan Flame Photometer 

1: 
BecJauan Spectro~otometer Dlpyridyl 
Beckman Spectrophotometer Aluminon 

CU Beckman Spectmphotometer Diethyldithlooartmmte 
Sl Beckman Speotrophotometer Reduced Silicoamlyhdats 
Br Beckman Spectmphotaueter Fluoreecien-eoein 

(a) Application of Analgtical Methods to the Analysle of 
Fallout Material, USNRDL Technical Report in preparation 

TABLE 3.u - Spectmphotcaaetric Analysis of Mlmr Constituenta 

Elenmt Solvent 

I-T- 

Em_ 
Medim Pemiesible 

Range 

Fe Iis ==I== A1 H$ 

cu cc14 

3.0 - 9.0 
4.0 - 7.5 

7;” - 9*o or 9x1 
traction) 
A.2 - 6.8 

,Uave Length of Optlmm Amount 
used bhx. Absorption of Sample 

(m/J) Liquid Solid 
(ml) (mFI) 

5.7 520 ~100 7n - 5c 
4.2 535 10 'I il - 25 

5.7 435 (in cc14) *loo ?.W-500 

Si H$ 
Br H$ 

4*5-;q 82; bed 7oo)l :1” - 1wI 10 

The elwnta Fe, Cu, aad Si were chamoteriaed by vev atable . 
co~~plexerr ideally sPited for mnalfiical purpcues. Howe-r, the Si prcce- 
dare gave soluble Sl only, The Alaxi Brproc~uresmra sensitive to 
#I sad 8alt aoncentration. Solution8 of Al and Cu could be oonoentrated 
with& inursaelng Interferences fmm other elements to any great extent - 
the Al being carrled on Pe(UfI)y aad Cu being axtraated intO Cc14 a8 the 
diethyldithiocarbamate complex. 
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Analyses of the backg~a& components, sea water an6 coral, am 
Smarised in Table 3.13. The ma water anslysia is compared to that 
given by Sverdrup.3~/ The ratio of Cl to the other elements given by 
~verdrup was used ss the sea water caywnt composition in R&C* the 
data. Ratio valws of 1.05 x 10-6 for Fe ard 5.3 x 10-T for Cu rem 
wed in the 08lC~tiOEl8. The coral WIlyIW%I for sftes Charlie and Tare 
am averages of three 88mplos each 0 i BurfaCe ~~~lruznished by Holmes 
d Namer, Ino. All sastples did nat give identical analyses; aad sines 
they were surface suples, fudmr diffemncee in the ratio of Ca to 
other elements could have occurred in the fallout coral ltaelf, These 
analyses, however, were taken as being the best estimate available of 
the coral Component caaposition. 

The physiosl m- 
in Table 3.16, 

nts msde on the fallout sample8 am givea 
The fraction of a 8Aplpler bottle snslyzed sss occssion- 

ally grester then OZM v&n the fallout from more thsn one bottle was 
combined. In other cases funnel rinsings WXFI added to the sample so 
that the fraction is not always the direct ratio of colwsn 1 in Table 
3.16 to the total sample. as given in Section 3.1. 

The aoacentration analyses of the liquid and solid fractions are 
given in Tables 3.17 and 3.18, In the caaea where the samples wezw 
slurries or mixtures of liquid and solid, the capariao:; of the concen- 
tratloa of the various elmente in each phase with those In Table 3.15 
for the sea water Bad coral elements were used to show something about 
the history of the ssmples. For example, the consistent high values for 
l-250.25 (liquid fraotlon) Indicate evaporation of eea water. This was 
the case for other samples from Shot 1 uhere the sampie bottles could 
not be securely sealed, the caps having beea destroyed by fire on site 
Tare. 

The coneentrstion analyses of the two fractions were combined for 
a component analysis of eaoh sample as shown in Table 3.19. The usual 
procedure was to use the Na ard Cl analyses ae a baeis for the sea water 
component ; when -11 smounts of Cl wsre found the Na value was used. 
After correcting for aorml Na, the sea rater Na and Cl were recalcwlatai. 
The ratio values of Table 3.15 mm then used to estimate the remaining 
elements in the srqm’la contributed by see water. Using the remaining 
Ca as coral Ca, the ratio values of Table 3.15 for coral were used to 
estimate the remaining elements ‘as uontributed to the fallout from coral. 
The remainders are attributed as being the contributlca of the device- 
products to the fallout. In most cases poeitlve amounts of Mg remained; 
this may be due to poor sampling of the baokground coral (surfaae coral 
may not be representetiw of all the coral thrown up by the detonation). 
In all oases, exaeptlng oae, positive remainders for Fe, AI, and Cu 
W8I'O found. For Shot 1, the ialanc? station saaples (l-251 eeriee) which 
contained no liquid were used as a qualitative guide for determining the 
nature of the fallout. None of these samples show the presence of sea 
rater; the Na remainder after taking out the coral is negative mbN) 0ft.a 
than it Is positive. The hQh coral content of w of the iStilld sta- 
tion -plea wad usxloubtedly due to drifting of coral pafiicZes into ~51s 
surface-level pits. The j.ag~on 8anaple~ wore known to be rinsed together 
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TABLE 3.15 -Analy~~ia ofBaokgm& Camponento 

lmnt 

Cl 
Na 

i 
Sr 
Fo 

Al 
CU 

Sl 

Br 

sea 1 

-7cLTb 
19,570 
10,6x0 

390 
1,313 

405 
- 
< 0.05 

< o.ul 
< 0.06 

1.82 

- 

=@-G --- 
NRDr.8 

1 
0.542 
om99 
0.067l 
0.02cv 

<3x& 

co&xl 
axl oa6 

9.3--5 

‘4 
.O -- 
svellldrtlp 

1 
0.5% 
0.0200 
0.0670 
0.0211 
6.8xlJI.4 

=;7- 
2.tiO4 

3.4--3 

T- 
----ma 
---m-- 

OA!k 
0.31 
0.01 

3g 

o:m4l 

o.ooo1o 
o.ooo13 

0.132 

0.10 
0.31 
0.01 

E 
0.34 
0.0043 

‘o.cool6 
0.OOOl8 

o.u74 

I 
I 

Tare _ 
Ratio 

2,MO'3 
8.~0-3 
3x10-4 
8.4iSr2 
1 
Wklct3 
1,2xlo-4 

4.tioa 
5.2aaa 

2,1m+ 

_- 

0.29 
::g 
23.7 
0.37 
o&l93 

iEzz8 . 

wx4 

otta 
RatA0 

L-- 

2.9x10-2 
lxm-3 
2.7ilo-2 
1 
1.6Xl.O-2 
S.UXW 

zs . 

1.9dw3 

1 





e 

SYplS r 
Cl Na 

l-250& 
L-250.05 
L-250.06 
l-250.17 
L-250.22 
L-250.24 
L-250.25 
L-251.02 
l-251.03 
l-251,od 
l-251.05 
l-251.06 
l-251.cv 
l-251.08 
l-251.10 
2-u 
2-A5 
2-Q4 
2-Rz 
2-T4 
3-250&B 
3-250.05R 
3-250.07a 
3-250,cvb 
3-250,cvc 
3-251.02 
3-Coca (TC) 

z-z (3c) - d. 
i --_ -- 

15,880 
20,450 
;;*g 

~& 
60;260 

780 
1,910 
0 
920 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2,700 

5,600 

l42 
100 
75.4 
83.7 
109 
58.6 
259 
276 

21,130 

(R) As rolubii oilhi- 

TABLE 3.17 - Conoentration Analyues of Liquid Fractions Prom Fallout SamPlea 

9,000 
11,300 
14,800 
20,000 
34,000 
10,700 
33,&T 

1,348 
0 
198 
0 
0 
0 
0 
760 
404 
250 
200 
552 
52.2 
50.1 
50.4 
47.2 
25.8 
16.1 
120 
34.0 

12,620 

K -- 

z 
530 
845 

1,320 
360 

1,200 

2 
0 
8.0 
0 
0 
0 

i4.0 
16.3 
6.7 

9':; 
2.0 
2.8 
0.8 
2,8 
0.8 

36': 
2:6 

374 
___- 

- h’q 

270 
1,680 

2,350 
5.200 
6,400 
1,930 
6,?60 

77 
115 

:3 
0 
0 
-l 

G 

u9 

::: 
52.8 
120 
10.6 
11.6 
19.0 
6.4 

G': 
8:5 
8.5 

1,690 

Element 
'PP$ 

1,610 
660 
570 
796 

1,740 
426 

1,340 
237 
2e4 

i0.P 
0 
0 
0 

380.9 
48.4 
26.8 
19.4 
404. 
17.2 
18.2 
18.9 
17.2 
12.2 

g:: 

:"2 

Fe -- -_ 
< 0.05 
co.05 
0.07 

co.05 
0.10 

<0.05 
0.73 
0.56 

<0.3 
0 

co.05 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7.98 
3.84 
19.8 
21.5 
23.9 
<0.05 
0.03 
0.01 
0.01 

<0.05 
<0.05 
0.16 

co.05 
1.88 

-_--- 

AI. -- 

::g 
0.15 
0.58 
0.15 
0.29 
0.73 
0.43 
1.48 
0 
0.27 
0 
0 
0 

0:38 
0.76 
2.70 
2.48 
4.P 
0.04 
0.04 
0.02 
0.u 
0.10 
0.06 

<0.06 
0.19 
0.27 

cu -- 
0.67 

<0.08 
0.12 
0.38 
0.025 
0.u 
0.38 
0.90 

<0.26 
0 
0.11 
0 
0 
0 

3:03 
5.61 
7.20 
2.06 
4.26 

<0.08 
<0.08 
<0.08 
co.08 
co.08 
CO.08 
co.08 
co.08 
0.27 

zm- -- -- 
0.10 
1.43 
0.94 

Z6 
0.59 
0.39 
0.56 
0.30 

1:13 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2.50 
0.05 
0.10 
0.10 
0.30 
0.15 
0.18 
0.23 
0.28 
1.03 
0.43 
7.72 
0.23 
0.74 
-- 

Br 

59.2 
95.0 
117 
110 

95.0 

0 
0.8( 
0 
0 
0 
0 

21.0 



TABLE 3.s.e - Concentration Anelysea of Solid Frnctiona from Fallout Samples 

Sfmple Element 

Na 
- 

K Ca 

l-250.04 
l-250.05 
l-250.06 
l-250.17 
l-250.22 
l-250.24 
l-250.25 
l-251.02 
l-251.03 
l-251.04 
l-251.05 
l-251.06 

$ l-251.(77 
l-251.08 
l-251.30 
2-ad 
2-A5 

zg 
2-T& 
3-250.09 
3-250.0% 
3-250JY7a 
3-250.073 
13-250.070 

0.509 
0.990 
0.980 
3.80 
12.1 
0.396 
1.00 
0.239 
0.181 
0.102 
0.105 
0.243 
0.258 
0.372 
0.263 

0.020 
0.050 
0.039 
0.18 
0.34 
0.019 
0.036 
0.013 
0.0028 
0.0073 
0.0 
o.mo 
0.0075 

f%9 

-L 

;:2 
7.74 

::,", 
7.44 
5.87 
2.62 
2.33 
2.31 
1.27 
2.78 
2.26 
2.62 
2.08 
- 

38.1 
28.6 
34*7 
19.9 

;z*; 
33:5 
43.6 
44.0 
37.4 

$:"9 
37.7 
37.7 
36.9 

-+ -_- - 

0.50 
0.45 
0.40 

01034 
0.32 
0.18 
0.47 
0.41 
0.46 

0154 
0.62 
0.50 
0.72 

h)- 
FO -- 

0.0282 
O.OU7 
0.0250 
o.m72 
0.m 
o.@bm 
0.0910 
0.0338 
0.0433 
0.0044 
0.0834 
0.0200 
0.0617 
0.0095 
0.0223 

0.134 0:006 
0.154 0.006 
0.164 0.025 
0.171 0.038 
0.203 0.008 
0.205 0.008 
0.170 0.003 
0.159 0.m 
20.6 0.662 

4106 
3.23 
2.90 
o.t?o 
2.29 

;:z 

jf:g 

38.1 
37.0 
35.1 
35.5 
39.1 
35.6 
36.5 
28.3 
2.L6 

0.36 
0.43 
0.47 
0.39 
0.42 
0.31 
0.36 
0.037 

ollso 0.0494 0:0266 
0.099 0.0134 0.0042 
0.336 O.oW8 0.0086 
0.189 0.0254 0.0089 
0.687 o,Olo5 ~0.00@39 
0.0309 O&U726 0.0080 
0.403 0.0199 0.0224 
0.959 1.29 o.aG77 
1.05 0.194 0.0'719 -- 

-_-- 
Al 

o.cwl 
o.o234 
om43 

x7 
Oh25 
O.Ql3 
0.0139 

i:ZJ 

0:0&U 
Om97 
o.a%2 
0.0112 

cu - 

<o.o034 
< wm7 
c 0.0037 
0.0268 
O.crl31 
O.oU9 
0.0285 
O.OU78 

co.0036 
0.0022 
0.0192 

::i!ig 
<0.0034 
o.Ol53 

--im-- 
o.mo9 
0.0069 

::Zi 
0.0051 
o.ooo3 
o.OaY7 

::i.% 
0.0024 
o.mll 

:%i 
o:OaI6 
0.0006 
* 

-. 

<OiOll 
0.0w6 

<o.OOl2 
0.00025 
o.OOm 

<o.cKno 
O.OOW 
o.OOm4 

<0.020 
-- 

(a) As soluble sllice 



SlpplO 

.-25OJX 

.-25w5 

1-250.06 

L-250.17 

l-250.22 

L-250.24 

L-250.25 

compost 

Total 
Sea Uatar 
co 9) D.P. l 

TOtd 
Soa Wator 
coral 
DOP. 

i= Cl 
388 
393 

3 

2: 
1 
+l 

8.55 
8.90 
0.03 
-0.38 

Total 
bWatar 
Cod 
D.?. 

566 
577 

-4 

330 
321 
1 
+8 

Total 
Soa 8ator 
co* 
D.P. 

850 
822 
o.o! 

I-28 
5 

w 
457 
0.06 

-16 

11.8 82.5 
11.5 38.6 
0.04 7.9 
to.3 t36.0 

18.6 116 
16.4 55 
0.002 0.4 
t2.2 t6l 

Total 213 122 4.67 
Soa Uatmr a6 L20 4.33 
coral 0.1 0.1 0.003 
D.?. -3 +2 bO.34 

Total %l 
SeaIlatar 952 
Ooldl 0.5 
D.P. +9 

Total 398 
Sea Rater 398 
coral 0.3 
D.P. 0 

525 
529 
0.7 
-5 

222 

17.7 
19.0 

-E 

Zi 
0.01 

-0.01 

E::: 
0.5 

w7.5 

ll0 
64 
4 

w 

53.6 
26.7 
2.5 

t24.4 

ent (By 
m=iL 
6.0 

4:; 
t1.2 

127 
9 

118 
0 

L51 
12 
L39 
0 

1.8 
Od 
1.1 

rod 

1.6 

P:: 
0 

ii:23 016 
7.1 0.M 
0 m 

13.9 

$2 
0 

o.ar6 o.cm9 0.0621 o.Ocvo2 
0.15 o.oOm 0.0006 o.oOOll 
0.w o.oOl1 0,oOOO~ O.oooo3 
-0.22 +0.0896 to.0615 to.00688 

96.0 
20.0 
76.0 
Q 

52.8 
8.4 
U.4 
0 

0.66 
0.65 
0.004 
kO.on 

0.24 
0.27 
004l 
-0.44 

FO 

0.339 
o.oood 
0.056 

to.283 

0.0580 
0.0005 
0m34 

t0.024l 

0.107 
0.001 
0.0003 
to.106 

0.101 0.0602 
0.0006 0.0015 
0.0158 o.ooo11 

to.@gs kO.0583 

0.0302 0.0383 
o.@om 0.0022 
0.0008 0,OOOo~ 

to.0285 kO.0361 

0.137 
0.001 
o.ow 

to.127 

0.0167 
0.0004 
0.0051 

to.ol12 

0.0399 0.0458 
0.0025 o.ooo5 
0.0002 0.0003 

to.0372 to.0450 

0.0327 0.0399 
0.0010 0.m 
0.0001 O.c)ooQ 
to.0316 kO.0395 

cu 
0.016 <0.057 
0.0002 
0.0017 
O.aU <O&55 

:o,ol7 
o.ow2 
o.ooo4 
:0.016 

0.0026 <o.(n71 
0.0003 
0.0005 
0.0018 <0.016~ 

0.101 
o.ooo1, 
o.oOoo2 
kO.lol 



TABLE 3.19 - Component Andy&a of Fallout Samples (Continued) 

SaJqlle 

l-251.02 

L-25l.03 

L-251.04 

l-251.05 

t-251.06 

L-25l.V 

l-251.08 

L-251 .lO 

Component 

Total 
Sea later 
Coral 
D.P. 

Total 
Sea Water 
Coral 
D.P. 

Total 
Coral 
D.P. 

Total 
Sea Water 
Coral 
D.P. 

Total 
coral 
D.P. 

3otal 
Coral 
D.P. 

Total 
Coral 
D.P. 

TOtal 

Coral 

D.P. 

Cl 

11.0 
16.6 

i;" 

6.09 

-1:49 i% 

I : 37.8 
u.6 
0.03 

+23.3 

Na _- K Mg 

10.2 
9.2 
1.0 
0 

0.47 
0.33 

i-Z 

7.7 w 
1.1 0.3 
6.4 1U 

+0.2 0 

::Zi 
0.79 
0 

0.17 5.20 
0.16 0.53 
0.03 5.18 
-0.02 -0.51 

0.83 0.059 
2.65 0.086 
-1.52 -0.027 

8.15 0.33 
8.11 0.29 
0.04 0.001 
0 to.04 

18.8 
17.3 
+1.5 

1.96 
0.98 
0.25 

+ 0.73 

6.76 

-z:z 

0.25 77.3 1,080 
0.30 61.4 1,080 
-0.05 -15.9 0 

1.11 0.032 
1..43 0.045 
-0.30 -o.m3 

2.26 0.15 
2.00 0.06 

to.26 to.09 

9':: 
+0.53 

15.9 
13.0 
+2.9 

2.17 o.cn; 17.2 
2.66 0.086 17.3 
-0.49 -0.012 -0.1 

Element 0 
Ca Sr 

91.5 

9% 
0 

304 
3Qz 
0 

4.66 
0.31 
4.35 
0 

162 
162 
0 

z 
0 

305 
305 
- 

FO Al cu 

1.2 0.0936 
0.01 o.OoOO2 
1.2 oJn.30 
0 * to.Ow 

0.84 0.0898 
O.oo! o.OOOOOi 
0.46 o.Olai 
0 +0.0794 

3.7 
2.8 

+0.7 

0.0357 
0.0347 

t 0.0010 

0.01 
0.w 

o.cn16 
o.OOCO2 
0.0005 

+ o.olll 

15 
10 
+5 

2.7 
1.5 

+1.2 

;:1" 
t- 0.9 

5.9 
2.8 

t3.1 

0.0557 
0.1234 
-0.0677 

0.0265 
oJJl84 

+o.O08l 

:%zi 
to:0316 

0.184 
0.035 

+0.149 

OJw.2 
0.00004 
O.ooo4 

+0.0408 

0.0345 
o.OOOB 
0.0003 

+0.0342 

0.118 
O.ooo9 

+ 0.117 

o.Ol.35 
0.00004 
0.00001 

+0.0135 

0.373 
0.003 

+0.370 

0.0416 
0.0005 

+o.cU1 

0.0376 
o.OOu7 

+0.0369 

0.0%x 
0.0009 

+o,og15 

0.0326 
o.ooooo9 
o.ooo4 

to.0320 

<o.OMJ 
o.OOOa% 

c::z 

0.018l 
O&all 

to.0170 

o.Ocm9 
o.OOOOO@ 
o.ooOO2 

toam 

0.0175 
0.0038 

+0.0137 

0.0244 
0.0006 
to.0238 

<0,02l 
o.ooo8 
co.oeo 

0.0126 
0.001 
EO.l25 



Sample 

1-4 

!-A5 

!-P!‘, 

2-T4 

3-250.05B 

3-250.0% 

TAF&E 3.19 - Component halpela of Fallout Samplee (Continued) 

car ponent 
t- Cl 

Total 49 
Sea Watm 25 
coral o.Oal 
D.P. +z 

Total 32 
Soa Water 4.2 
Coral 0.001 
D.P. +28 

Total 
SmUatm - 
Coral 
D,P. 

Total - 
Sea Water - 
Coil%1 - 
TM'. - 

Total - 
Sea Water - 
Coral - 
D.P. - 

T&al 
Soa Uater I?$ 

Na 

13.7 
13.7 
0.001 
0 

0.700 
O.fi18 
0.182 
0 

2.34 
2.34 
0.002 
0 

0.281 
0.089 
0.192 
0 

4.55 0.12 1.78 0.488 
4.55 0.16 0.55 0.172 
0.003 0.00009 0.002 0.316 
0, -0.04 t1.23 - 

LO.7 0.13 2.83 1.04 
10.7 0.38 1.29 0.40 
0.w O,OOO2 0.004 (Us4 
0 -0.25 t1.54 0 

4.97 0.083 1.08 0.364 
4.97 0.179 0.60 0.188 
0.002 0.~05 0.001 0.176 
0 -0.096 +0.48 0 

Z:i 
1.0 
0 

1.0 17.2 ;19 
0.9 3.2 1 
0.03 10.0 ~18 
to.1 t4.0 0 

27.0 1.5 31.2 
z.4 0.9 2.9 
2.6 0.08 25.2 
0 +0.5 t3.1 

99 

$i 
0 

Elemei 
Ca 

!-!i!!E 
Sr FO 

0.144 
o.omo3 
0.00002 

to&4 

0.0208 
o.ooooo5 
o.oooQ2 
to.0208 

0.360 
O.oooooq 
o.oOw 
-to.360 

1.15 
o.oooO2 
o.ooOO7 
+l.l5 

0.215 
0.00009 
wmO2 
tO.P5 

1.0 
0.03 
1.0 
0 

3m4 0.789 
0.03 O.ooOO4 

0.036 
I;:; [to.753 _ 

0.521 
o.moO5 
0.U 
+0.5ar 

-r 
Al 

0.0068 
0.00006 

&067 

o.Ow3 
o.oooo1 

to.w45 

0.0326 
o.oOOoO2 

+o.w3 +0.0326 

0.0491 
0.00002 

to:0441 

0.131 
o.ooooQb 

to.131 

0.133 
0.00005 

a.133 

0.110 
o.oOcm 

~O:llO 

0.0379 
0.0002 

bOIO377 

0.125 
O.oool 
oml4 
t0.12G 

t 

t 

1 

0.0383 
O.oooooj 

0:0383 

0.164 
0.00001 
0.0005 
co.164 

OJm < 0.11e 
o.mOa? 
0.0006 
0.076 KO.117 

0.033 <o.u74 
o.OooO2 
o.Ow 
0.031 < 6.072 



StUUplO 

~-250ma 

l-250 .m 

1-250.070 

Mooa TC 

J-Coca 3C 

s-T39 

Componetat 

TJLLU.,E 3.19 - 

1 

Component Analysis of Fallout Samples @oncl~Ied) 
I 

Cl 

Total 
Sea ulatsr 
coral 
D.P. 

26.8 
31.4 

-i:; 

Total 
SeaWater 
Coral 
D.P. 

10.5 
10.4 
0.1 
0 

Total 
Sea Uater 
Coral 
D.P. 

u.0 
5.5 
0.2 

f8.3 

Total 
See Water 
Coral 
D.P. 

7.50 
1.35 
1.10 

t5.05 

Total 33.1 
Sea Rater 26.6 
Coral 0.4 
D.P. +- 6.1 

Total 
Sea Water 
Cod. 
D.P. 

Total 
Sea later 
D.P. 
sea wat.f& 

35.3 
7.5 
0.1 

m.7 

592 
513 
-21 
93.2 

EltM 
CtX 

I 
NCI cu 
18.3 
17.5 
0.8 
0 

% 
0:40 
0 

3.61 
3.08 
0.53 
0 

4.18 
0.75 

3oe43 

87.4 

8Z 
0 

46.1 

4% 
0 

60.6 

6i:5 
0 

-~ - 
K ._?!!Q_ Fe _ Al - 

o*34 
0.63 ?i 0.776 0.0968 

0.02 7:3 
omoo3 o.oooO8 
0.cll1 0.0004 

-0.31 I-4.0 t-O.765 1-0.0963 

0.40 1.80 0.234 o.wo 
0.2l 0.69 o.oooo1 o.oooO3 
0.01 3.88 0.006 o.ooCQ 

+0.18 -2.77 to.228 kO.0488 

0.11 3.73 l.Qd 0.0287 
0.11 0.37 o.ooooO! o.ooo& 
o.ol7 5.12 o.ou7 o.ooo3 
0 -1.46 k1.03 %0281c 

0.47 32.1 0.319 0.0827 
0.03 0.1 0,oooooI o.ooOOO4 
0.11 33.1 0.048 0.0018 

to.33 -1.1 toal NmfK9 

0.86 13.5 1.33 0.0649 
0.53 1.8 o.oooO3 o.Ooocn 
o.Oh 10.5 0.02 o.mo6 

+-0.29 l-l.2 i-1.31 +0&w 

0.34 2.02 0.443 0.617 
0.15 0.50 o.oOoOOI o.oooa2 
0.008 2.29 0.003 0.0001 

+0.20 -0.77 +0.440 to.617 

10.6 47.7 0.164 0.0318 
12.3 41.1 o.ooo6 0.0016 
-1.7 tb.6 to.183 to.0302 
1.9 6.2 _____-_ .__.__~ ~_I - 

w 15.2% of total sea rater elements a8 fallout material 

391 
0.03 

391 
0 

1nt (lag 
Sr _- 

1.1 
0.02 
0.8 

to.2 

O&8 
0.007 
0.44 

+0.03 

0.63 
0.003 
0.58 

~0.05 

3,2 
0.001 
3.8 
-0.6 

0.20 <wxd 
o.oDooa 
o.ooo4 
wm <O.W% 

o.oll <o.m 
o.OOam 
o.oou2 
0.011 <oJKl 

<0.0235 
o.amoO3 
0.0003 
co.0232 

0.083 <0.093 
o.oooooO7 
0.002 
0.081 < 0.m 

0.073 <0.063 
O.OmOl 
0.0006 
o.u72 <0.083 

0.022 CO.032 
O.ooooab 
wml 
0.022 <0.032 

o.Ol66 
o.ooo3 
to.0163 

15.9 
14.8 
1.1 
0 

LL:Z 
0.24 
0 

353 
3w 
kl.2 
51.0 __ - _. 

124 
0.6 

I23 
123 

27.2 
0.2 
27.0 
0 

11.6 
12.9 
-1.3 
2.0 .--- 

1.2 
0.02 
1.2 
0 

0.18 
0.005 
0.26 
-o&8 

._-- 
(a) Device Pn3dtw 



witi the ati of lagoon sea water. Although the analyses for a number of 
these ~plei?i indicated various SfWp3 Of evaporation, the amount of the 
~ariOU6 868 water constituents was generally in the correct order. On 
the other hand, the sea water rinsing of two bottles into the third pro- 
vided samples in which the recovery of the total fallout was far greater 
than when the dry material was collected without rinsing. For this 
reason, the amounts of fallout material as coral or detice-products flPm 
the lagoon scations (I_-250 series) were considered the most valid. Hence 
the fallout material from Shot 1 Consisted of coral and the device-pr0duA 
components. The material from Shot 2 sh0wad the presence of all three 
camponeots. Three of the samples were combined acid @Cl) washes of 
funnel end bottle so the Cl analysis ~3s not included. Small emounts 0f 
residue (carbonaceous) wmre not analyzed. The fallout from Shot 3 also 
contained significant amounts of all three components in addition to 
large volmes of rain water. The rain weyhed down the funnels. Only one 
sample from Shot 4 was analyzed; the analysis of this sample gave a 
15.2 per cent excess concentration (based on Cl, la, and ?& analysis) of 
sea water but no remainder as coral; however, the sample was known to 
have been exposed too short a time for evaporation of that extent to 
occur so that the excess was attributed to fallout. 

The field teams of Project 2.5a inspected the collectors periodi- 
cally to remove extraneous material fr0m the bottle collectors; however, 
it was not always possible to make such an inspection immediately prior 
to shot time at all stations. Therefore, when anelyscs indicate, the 
island station samples may be assumed to be high In coral while the raft 
or buoy (or YAG) station collectors high in sea water constituents. For 
any shot, the best estimate of the amount of coral rrould accordingly be 
obtaiasd from a collector stationed in the lagoon while the best estimate 
of the amount of sea water in the fallout would bs obtained fram a sam- 
pler stationed on an island. Any departure of sea water constituenfs 
from the lagoon water concentration'would indicate either evaporation or 
collection of rain water. Samplers mounted on buoys were -her from 
the water than those mounted on rafts; hence the amount of spray colleoted 
by buoy samplers would be less than that collected by raft samplers and 
should give a better estimate of sen water in the fallout as well as a 
better estimate for the radioactive material. These considerations, 
along with those given in the preceding paragraph, are used in the fol- 
loriag discussion of the data. 

The surface density of the three comuonents, coral, sea water, and 
deoice pro&be are tabulated in Table 3.20. The density distributions 
m plotted in F5gs. 3.12 through 3.U. The surface densities are calcu- 
lated for the 7-in. diameter funnel in terms of the original (unchanged) 
componeataaterial. Due to limitations of time and manpower ad well a8 
considerations of application of the data, analyses to determine the 
amounts of pyrolyzed and non-pgrcolyzed coral were not attempted. If they 
had beea, estbatea of extraneous material (as drift-in) might have been 
made. Ram appearances of the samples, however, the coral component from 
Shots 1 CKKI 2 was essentially all pyrolyzed coral while that frOm shot 3 
appeared to contain large amounts of unchanged coral. 

The surface density of equivalent coral on Shot 1 ranged ix-m about 
50 to 3000 mg/sq ft for the lagoon station samples. On Shot 2 (buoy 
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TABLE 3.20 - Surface Denedty of Fall03A Comwnents _--- 
cc 

Total Ca 
_ hi?) 

z: 
134 

16'; 0 

E 
1,000 
368 

12,200 

*E 
302 

2: 
0.40 
1.52 
0.45 
0.67 
0.59 

312 
1,090 
403 
601 
504 

3,550 
342 
35 
0 

SkWlpl0 

-- 

l-250.17 
l-250.22 
l-250.24 
1-250.25 
l-251.02 
l-251.03 
l-251.04 
l-251.05 
l-251.06 
l-251.07 
l-251.08 
l-251.10 
2-U 
245 

11 
iii- 

_k/sq ft) -- 

fig 

' 46 

5z 
230 

10,700 
3,870 

128,000 

6,Z 
3,170 
1,470 
5,w 

,i:i 
4.7 
7.u 
6.2 

3,300 
11,500 

~~;~ 
5;320 
37,500 
3,610 
370 
0 

__--_ 

I -- 
!iitilh'a 
-_hd-_ 

: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

3g.o 
18.6 
6.5 

Z'Z 
69:7 

ii?*: 
75:4 
25.7 
6.52 
w.l 

3% 
- 

0 

: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

100.6 
6.56 

32:Zi 
5.86 
24.6 
31.5 
20 
26.6 
9.06 
2.40 
14.5 
1.92 
10.8 
- 

Total Fe 

Cd- --- 
0.157 
0.064 
0.082 
0.018 
0.064 
0.091 
~.0055 
0.7u7 
0.320 
0.040 
0.029 

Device 
Denllity~C) 

(fractlon/sq ft) x ld12 

l$) 

5:50 
1.20 

Ls% 
0:37 
4.76 
21.5 
2.69 
1.95 

0.015 
0.019 
0.272 
0.315 
0.165 
0.5J.4 
1.20 
o.n7 
1.34 
2.76 
3.56 
2.98 
8.59 
2.46 
3.64 
0.570 
0.108 

::ii 
18.3 

Z:Z 
8.18 
19.1 
11.4 
98.2 
202 
261 
218 
629 
180 
267 
41.7 
1.52 

(a) In terms of original coral composition (b) In terms of original oea water composition 

(c) From total steel in device and device-site construction 
(d) 'Values for Shot 1 for above grade materials only 
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aamplea), the aurfaoe ‘dmaity ranged from 4 to 7 m&q ft (rith one -a 

pie at 16). On Shot 3, t+h uurfmm density of COG rang4 frm 30~~3 t9 
7000 mg/aq ft (with ona sample at 12,000). 

The surface density of equivalent sea water on Shot 2 renaed 
from 2 to 11 ml/aq ft. The apples collected mm both dry ati wet. 
For those containiq laufd, the concentration anal,ysaa gave too low 
vaNea to indicati a pure ads rater splash-ia. Some win was experienced 
dtia(! recovery of the80 lraaplea. Xence, Shot 2 fallout was probably 
essentially a dry material when it arrived at the collectors. On Shot 3 ,- 
the surface density of sea aster ranged from 2 to 30 ml/sq ft. The 
islalrd station ud 3-bottle ampler values 18x-e near the lower end of the 
range; the total collector on Coca Head gave a mid-range value; the total 
collectors on the lagoon rafta and buoys generally gave values at the 
high end of the range ar shorn by the split distribution plot. No defi- 
nite infomation ia available as to when the sample bottles were last 
checked for splash-C11 prior to ahot time. It seems likely, however, fxum 
the analyaks alone that the higher distribution was due to splash-in and 
that the 2 to lSml/aq it surface density is the more reliable diatribu- 
tion. On Shot 4, the single sample gave a value of 11 ml/sq ft for the 
equivalent surface denlrity of the sea rater component. 

The aurfaoa denaity of the device is given for Fe in texma of 
fraction of the device which fell on each square foot range from about 
1 x 10-12 to 10 x 10-12 on Shot 1 for the lagoon station samples, A 
mid-ra ve fractional density of 6.3 x lWl2 per sq ft would give (aa a 
minimum a coverage of about 8000 aq mi for a 100 per cent fallout. On 5 
Shot 2, the fractional surface density for the device ranged from about 
3 x 10-x to 20 x lrz per aq ft. On Shot 3, the fractional surface 
density ranged fromaboutlOOxl(r 12 to 300 x lo-12 for the majority of 
aamplsa. A mid-range fractional density of 230 x 1ru per aq ft would 
give a coverage of about 160 aq mi for a 100 per cent fallout. The area8 
for a 100 per cent fallout are given only for a qualitative check on the 
analytical data and do not irxlicate the actual coverage such as do the 
fallout distrIbutIona as given in the CASTLE report of Project 2.5a. If 
it would have been possible to analyze the fallout samples at more ata- 
tions, fallout contours of surface density of coral, sea wAter, and 
device pxxiucta could have been determined for comperiaon aith the dosage 
contours. On Shot 4, the one value at 1.5 x 10-12 per sq ft was about a 
factor of 3 leaa than the mid-range value for Shot 1 and roughly a factor 
of 5 or 6 leas than that for Shot 2. 

A comparison of an estimated radiation field to the surface den- 
sity of each oomponent is made in Table 3.21, with the corresponding dia- 
tributiona given by Figs. 3.15 through 3.17. The total gamma counts for 
each fallout collector bottle (token in the same geometry) were corrected 
tick to 1 hr from a calculated beta decay scheme (see Chapter 5). For 
Shot 1, the estimated mdiation field repding at 1 hr given by Project 
2.5a was used. On Shots 2 and 4, preliminnrp estimates of the field we- 
made using uncorrected data taken from recorded data on a 50 X 50 ft 
aeotion of flight deck of the XAG 40 at as early 8 time as poaaible 
(5 to 16 hr), These Nadine mm compared to the total gauma Count in 

the Project 2.5a total collectors. On Shot 2, the ratio of r/br to C/m 

rang;& fm 0.~~6 x 1~7 to 0.051 x 1W7 while on shot 4, the mtio 
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Sample 

L-250& 
L-250.05 
'-250.06 
L-250.17 
l-250.22 
L-250.24 
l-250.25 
t-251.02 
l-251.03 
l-251.oZ 
t-251 .r35 
l-251.06 
l-251.07 
L-251.08 
l-251.10 
2-u 
2-A5 
2-u 
2-P4 
2-u 
2-u 
2-T4 
2-Y39 
Z-Y40 
3-250.058 
3-250.05R 
3-250,cna 
3-250.07b 

TABLE 3.2l - Cornprison of Radiation Field with Surface Density of Fallout Comrronente 

Total Gmnna Count Estimated Equiva- 
per bottle 

(c/m x 10m7 at 1 hr) 
lent Field 

(r,br at 1 hr) 

2,400 
4,800 
1,500 

15 
150 

2,100 

89,Oz 
11,ONI 
6,900 
200 

2,900 
10 

20 
2,200 
1,700 

40 
2 

xii 
1:7&l 
319 

2,600 
8,300 
8,500 
4,500 
L,c;rn 

100(a) - 
80ta) 
SO(a) 
50(9) 
261a) 
28ta) 
30(4 

1 650(a) 
'600(a) 
350(a) 
2l&) 
60(a) 
22(a) 
191a) 
30(a) 
120 
90 
2 
0.1 

110 
480 
90 

l;;(b) 
440 0.u 
450 0.039 
240 0.056 
240 C.038 

Sitio of Field Ratio of Field 
to c0ra1su.r- to Sea Xater 
face Density 

(r/hrrmg/sq ft) 
3urfece Density 
ir/nr:ml/sq ft) 

0.%5 C 
0.024 0 
0.057 0 
1 0 
0.4 0 
O.C48 0 
0.13 0 
0.15 @ 
0.15 0 
0.003 0 
1.7 0 
0.01 0 
0,rW7 0 
0.01 0 
0.005 3 
29 11 
6 14 

48 
120 
15 

1; 
u 
8 
9 

HntFo of Field to 
Device Frectional 

Density 
r/hr:Pra~;_i~~/sq ft) 

Y 

9 
19 
15 
25 
6 
5 

3;: 
28 
l?O 
110 

2; 
15 
2 
24 
34 

1; 

""5 



TABLE 3.21 - Comqriaon of Rdlation Field with Surface Density of Fallout Components (Concluded) 

Sample Total Gamma Count iZstiznated Equiva- 
par bottle lent Field 

(c/m x lo-'at 1 hr) (r/tw at 1 hr) 

3-25wYk 
3-251.02 
3-Coca TC 
Moea 3C 
3-250.08 
L-Y39 
4-Y4o.P 
L-YZOS 

7,100 
9,900 
14,dOO 

9,9z 
2,300 
c60 

2,000 

380 
520 
770 

5::: 
120 

Retio of Field 
to Core.1 Sur- 
face Density 
(r/kr:m&/aq ft) 

O.W7l 
0.03.4 
0.21 
0.11, 

/ o- 

m 

Ratio of Field Ratio of Field to 
to !%a mater Device Fractional 
Surface DenrJit 
(r/hrtml/sq ft v 

L2 0.6 
220 

z 1.2 

;r 79- 
m m 

I L 

(a) AveraRe of Pad Safe anc\/or Frcject 2.5, s~rveyo (set: Project 2.5a reycrt) 

(b) Estiuwte from Project 6.4 preliainwy wxorrected data (see ?.ext: 
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TABLE 3.21 - Comparison of IMiation Field with Surface Density of Fallout Components (Concluded) 

I- 

L 
3-250mc 
3-251.02 
3-Coca TC 
34oca 3C 
3-250.08 
L-Y39 
4-'I4OP 

Total Gama Count Sstizns ted Equiva- R~tio of Field 
per bottle lent Field 

!c/rn x lo-'at 1 hr) 
to core1 SUP 

(r/k at 1 hr) face Density 
( r/h :mg/sq ft) 

7,100 380 0.m 
9,9aI 520 0.w 
U,dOO 770 0.21 
9,9z 5:: 0.14 

2#k(g 120 0- 

2,000 

- 

Ratio of Field 
to Sea mater 
3urZace Denait 
(r/hrrml/eq ft ‘; 

Ratio of Field to 
Device Frectional 

sq ft 

-l 

0.6 
2.9 
2.9 
1.2 

79. 
m 

(a) Average of Pad Safe and/or Froject 2.5a s~rve,-s (set: Project 2.!k rep-t) 

(b) Estinwte frnru Projec t. 6.4 prelilriner?, urxorrected data (see ?.ext: 
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RATIO OF R/HA AT I HR TO ML SEA WATER/SO FT 

Pig.3.16 Dtitrikrtion of the Ratio of 
Field to the Surface Dexwity 
comaponont 

the Radiation 
of the See Sator 

rued fbln 0.045 x lo-7 to 0.070 x lo-? ?or 8ampler 251.03 and a5l.04 
on Shot 1, wirrg oaly the ialnad suroep data (ar corrected to 1 hr by 
Projeot 2.5a) ava a ratio of 0.045 x IO+ to 0.064 x 104 and 0.043 1: 1OQ 

J) to 0.058 x 10 whi& other i$a"d station samples gave ratio0 varglng 
iroa 0.01 x 10-7 to 1.0 x 10 when similarly coaiped. Ikcepting for 
thorre noted in Table 3.2l, a factor 0.053 x l@ wa8 u8ed to ertimate the 
field reading from the total gamma count. ff the a8mnuption of complete 
lpidsg of the three OarpOthOntS dth the rsdioactive device Ccmponente 18 

valid ard if th8 #laE@QJ t&hliq~8 aX’0 SOUd 80 that the -0 i8 a 

reprerentation of the over-all fallout in the particular ama, then the 

ratio of the field radiation to the surface density of the tracer fallout 
compoaenta 8hould be a constant for eaah ehot. The aomprlsonrr a8 given 

io Table 3.21 8how lmge variations instead of oon8t(Lncyr Aotual field 
read-8 were availsble only for Shot 1 irland station8 rhere the 8mPle 
resovexy -8 actually the abost queetioaable~ The extunt Of 9m-c ?! the 
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gi~~a field =dW cO~*WJ~iae! to the mple area for all ofher 
saslples is entirely unknot. Mth the available data aad in dew of the 
semplcl tredmmt frw mO_w tO a=lmh, the folloulr* a-8 mm 
selected as a aet of rvmoomble valves for the radiatia au b eocI 
ffice density ratlo: (1) COni1 (mfi 
sq ft); Shot 1 - 0.04, shot 2 - 23, 

0 of r/hr at lhrto w CO=~ p0r 

of r/h at 1 hr to ti see water 
Shot 4 - 10, (3) Dmica 
device 

T 
r sq it); Shot 

3 x l$v Shot I - 50 x 
a8 a means of ti@tiae the mlisbility of ~mpliag E&N&, bstin(t the 
reliability of tie component ana1pio for tracing fallout capmmtr, and, 
in t&e absence of e radioactive coqmrrsnt (fission product surf&e deo- 
uity data), to f'urnirh a guide as to the radiation field armclated rith 
l given surface density of debrim material. 
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PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS 

The aerosol and fallout sampling devices discusoed In this chapter 
were placed in the field primarily to obtain representative samples of 
active airborne mtiterial for measurements of particle s120 and conoen- 
txation, activities, and the physical and chemical nature of individual 
particles. These objectives were only partially fulfilled. 

In this chapter, aerosols are taken as dispersions of solid or 
liquid particles In air which are so small that they readily follow the 
etreamUnes of air set in motion by air-suction devices of various types. 
Fallout is that material which happens to deposit in or on various 
containers and surfaces. It Is clear that the distinction Is purelp 
for instrumental convenience and that no actual dividing line exists. 

4.1 PROPESLTIES OF Al?ROSO@ 

Efforts were made to determine the properties of the ambient 
aerosols sampled at three island stations, Effllam, Yoke, and Zebra, 
and on the Project$.LYAG*e. 

4.1.1 Onerational RecoN 

Many unanticipated difficulties were experienced in the field. 
The unexpected size of Shot 1 sad the fire on Tare de&q@ all but two 
of the air filter heads, greatly ourtailing the f liter sampling effort 
subsequent to Shot 1. The millipore filter8 from Shot 1, though torn 
or punctured, collected a considerable amount of activity and were use- 
ful for some purposes. After exposing electrostatic precipitators on 
Island stations for Shots 1, 2, and 3, rfth Mually no airborne activ- 
ity arrlvixq withIn tba preset 6&r sampling period, the island stations 
sore akndoned and one BP ns ixwtalled on each-of the Project 6.4 test 
dipe, PAG 39 and XAG 40. The two ealv~ged air filter heads (MT) were 
mounted on the flying bridge of YAG 40. ~cessful. collections were 
obtained with tbe6e i.IUhNnent8 from Shota 4 and 5, with the exception 
of the ESP on XAG 39, Shot 4. ti tU8 in~tinae the plug to the aerosol 
inlet was %advertently left In place during the sampling OWL 



4.1.2 Observatiau, and Rssult~ 

Results of the iwestigatiom3 of the properties of aero8018 are 
8vized in a serf08 of general observatione on Shots 1, 2, 4, a 5, 
m a consideration of the phy~iaal tik of tb aativity on the a* 
ffltere and Fn m-mat of the specific &ravity Of the mottled active 

aeT08018~ 

4.1.2.1 Germ-al Obmrvutions, Shot & 

MillipoI% filter8 Were Owed with th, opti- dCrO8cope hy 
reflected and trauamitted light. Tbs Wti depoeit CaaSi8t9d of large 
friable aggregation8 uhite in color, ml frequently exhibiting black 
8pecks of adherent material. Autoradiograpbs of tbln sections of tbm 
larger fallout particle8 (Seotiou 4.3) uhor very little correlation be- 
tween par3icle size 8nd activity. Ra general type8 of active particle8 
were found; (1) surface-active, with some diffueicn toward interior j,f 
the particle ma3 expoeed to water, and (2) approximately spberid, uitb 
the activity distributed throughout the particle volume. 

In an effort to determine the phyeical nature of the radio- 
active components of these particles, DUJ! filter sanplerr were leached i.u 
water and weak acetic acid, and filtered with the bydrosol type millipore 
filter. It uaa found that after the water leach, 76 per cent of the 
activity was retained on the filter, whereas after a ueak acetic acid 
leach only 4 per cent was retaimd. 

The active particle8 from the mater leach, a8 disclosed hy 
autoradiograph, were red-brown, red-gray, gray, and black, with 801~ 
31nooth and white (type 2, ahove). The white particlea frequently pre- 
sented black surface-occluded particles. 

The active solid3 survivlmg the acetic acid leach were red- 
orange to black in color, Irregular in shape, and g8uerally lumpy in 
appearance. Small black specks mxe generally distributed about the sur- 
faces. Other faint autographe mere found for which no source could he 
located under 600X magnification. 

Figure 4.1 comprisea photomicrographs of the original, water 
leach, and acid leach active particlea, while Fig. 4.2 give8 their size 
distributiona. 

All MP filter8 reoovered from Shot 1 were damaged to 3ome ax- 
tent hy blast and large coral fragments tmMi.ng through the paper; con- 
sequently, the total airflow through the filters 18 UnknorSn. 

4.1.2.2 General Obsemtione, Shot 2 

The aerosol from thi3 shot ma fundac;entally different from 
Shot 1, the exploeicn bavfng taken place over water. Much of the lnfor- 
mation obtaimd wa8 derived from VP filter samples from Project 
additional lnforuaticn sometimes available from ESP film sample & 

4 with 
and 

DKT filtere. 
The millipore filters exposed topside on the washdon ship 

IAG 39 were intensely radioactive. The mjor portion of the radioactivity 

a3 
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Ftg. 4.2 Size Dietrfbutioa oi Active 
Particle6 froru Shot 1 

apved to have ambed at the filter in the form of liquid dropletcr, 
as shown by Pig, 4.3, a reproduction of an autograph of the filter 00 
Q-peEX-rayfilm. mtion of these active areaa of the filter 
under the optical abcrosco~ revealed simply a deep Ogled dspoeit of 
cry&alllne form, with no specific resolvable murce of activity other 
than the rho10 generalized nnas coverlng the autograph. On the other 
hand, Upore exposed topside on YAG 40 were free from radioactive 
drop Indicationa, as rrhom by the X-ray autograph also reproduced in 
Fig. 4.3 

Microscopic examination of these filters autowdiographed witk 
B&mm type NTB u film by a slightly modified techniqw developed 
at this aesoclated the actitity rith mterial 
krdly describable a8 particles or crystals. They were fla@ or ssh- 
like, quite large ( - 10 p to 70~) and generallp distributed or smeared 
out in mhilou~ patches, aa illustrated Ln Fig. 4.4. There =re a few 
coralgraias. In aom amae of high concentration, the active material 
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b. Flping~~,~G40 0 

Fu, 4.3 Automdlograpbs of Ulliporo Filbrr, Shot 2 
(!lype Is x-ray fIbI A&ml Slm) 



Fig. 4.4 

lllIlllllll!llll 
1 division m 1 /L 

Phofioab~~grapb of Radioactive Bggregate, Shot 2. 
Thi6 fRll@e -8 00~8Ctt3d OZIB -ipOre filtm 

munted on flying bridge ofYAG4.0. Autoradiograph 
on N!I'B Nuclear aoulaion mu-rounds aotltity. 
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was w-d out in very large chins and clumps of ~~8~~~~ aggregates 
for which the term "particle S~ZG becomes quite mean-leas. It appear; 
that the active aerosol material when collected news in the solid stab 
carrying no more water than the normal temperature-ht,&dity eqdlibri& 
amolmt. 

4.1.2.3 General Obsentaticns, Shot 4 

b:illi~orc!s exposed topside on YAG 40 appear to have collected 
a mtiture of dry and liquid active aercacl material, as evidenced by the 
X-ray film autoradiographs ir: Fig. 4.5. A sample autograph of a topside 
VP filter from the washdorm ship (YAG 35) is included for comparison. 
So far as is knovzn, the VP fil.terz on YAG 40 were not subjected to spray 
from other experimental equipment On the ship, or to natural rainfall 
before recouery. Again, NTB autorndicgraphs and microscopy identified 
the active centers as crystalline aggregates in the heavy deposits, and 
sometimes resolvatle crystals arranged in a ring in the areas which ob- 
vicusly were struck by radioactive liquid droplets. The droplet auto- 
graphs ranged from 1 to 2 mm in diameter. There was an ahost contin- 
uous background blackening of the film due to very snmll low-activity 
crystals dispersed more or less unifom3y over the face of the filter. 
Free NaCl crystal, = were generally present in low concentrations, with 
no associated radicactivity. Figure 4.0 comprises photomicrographs of 
two active centers and their autographs from the VP filter samples 
collected on the YAG 40 at deckhouse and flying bridge positions. 

The ESP on YAG 40 functioned on Shot 4, collecting the most 
concentrated samples at zero pluv 2 hr, and zero plus 5 l/2 hr. fQuali- 
tatively, the active deposits were Identical to those on the MP filters. 
It was observed that in every case the activity was associated with a 
halide-reacted spot on the film. The active spot diameters were gener- 
ally greater than 0.1 mm (the upper useful limit of the film); conse- 
quently, most of the impinginq liquid droplets were smeared as the film 
wound onto the take-up reel. The active drop residue, distributed or 
ag&Tegated within the spot boundary had the same appearance as the heavy 
active deposits on the KP filters, described above. The occurrence of 
active spots to inactive salt and fresh water drops was about 1 to 100. 

4.3.2.4 General Observations, Shot 5 

On this shot MP filters exposed topside on the YAG’s weme badly 
damaged, apparently due to exposure to heavy rains following the period 
of active aerosol sampling.* The filters were in fragments, as shown 
by the X-ray film autographs of Fig. 4.7. The filter material ras very 

* Deduced from the recorded pressure drop across the venturi system 
of the !.'P filter pumps. The records from the topside samplers on 
YAG 39 and YAG 40 show three periods of simultaneous relief valve 
operation, which occurs only titb excessive filter resistance. 
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a. Deckhouse, XAG 40 

b. Xingpost, YAG 39 (mbdmn) 

FQ. 4.7 Autoradiogrsphs of Fragments of Minipan, Filters, shot 5. 
&XI K X-ray film, actual aize) 
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btftt&S, and WOdd not diS801~ in the tX3Wl aolvent8 for alipore8, 
SUggeSti!# possible radiation damage. 

The EEp fared little better, some 70 ft of film at the aart 
of the run being permanently glued together on the reel. &able portion0 
of the film, however, ahowed active deposit8 very similar to those of 
Shot 4, except that the spots were on the order of 1 or 2 mm in diameter, 
The active spots contained densely aggregated cry3tala containing Na, ca 
-i&z. It ia believed that the aerosol from this rrhot was identical to' 
that of Shot 4, with the possible exception of having a slightly higher 
liquid-solid ratio. 

4.1.2.5 Phssical State of Activity on Air Filter3 

DMT and VP filter3 were also used a8 a source of activity for 
physical atate etudlea. MP samples were dlsaolved in a 8uitable solvent, 
and thoroughly diapersed by titra8oniC agi+ktion. The 8pWific activity 
was then determined, after which an allquot wss centrwed* and the 
specific activity of the 3upernatant again meamred, yielding fraction3 
of activity associated with the ineoluble reeidue and liquid portions. 

lhot 

TA!3LE 4.1 - Physics1 Stste of Activ 
Per Gel 

Iu8OlUbl$ 
Sample ] Solvent 

1 Poke 
I 

V7eak 

@LIT) 
Acetic Acid 

Willi.i!lI Rhter 
(Dbfl) 

1 Solideta) 
I 

2 Ki.ngpost Ethyl Acetate 
YAG 39 MP) 

n Acetone 

4 

76 

95 

95 

89 

98 

49 

97 

4 Flm bridge Water 
YAG 39 (Dm) 
Dt3CkhOU36 Acetone 
YAG 40 (MI') 

5 m bridge Hater 
YAG 40 (DIE) 
Kingpost Ztbl Acetate 
YAG 39 w 1 

JFkms for YIP aample include aoXl.oidal. 
,) Aaetone de-ted after ~entrifugattoa, water added to centrLiUgate 

and eleCtrodialy8ed. 

J 
1 Total AC 

Ionic 

96 

23 

4 . 9tb 

10 

47 

- 

a 
:011oida: 

0 

1 

0.1 

1 

4 

* Air-drivslr, capable of aattllng 0.01 to 0.1 p dlametir gold sol at 
approxinmtely 20,OGO RPM. 
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DMT 8amplJp, free of the filter after mqJ&io$ m 
lemhed directly Inwater, a& filtered throtlghthe hydrolp~lt~ ~dp 
filter for the inroluble residue iradla. l'h~ filtmte me l lgctro_ 
~lyzed for the oolloidal and ionic fmctione. betit of thoee m- 
~e!fMlt8 appear in Table 4.1. 

The variow fractiona r8portedabuve do not refer to the 
&&e of the active aerosol aa it edhod In the field, a8 all filter 
~108 were of course in the solid elate when roaeived at the Labors- 
tarp. m pmposouaa todatermlne if any signiiiuantammtaf actftity 
me aseoalated with colloidal, particlerr in the aeroaol. Tha resultr 
Moat4 a negative aonclusion, 

4.1.2.6 of Settled &&&,$ve Aaroema 

Anumber of 8hdl0~ tray8 ~o?h~athinla~r Of nalicylic 
mid ~~78t8bwO1W phced oPathOflOOr8 of tadi C_ te in the 

dipa PPG 39-a=& The active material settling Out on the crystal 
bed mm transferred with the crystals to a samll container, where the 
mlioylio acid a8 aabllmed off, rmiltiag in a concentrated sample. 

The distribution of activity with rerpect to 8peciflc gravity 
-8 dotemIned by oounting the precipitate fol,laning mcc8r8lve centri- 
fugationa of the sample In bromobenzene-bromoform mixture8 of increasing 
deneity. Remulta appear in Table 4.2 

It should be emphasized that these measurement8 apply only to 
that portion of the radioactive fallout snd aerosol nrsterinl which reached 
the ships, penetrated a curtain ofexbautsmoko (andwashdom spray, in 
mme etwm), entered the vent syetem, traversed Borne 50 ft of duct, and 
eattled to the compartmsnt floor. It 113 possible, if not probable, that 
the modal 8pd_fio gravity of-2.0 is due to carbon (Sp. gr. = 1.3 to 
2.25) and oil droplet8 acting a8 oarriers. The Shot 5 sample maa 
partlcu%rly black and oily in appearance. 

The flour-tray drop eamplinr: instrument833/were designed to sample 
liquid fallout over the size range of natural raindrops. %'ttyS Of flOUl' 

(eXpO8ed area l 14 8q in) were serially exposed to the fallout, liquid 
drops forning pellet8 In the flour and eolid particles retaining their 
Identity. Tha flour trays were shipped to USNRDL, the flour sieved, 
weighed, counted, and in 8ome ca888, thin-sectioned. In the event of 
mixed liquid-solid fallout, the presumption was that the drop-formed flour 
pellets could be eaeily distinguished from solid fallout materis by 
mans of a water-soluble dye (in powder form) mixed with the flour. 
Rater produoed pellets would then be distinctively colored, in contrast 
to solid fallout particles which would retain their natural appearance 
or at moat be o-ted with the dry, wMte, flour-dye mibuse. 
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TABB 4.2 - Specific Gravity of Active Materiel settliag 
OZI Decks of Ships Compartments 

A. Shots 2 and 4 

Per Cent Total EMa Activity in Fraction 

jpecific Gravity Shot 2(a) Shot 2(b) Shot 2(') Shot z(a) Shot 4@ 

<, 1.50 9.7 8.9 19 5.5 7.3 

1.50 - 1.98 42 56 67 13 44 

1.98 - 2.30 24 4.9 9.4 70 42 

2.30 - 2.45 4.6 9.4 2.2 0.9 2.'1 

2.?+5 - 2.58 1.2 9.3 1.2 1.4 1.5 

2.58 - 2.77 0.4 1.1 0.3 0.7 0.7 

2.77 - 2.55 0.2 1.5 0.3 1.6 0.4 

B2.35 18 8.5 0.3 6.3 1.9 

B. Shot 5 

Specific Gravity 

5 1.50 

1.50 - 2.10 
2.10 - 2.37 

2.37 - 2.51 
2.51 - 2.62 

2.62 - 2.80 
2.30 - 2.85 

>2.55 

Per Cent Total. Bets 
Activity in Fraction(a) 

9.2 

52 
28 

3.e 
1.5 

2.0 
0.7 

3.2 

(a) Unprotected Ventilation System, 670 cfm, YAG 40 
(b) Unprotected Ventilation System, 1000 cfm, PAC 39 (mdhwa) 
(c) Unprotected Ventilation System, 1000 cfm YAG 40 
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Dw to prmm~nt difficultiS8, no proper dye could be ObtSinSd h 
the for Shot 1, which produced great quantities of white coral fauout. 
Attempts at separation of flour pellets and coral grain3 have proved to 
be unreliable, making it impossible to deternine the water-coral ratio 
of the fallout. 

42.1 gistribution of Actititv aith Partioti S~ZQ 

Gross samples, therefore, were sieved,* weighed and counted, with 
the re&l.ting sise-activity data of the mixture reported in Table 4.3. 

The size fraotions indicted in the table were analped for Ha 
by the wet ash method, capable of detecting 0.20 +O.OSpg of Na. w 
background amounts cUNawere fouxxl. 

Following the sieving rum, fallout samples from other collection 
d&ices were received, from which it was learned that most of the active 
coral particles, altered by heat and water to Ca(OH)z, were friable, a 
development casting doubt on the validity of the sieve-determined sifte 
distributions. 

A total of nine collection devices were exposed on Shot 1, of 
rbich Love cycled two trays (combined in Table 4.3), with one cycling at 
Oboe, Uncle, William, and Zebra. The remaining instruments, positioned 
at Fox, How, Nan, and Yoke, suffered various conbinetions of malfunction 
due to blast damage and flooding. Spsxe parts, stock flour, and pre- 
loaded trays stored on Tare were destroyed by fire. Further drop saq- 
ling was abandoned. 

4.3 INDIVIDUAI, PARTICLE COKPOSITICN BND CHARACTERISTICS 

The work reported in this section was undertaken to obtain a descrip 
tion of the internal structure, chemical composition, and distribution of 
radioactivity within the radioactive fallout particles collected follow- 
ing Shot 1. A description of a likely mochanisn of formation of the fall- 
out particles is given. 

4.3.1 General DSSCriDtiOD 

Most of the particles studied were collected in sampling detices 
which were distributed in a comprehensive array over the Lagoon sod 
islands of Bikini atoll. The wind directions at shot time were such that 
the main path of the fallout pssed over many of. the collecting stations. 
The pesticles selected for study were chosen from stations over as great 
an area as possible. The greatest number of pticles were, however, 
chosen from stations in or near the path of heaviest fallout. 

Two techniques were used in studying the particles: X-ray di."- 
fraction analyses of individual particles and the observation under the 
petrograDhic microscope of thin sections ground from individual par- 
ticles. Q/ 

* Mechanical agitation was emplopd for about 1 min, followed by 
manual sieving and brushing on the 500 and &J-mesh screens. 
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TABLE 4.3 - Distribution of Fallout Activity(a) with Particle Size 
Shot 1 

Sampler 
Location 
. 

size u. 
-;zz(~) 1.9-0.93 0.93-0.57 0.57-0.42 0.42-0.39 0.29-0.26 x0.26 

Aotitity ,a~‘; 135.0 33.06 33.67 
L.542 0.662(c) 0.4&) 'Z7 2::i3 

4.08 89.23 
Love Me) 0.0598 - 

Specifio 
Aativity(mv/g) 29.7 49.9 81.3 90.7 135. 68.2 

Activity(w) 1.94 4.17 0.656 1.79 0.005 6.50 
0308 M3) 0.132 0.292 ;:;$O(c) 0.0915 0.0669 0.0016 - 

Sp. Aativity 
(m/g) 13.9 l.4.3 12.9 7.17 26.3 3.13 

Aotivity(mv) 
;.l2I& ' 

2.57 
;:& 

3.30 1.12 0.08l4 12.46 
uncle *igbt(g) 0.188 1.430 0.961 0.057 - 

Sp. Aotivity 
(de) 1.47 13.7 2.50 2.34 1.16 1.43 

Aotivity(mv) 4.70 1.12 1.65 0.024 8.19 
RilllAB weight(g) 1.704 O./J36 ;:g&J E& 0.150 0.002 

Sp. Autivity 
(m/g) 2.76 2.76 6.60 6.45 11.0 11.80 

Aotivity(am) 0.307 
Z4(c) Zl :::2 

1.16 0.016 11.64 
Zebra 'IleQW(d 0.068 0.252 0.009 - 

sp. Aatitity 
Wg) 4.53 5.30 5.64 2.59 4.60 1.72 

(a) Measured by 4~ gamma chamber, 9 krch 1954. 0.1 mg radium produces a r-ding of 78 We 
~bs fh-acti0n>1.911~~1 gexwaU,y contained pieces of flour crust, mold, organic debris, etc. 
Amlysirrsdb for s0&1tncantent. Ibkgrounda~rountrozilydetected. 



The radloactim fallout Fticles mre tite, opaque, irregul%ru 
&aped grains. Some of then were fluffy and very fragile while otws 
appeared hard and dense. 
a diameter. 

They Va.ZGd in size from about 25 p to 1 or 2 =a 
X-ray diffraction analyses showed that they were composed 

pristarily of calcium hydrozdde and calcium carbonate (&cite structure). 
Other compounds occurring in minor aaount8 wep8 ~alcim oxide, calci~ 
csrbonste (aragonite structure), sodiunr chloride and magnesium carbonate 
tri-hydrate. Tentatively identified as present in several particles were 
~cium nitrate t&m-hydrate and calcium sulfate dehydrate and hemihydmte. 

Studying the thin sections of the fallout particles with the petro- 
gra&ic microscope gave a detailed picture of the distribution of the 
hydroxide and carbonate. Most of the particles were composed Largely of 
calcium hydroAde in the central part with an outer layer of calcium car- 
bo&e. The thickness of the outer layer of carbonate varied from a few 
microns up to about 1OOp. While the areas of the two compounds nere 
distinct, the transition between them was sufficiently gradual to indicate 
that the outer carbonate layer had been formed by the carbonation of the 
oalcium hydroxide. 

Occasionally, a pwticle was found with an inner core of unaltered 
oalcium carbonate and an outer zone of calcium hydroxide. 

A few particles were found with cores of calcium oxide the outer 
layer of which had been hydrated to calcium hydroxide. 

Some radioactive particles consisting of unaltered coral grains 
were found. 

4.3.2 Distribution of Activity 

By making radioautographs of the thin sections with Eastman KX'B 
stripping film, a knowledge of the distribution of the radioactivity 
within the particles was obtained. In practically all of the thin sec- 
tions studied, the radioactivity was located on the exterior of the 
particle. The activity was most intense on the surface and diminished 
fairly abruptly to very low levels at depths of 50 to 150~. The graded 
appearance of the boundary suggested that the pen&ration of the activity 
into the particle was by solution and deposition. The distribution of 
the activity was independent of the compositional structure of the particle. 

In a few instances, the radioactivity was distributed ir-egularly 
in patches throughout the particles. In these oases, the particles them- 
selves usually had spherical or spheroidal shapes as contrasted with the 
angular shapes of the particles Fn which the activity was found on the 
exterior. 

4.3.3 Solubility Studies 

Four samples of fallout materisl from Shot 1 were leached in water 
for varying times. An initial se#lration was then made into soluble end 
insoluble &fractions by filtering the suspensions through millipore filters. 
According to the manufacturer’s description, milli_pore filters are com- 
pletely retentive for particles one-half micron and larger in diameter. 
The filtrate was then subdivided into ionic and colloidal fractions by 
treatment in an olectrodialysis cell. The results are tabulated below: 
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Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 sample 4 

Activity remining in the 76 82% 
insoluble residue 

96% 98% 

Soluble activity in ionic form 235 8% 4% 2% 

Activity in colloidal form 1% Trace Trace Trace 

The percentages refer to the comparative counting rates of each 
fraction as measured with an end-nindou C-Y tube undar the same geometrical 
conditions, These results are consistent with those found in similar 
studies on fallout performed at the site (see Tables 3.5 and 3.6). 

SaaDle 1 was obtained from a DElIT filter. The sample was leached 
in water for 3 days and was 20 days old at the beginning of the experi- 
ment. 

Sample 2 was obtained from a DMl' filter. The sample was leached 
in water for 4 weeks and was 25: days old at the beginning of the experi- 
ment. 

w 
consisted of sevaral fallout .particlea obtained from 

belt sampler./ The sample was leached In water for 2 weeks and was 
6 l/2 months old at the beginning of the experiment. 

Samnle 4 consisted of several fallout particles obtained from 
belt sampler. The sample was leached in water for 3 weeks and was 6 
mo;lths old at the beginning of the sxyriment. 

4.3.4 Mechanism of Formation 

a 

a 
l/2 

The processes by which the fallout particles originated can be 
described as follows. The material constituting the non-active body of 
the fallout particle was derived from the coral atoll. Modern reef 
building corals are composed mostly of the calcium carbonate chiefly in 
the form of aragonite. The effect of the bomb detonation was to heat aad 
throw aloft a huge amount of coral dust. Most of the coral dust which 
was close enough to the explosion to become contaminated wLth radicnctlvitf 
was heated sufficiently to drive off car&n dioxide and to form calcium 
otide.. These calcium oxide particles swent off the condensing fission 
products which were probably in the form of very small metallic or u~taIlie 
oxide particles, At some subsequent time, as the cloud cooled, the calciU 
oxide hydrated to calcium hydroxide. This could easily have occurred 
while the particles were still in the air since large amounts of sea n-r 
were evaporated and blown into the air by the explosion. In some cbwe, 
the hydration was not complete as shown by the examples of several parti- 
cles still retaining cores of unaltered calcium oxide. 

Probably during the hydration process a part of the soluble irsO- 
tion of the radioactive material went into sblution and diffused into 
the particle leaa a zone of radioactivity 
surface and diminished gradually to very law 
about 100 p. 

which was most intense on tha 
levels within a distance of 
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YIP-- 

At abaut the mm mile, the outer uurfacee of the dci\la! hydrodde 

@icl@S EtM bm ba ~~~ bp the carba diofide of the atno+ 
phere . It ia ill knom from obwmtioae 08 the bardenbg of *tier 

(calch Wade) that the c&m la3rer of the plaster is S~OQ COO- 

y&ad to oalcimoarbonate in the preaenoe of moist air, b ffiat 
+icle8 were OXpOsed to moist tropical air 6everal days before their 
shipment to this I&oratolyi A study of the thin section6 plainly showed 
the progreerive oarbonation of the calcium hydroxide which was, however, 
00nfined toa emsface layer umallynotexoesding100~ lnthicknesa, 
lrnycalolumcarbonate formed fntkkmnnerwoul~pmbablyhave the 
calcite rtruoture a.8 this le the s&tble form at la teqeratures. The 
X-ray diffrwtion analyses shored the presence of both calcite and ara- 
gonfte (malterd mral) in the fallout particles. However, the amOunt 
of calcite *r much greater than the alcount of arag0nite indicating that 
moat of the calcium carbonate in the fallout particles was of this 
seoondary origia. 

It sw_probable that meet of the fallout particles were formed 
from disorete graine of coral rather than by the agglomeration of pulver- 
leed materials. This is evidenced by the homogeneity of the particle in 
textuqe and composition, by the aqgular shape of the particle and by the 
occurrenoe in acme micles of a'central core of unaltered coral aur- 
roundedbya layer of kalcimhpldroxide. 

A few of the particles, however, showed definite signs.of belug 
fomad by accretion. They had spherical or sub-spherical shapes and were 
not homogeneous but were formed of agglomerations of cryStallIne grains 
and the radioactivity was distributed irregularly throughout the particle. 

Some of the particles were not close enough to the fireball to be 
decarbonated and remained unaltered except for collecting a mrface 
coating of radioactitity. 



RADIOCHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS 

Gross decay, energy spectra, and radiochemical composition of material 
result- from the various detonations were determlned. Fission product 
fields and neutrcn induced radionuclldes were measured. From this infor- 
mation computations were made of the extent of fractionation of the bomb 
constituents and also the fraction of the bomb per unit area collected 
at several fallout etatAns. 

5.1 RADIATION CHARACT~ISTICS OF GROSS FALLOUT SAM= 

Beta and gamma decay were observed at the site as well as at USNRDL 
with geiger counter s, proportional gas-flow counters, and scintillation 
counters. Gamnra ionization decay was observed on a single aample from 
Shot 4 in cooperation with Project 6.4. Both absorption and ganm~ speotrrr 
measurements were made. 

5.1.1 Prenaraticn of Counting Samales 

Counting sources for decay and absorption measurementa were usdo 
by taking a measured amount of the fallout material from various colleo- 
tors. These fallout samples were carefully aliquoted so t&t the total 
beta and gamma count of the fallout in the collector could be determIned. 
Fallout in the form of solids, or slurriee containing coral ma dissolved 
with a minimum amount of HCl before the counting sample was taken. Li@ 
fallout was sampled directly. The source forthebeta counting-s pre- 
pared by pipetting an sliquot of the solution onto a piece of rubIx~ 
hydrochloride plastic (2 x 2 x O.COO94 in.) which had, been loosely s# 
over a glaea planchet (1 in. o.d. x l/4 irr. deep). This arrangement con- 
fined the solutiontoanarea about2 cmindlameter. The aolutiona6 
then evaporated under an infrared lamp plaoed at sufficient diatanoe to 
prevent the rubber hydrochloride from melting. Uhon the solution had 
completely evaporated, the sheet containing the dried contaminant R18 
mounted on a stiff piece of cellulose acetate (395/16 x 2-l/2 x l/32 ino) 
with a l-3/$ in, hole in the center. The rubber hydrochloride shed 
UIMI m&d to the back of the celluloee acetate wlfh scotah tape M, that 
the contaminated area was centered in the hole. Krylon ptistie wj 
sprayed over the top of the counting sample. TheKrylon tended to 
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5.1.2 &osr DIpu 

bkdr_rW nauummntruue~enofallf~aut~ 
plea received md promrwd &the field labomtoryfo~Sbot61tbruugh 
4to check for gmm fractiamt1oniathe fallout. 

The grorr-beta deoayofthe fallout empler fkomShotnlt&wugh 
4 are given in Tablo 5.1 ud are plotted In Fig. 5.1. The groes gaum 
deoay data am given in Table 5.2, nnd are plotted in Fig. 5.2. Tb 
relative couutlneacheamne normlicdtothenumber given inparea- 
theoea at i- 10 &yo. 

5.1.2.1 phot & 

The grossbetaand gang decuydataars average values of all 
the fallout eamplez) received at the Bite laboratory (Chapter 3). In 
addition, aone values for the m decay (later than 10 days) were 
obtained from Projeut 2.5a aa an average dboay of five active particles 
from gummed paper mample8. 

5.1.2.2 '@of 2 

The early- deaaynr bkenona -paper colleotor 
expoaedto fallaxt l t?8rryImland on ahotday. Fallout arrivedat 
sbout18OOtol830~or+l2hraftmr6hottiae. The8a~~ple,conaisting 
of a one, sq ft folded paper did nof prove maitable for beta decay RKU- 
mrement8. Thab&adecapandgummdecaydatafrau 3daylrareanavemged 
deoay of all the falled eamples received at the erite laboratory. 

5.1.2.3 @at 2 

The beta deaay &ta and the gamua data are averaged values of 
the decay of all the samples received st the site laboratory. 

5.1.2.4 shot4 

Beta deaayrrs obmrved ona suple recovered aboard them+39 
(Project 6.4) at + 80 min. Game decayne amedat+4.8 hr. Both 
deoays were initially observed on a GU counter. Due to the Ngh back- 
ground, high-counting aumplee were required. A gamm ionization deoay 
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TABLE 5.1 - Gross Beta Decay 
-~ 

shot 1 T Shot 2 T swt 3 

t&Y431 

7.46 
'.33 
9.10 
10.0 
LO.2 
11.1 

E:?" 
15.1 
22.2 
25.2 
~6.1 
31.0 
39.2 
15.2 
j3.2 
57.0 
75.8 
37.4 

Fw.Rtive 

comt 

d 0.0970 
0.0673 
0.0540 
0.0428 
0.0304 
OS259 
0.0212 

l.rn(b) 
1.51 
1.26 
:1.0@ 
0.987 
O.&O4 
0.6'76 
0.460 
0.393 . 
0.170(d) 

4dW: 

3.30 

Zi 

5.21 
6.21 
7.21 

E 
10.0 
10.1 
11.1 
16.3 
21.1 
25.1 
33.1 
54.1 
59.2 
72.9 
10.1 
.16.9 
21.9 
29.0 
.36.0 

$*Z 
.72:i 
.84.9 

Relative 
count 

2.50(a) 
2.20 
1.82 

1.42 
1.13 
o.s8 
0.707 
0.574 
0.473) 
0.470 
0.372 
0.163 
0.102 
0.0739 
0.0459 
0.0231 
0.0201 
o.ou3 
o.oO782(c) 
o.oon3 
0.00664 
0.0OQ4 
0.00571 
0.00532 
0.00461 
o.oO4o2 
o&a365 

t(bY8) 

3.62 
4.54 
5.10 
6.18 
7.?3 
8.08 
9.12 
lC.OO 
10.2 

2:; 
22.2 

2:: 
62.0 
99.1 
105.9 
IlO.9 
118.0 
125.0 
131.9 

ZE 
173:9 

Relative 
count 

0.962 (4 
0.740 
0.668 
0.512 
0.397 
0.327 
0.258 
b2l.5) 
0.210 
0.146 
0.0860 
~*w&c) 

0:0158 
0.0108 
o.oo578 
0.00524 
o&a84 
o.oo46O 
0.@0427 
0.00398 
0.00345 
0.00295 
0.00269 

Shot 4 

0.0575 
0.0596 
0.0625 
0.0646 
0.0695 
0.0708 
0.0779 
0.0800 
0.0842 
0.0863 
0.08% 
0.0946 
o.0992 
0.108 
o.lls 
0.130 

:*z 
0:164 
0.169 
0.174 
0.185 
0.210 
0.219 
0.234 
0.274 
0.325 
0.370 
O&b 
0.464 

"o*zii 
Ok 
0.747 
0.758 
0.943 
0.989 
la2 
1.14 

telatiw 
count 

30.6(b) 
!7.7 
z7.1 
z6.0 
z2.0 
a.4 
i4.3 
17.5 
t6.6 
L5.7 
u.3 
13.3 
12.4 
LO.9 
LO.3 

i:; 

&O 
6.40 

::Fi 
5.18 
4.53 

tz 
;:g 

3:01 

%*Z 
2:04 
1.m 
1.72 
1.63 
1.33 
1.27 
1.20 
1.a 



TABLE 5.1 Grou B.k D.=y (C-L) 

shot 

mw) 

1 
RelAtln 

count 

T -r 

(b) Geiger oountu 
(c) Beta coxmter #2, USNRDL 
(d) Beta cou?kter, UsmDL (L, MoI8aAc) 

1 Sh 

tbYd 

1.29 
1.39 

z; 
2:11 
2.60 
3.18 
4.l4 
5.10 
8.95 
10.00 

;:w 

g:; 

87:1 
92.1 

,E 
13.1 
27.1 
a.2 
54.9 

1 1 r, 
Relative 
count 

i:$, 

0:762 
0.615 
0.511 
0.423 
0.323 
0.251 
0.121 
[O.loQ) 
0.0856 
o.0234(c 
0.0173 
0.om.0 
O.OOUl 
0.00392 
0.00367 
0.00330 
o.o03c& 
0.00288 
0.00218 
0.002u 
0.00190 

The aame mpersoript ie Implied for all undesignated quantities imrp+dti- 
telg following one that Is designated. 
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TABLE 5.2 Gross Gumm Decay 

Shot 1 r Shot 2 T- Shot 3 T- Shot 4 

:*z 
Cl0 
6.37 
7.43 
8.08 

9.10 
9.15 
9.52 
10.0O 
10.03 
10.9 
11.1 
12.f 

ii*: 
u:2 
15.0 
15.1 
16.0 
17.2 

w 
19:o 
20.0 
21.9 
22.4 
23.2 
24.0 

:.: $3 
26.3 
27.0 
30.0 
30.2 
31.0 
32.0 
33.0 
36.1 
37.1 

Relative 
colmts 

3.Ow 
2.97 
2.64 
2.33 
1.91 
1.52 
1.46 
l.lS(') 
i,23(a) 
1.2004 
1.11 
1.00) 

0.304 

g:;g(b) 
0.245(e) 
0.218 

0,150 

8:1 8 l!J 
0.122(a) 
o.llq(e) 

:?9yO(b) 
0:0928(~) 
0.0868 
0.0808 
0.0744 

;bYe) 

0.638 

%i 
0:7O7 
o.a.2 
0.m 
O*Y79 
1.06 
1.19 
1.26 

i:ii 
2.04 
2.48 
3.07 
3.38 

?% 
3:55 
3.72 

:::i 
4.55 

g87 
5:u 
5.20 
5.53 
6.09 

% . 

4: a 

7.17 
7.32 
8.10 
8.49 
8.52 
9.08 
9.l.I 
9.34 

0.0698 10.0O 

w.at1w 
colmts 

U.4(a) 
13.3 

z 
Ll:1 
10.3 
9.50 
8.94 
7.77 
7.37 

;*;z 
4:38 
3.56 

1.61 g 
1.53 11 

1.11(a 
Mdb j 

;:&I 

o.da) 
0.87% b) 

o.ns(=) 
0.610(~) 
0.664(b) 
0.573(c) 
%555W 
O.Sdb) 
(0.473) 

WYS) 

3.38 
3.51 
3.60 

LL:E 
4.32 
4.48 
5.10 
5.51 
6.08 
6.55 
7.28 
7.50 
8.20 
9.08 
9.I.4 

:oY 
X2:1 
14.1 
17.4 
18.2 
18.5 
21.6 
22.2 

29.1 
34.2 
37.1 
38.1 
43.1 
52.1 

1%::. 
111.5 
325.0 
132.0 
138.9 

ii?? 
173:9 

Relative 
counts 

:::$(b) 

0.0528 
0.c 2 
0.0 7(c) $8 
oadb) 
0.0184 
O.Cl66 

o.oou5 
0.00133 
0.00124 
0.0Oll3 
0.00101 
0.000857 

by4 -- 

0.197 
0.207 

i?z;z 
0:328 
0.374 
0.4l8 
c.468 
0.548 
0.635 
0.750 
0.932 

E 

Fz29 . 

$3 
1.70 
1.m 
2.12 
2.22 
2.39 

2: i!I 

3.33 
3.35 
3.46 
3.66 
4.11 
5.10 
6.25 
8.15 
8.Q 
9.20 
10.0O 
10.1 
10.9 
12.2 
15.1 

;% . 

Relatiw 

colmte 

7zm - 
7.u 
5.66 
4.47 
3.46 
2.77 
2.52 
2.26 
1.e6 
1.57 
1.29 
1.08 
0.931 
o.a65 

;:& 

;*g : 
0:635 

tI 

0.594(b) 
y.&("b' 

0:490(b) 
0.462 8) 

I 0,448 ad 
&386tab) 
0.357(c) 
O.349(a) 
0.?32 
0.29dabc 
0.243 c 

H 0.206 d 
0.~6 
0.126 
0.~6 
:0.100> 
0.0982 
0.0837 
0.07lo 
0.0449 
Od4O8 
0.0378 
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TABLE 5.2 - Gross Gemna Decay (Cc&) 

Shot 1 Shot 2 Shot 3 Shot 4 

Relative Relative Relative bbtlm 
;(dan) counts t(dm) counts t(days) counts t(daye) counta 

* 
38.0 0.0640 10.1 0.461 c 

11 
17.9 0.0339 

39.0 0.0619 10.3 0.438 b 21.9 0.0225 
59.1 0.0354 11.1 0.375 23.1 WI204 

11.2 0.3+ 

u 

24.1 o.ol84 
11.4 0.382 "b 25.0 o.0168 
12.2 0,295 29.9 O.@l27 
13.2 0.245 31.0 O.Oll8 
l-4.1 0.209 32.0 o.m9@3 
15.3 37.0 0.00748 
16.3 ;*z(c) 

iiF: 
o.00519 

16.5 0:142(b) o.oo154 
17.6 0.122 89:l o.ooul 
18.5 O.lo9 

goi 
o.oQ131 

20.1 o.ca20 
21.1 ::g:;(c) x%:2 o.oolu 
23.1 0.0672 l13.2 0.00104 
25.1 0.0564 127.0 o.ooa3jc 
25.2 0.0545 Is.2 

:%% 28.4 0.0447 154.9 . . 
32.6 
33.3 :$326(C) 
40.1 0,0236(b) 
45.2 0.0192 
54.1 0.@138 
59.2 o.oU8 
63.2 0.0105 
73.0 o.cmo5 

0.00358 
EE 

:%z 129.0 
135.9 o:oo260 
163.0 o.oau3 

15000 Eizi 156.9 
172.1 oh74 
184.9 0.00153 

(a) Gemm counter #l bt) 

tbi ” : 
iy2 (trailer) 

II 83 (-4 
cf, z ; ieu- 
(4 USNRDL (E.Schuert) 
(f) Geiger Counter 
The mme mqerscrlpt is Implied for all undeaigMW qmtiti@U se 
tely following one that is designated. 
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TIME (DAYS) 

Fig. 5.2 Gross Gamma Decay of Fallout Samples 
From Shots 1, 2, 3, and 4 
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sample was prepared in which a Project 6.4 ion chamber =a e-led a 
immersed in a l-gal polyethylene bottle COII~A&LIQ r&i-&i= rae~om 
water diluted sufficiently with dilute acid to give an aotidty dthh 
the operating range of the detector. The ionization decay data are 
g17en in Table 5.3 and are plotted in Fig. 5.3. Survey mter readings 
at the time indicated background nithin the shielding to be about 5 to 10 
7e1;;; of the room reading as measured at station 73A (Project 6.4 ion 

In general, the main background source was above the chambers8 
however,*at + 7 hr the background increased rapidly due to higher con- 
centrations of activity in the mm about the ship. With the background 
source being mainly from the hull, atation 73A readings would be more 
affected than those of the sample since it was much nearer the hull. 
Accordingly, from + 7 to + 16 hr, 5 per cent of 73A was used aa a baok- 
grouud correction instead of 10 per cent as was used for all other read- 
ings* A new chamber was eet up at USNRDL to continue the deuay after 
return of theYAG's. The data for + 120 to + 150 days gave a decay of 
t- 1.4. 

The Ugh-co&ting samples as well aa background on the UG 39 
proved to be in the severe coincidence loss region of the geiger tube. 
Refore disembarking, two of the decay samples were utfflaed a8 split * 
mples to determine the coincidence corrections at the operating ce 
ing rates. The readings are given in Table 5.4 along with the standard 
and background reading, Rb for the holder. The background readings show 
that attempts to keep the planchet holder clean were unswc~ssf'ul. How- 
ever using the ratios for shelve8 3, 4, and 5, and the backgrti mad- 
ings it was possible to calaitate the true be~ckground. The observed 
reading was the sum of the plate contamination plus the background, or 

Rb mB+a (5.1) 
Y 

in which a is the y to x ehelf ratio, B the bac'kground, and R, the 
contamination aa read on shelf X. Valws calculated by use of 4. 5.1 
are given Fn Table 5.5. The average value of B, 532 c/m, cheeks well 
with the value, 531 c/m, when a heavy Al absorber was interposed be- 
tween the holder end the tube. 

The coincidence loss for the GM counter was calcufated.frO% 

Ro : R + R+l+R3T2+ R+j+... (5.2) 

fn aoh R is the obsemd count, the T 1 s are ConstarM and R” 18 the 
correoted count. The constants Tl, T;! and T3 were determIned from the 
apUt sample data. 

THUS, for any set of split samplee, the corrected total count 
808 

R-to I Rl'++'-B (5.3) 

After substitution for the oorreoted counts frora 4. 5.2, there remltedp 

(~3.R13-~3)T2+(Rt4-R14-R24)T, (5.4) 
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TABLE 5.3 - Gama Ionizatian Dooay of Sample 4-Y39 

0.558 
0.575 
0.600 
0,679 
,0.688 
0.750 
0.766 
0.833 
1.04 
1.25 
1.46 
1.67 
2.08 
2.50 
2.92 
3.33 
3.75 
4.16 
4.58 

:*z 
6165 
8.96 

%axepleReading 
(ww 

w.5 

:i-; 
24:o 
21.0 
16.5 
l3.8 
12.3 

E:Z 
10.3 
9.90 
9.10 
8.30 
7.40 
7.30 
7.63 
6.92' 
6./J 
6.31 
5.89 
5.50 
4.45 
3.70 
3.20 
2.40 
2.18 
1.79 
1.50 
1.25 
1.07 
0.94 
0.82 
0.73 
0.65 
0.50 
0.34 1 

Station 73A Read- 
(ww 
28 
21 
16 
13 
10 
7.4 
5.8 
15 

;z 
21 
21 
17 
19 
16 
16 
13 
11 
ll 
10 

i*:: 
6:7 
5.3 

f'i 
2:5 
1.8 
1.3 
1.0 
0.8 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 

sample Decay 
(corrected lnr/hr) 

EB 
26.7 
22.7 
20.0 
15.4 

2.8 
2,4 
1.9 
i.6 
1.4 
1.2 
0.99 
0.86 
0.75 
0.67 
0.60 
0.46 
0.31 

Relid v 
count b tl 
15.0 
12.4 
10.3 
8.79 

'6% 
5:n 
4.49 

33.: 
216 
2.5 
2.5 
2.4 
2.2 
2.0 

Z 

::: 
1.1 
0.93 
0.74 
0.52 
0.54 
0.46 
0.38 
0.33 
0.29 
0.26 
0.23 
0.18 
0.12 

(a) Corrected by 5 per cent of at&ion 738 reading. 
(b) Normalbed to O.+OO at 10 days. 
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TIME (DAYS) 

Big. 5.3 Ionization Decay as a Rmotlon 
of Relative 1oni%ation Rate 



c 
__ 

Rl 43,118 16,978 

Ix2 42,739 18,339 

it 69,163 29,890 

Rb 1,452 1,032 

std 10,128 -3,650 

spltt sample Rudlnge 
(c/n) 

+f3 ' sholfk shelf 5 shelf 5 -Abmrbe.& 
k 
~ 7,318 5,675 4,170 1,263 

9,452 5,657 3,684 1,294 

15,627 10,428 7Pl 2,047 

8'ZZ 704 638 531 

1,588 a7 500 * 

(8) 1600 l&q cm of Al. 

TABLE 5.5 - calaulat10n of 
Plate Readings 

Eack@mndfmm Shelf Ratios and Contam.lnated 

shelf 3 

1 

1.875 

3.176 

351 

534 

shelf4 

0.533 

1 

1.693 

176 

526 532 

shelf 5 

0.315 

0.590 

1 

lo2 

(a) Average 532 c/m* 



Sol- @O 5.4 rith the d&a from Table 5.5 for shelves 1, 2, and 3 
gaw the VdAlt38 of the constanta In Sg. 5.2. Hence, 

R” o R + 2.520 I lb6R2 + 1.388 x 10’1°R3-6.738 x lo-l%4 

Quatlon 5.5 may be expressed as, 

(5.5) 

Pbtl+y (5.6) 

~JI which y/R : 2.320 x lo-6+ 1.388 x lo%-6.738 x 1O-16R2 (5.7) 

Theem equations give an effective dead time of 2OOpeo at about 4,OoO c/m, 
The value of p for each obeerved sample and background count was read 
from a plot of p again& R. From + 1.5 daye, + 5 days, the sample UCUI 
observed on a gas-flow counter at the site and from + 9 days it m 
comted at USNRDL on other gas-flow counters. The lonlaation and b&a 
check well from about 0.4 to 10 days; at earlier timea the loni&M.m 
decay Wad eomewhat faster. 

fhloulated beta deuay curvea for Shot8 1 and 4 are plotted 
in Fig. 5.4. The decay of the induced activities for Shot 4 am In- 
GIlded. The calculatlone mere based on capture to flrrsion ratio 
and on the fission prodwt d/m for 10,000 flsaiona at aero time. iY The 
experImenta beta decay for Shot 4 are superlmposed on the plote by 
normslialng the U-day values. Agreement betreen the observed and c&l.- 
culated cumes is fair. The induced activities cease to effect the grou 
decay at + 60 days. The calculated decay curves exhibit mne differeamu 
In the mode of decay between the radioactlvities produced by Shots 1 
and 2 for times less than + 60 days. The observed curw8 are all mme- . 
uhat steeper at + 60 days and longer. The gamna deoay of samples from 
Shot8 2 and 4 at times shorter than + 10 days are diiferent . uaforttxna~ 
only single samples mere available for the early time deoay for those tv@ - 
cases; and, further, the decays were obeerved on counters ha- diifw 
speotral. responses. Henae there is no basis for detmnining the real 4 
oignificame, if any, of the differenoea. The ionization and ganmm d* 
decay could not be expected to agree with the calculated curvea a8 Cloq 
as the beta decay; howwer, their diwrgence generally ma not great fw 
short interval8 of time, 

5.1.3 odrlpr Smotrometer Heaaurementq 

Slnca the m uralywrras convertedfromar,alpbammlper~ 
Shot 1, It 
thatshot, 
2 to 4 et various tiws after detonation. The reeults are 
Tables 5.6 through 5.9, In there tables the helghts of the varim 
are shown relative to a value of one for the energy psaka 

Sinoe a emll lkI myutd maa used, the spectra 
the lever energy region a& the peak at about 0.5 ll& wad wxloubt~ )c 
contributed to by an&hllatlon radiation from gaaamm of higher snW!Y 
than 1 Rev. Homver, the data were used nulaly to compare the gad 
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spectra from samples collected at different 
with time. A comparative analysis for only 
shot is presented here. 

plaoes and different ahots 

one fallout sample from_& 

5.1.3.1 shot & 

A sample of fallout fron Rongelap was analysed on + 29 aad 
+ 31 days after detonation. The results are shown in Table 5.6. Host 
of the same peaks show up for both curves with the exception of 0.03 a 
0.27 ldev rhleh do not appear at 31 days. Also the relative height of 
the 0.22 Mev curve is somewhat lower at 31 days. The 31 day curve shows 
a greater similarity to the other shots than the 29 day curve. In view 
of the fact that the calibration of the amlyser was not completed at 
the time the first analysis was made the data collected on + 31 days an 
probably the more significant of the two emalyses. 

TABLE 5.6 - Gamma Eihergy Msasurenents from Rangelap Sample, Shot 1 

29 

31 

Observed Peak Height Relative to 0.10 Me-v Peak - , 
0.67 0.50 1.0 0.86 0.59 0.35 0.17 0.18 0.05 

- 0.57 1.0 0.57 0.12 - 0.12 0.15 0.05' 

5.1.3.2 2 shot 

On + 2 days there are significant peeks at 0.03, 0.08, 0.23, 
0.30, 0.38, 0.62. 

On + 3 days, the 0.30 has dropped way down, the 0.23 Is abad 
the same, the 0.08 is considerably higher and a very high peak has bhMa 
up at 0.12 Hev along with a smaller 0.15 peak. The higher enargies, 0.s 
andO. bavedeareased considerably. 

On + 4 days the hish peak is still 0.12 Mm, the 0.08 axul OJS 
sre s-t lor~r, and the 0.23 IS about the same. There is a 0.28 e 
slightly lomr than the 0.23. The higher energies are still w 1~0 

On+ 6 days the 0.03 peak is the same as It as in all pau_ 
V~OUB plots. There is very Uttle ahange from R + 4 Ws. 

On + 6.25 days. VerysrrtlvtoR+6~. ThoO.C@rad 
0.15 peaka are now symetrioal bulges on either side oi the hick OS 
peak, 

on+9days,~am as R+ 6exceptthe 0.03 peakdm no* 
aF* 

an+lldam. sulartoR+9daysarrr~0.03p-k~ 
appears* 'fhm isa lowbutdefinite~kataround 0,5Orhich~s- 
presentslnce+4dws. 





TABLE 5.9 - Gamma Energy Measurements from Sample 4-Y39, Shot 4 

Tirse 3 

after shot Rmrm (Mev) 
I 

t 
(days) 1 0.011 0.94 IO.061 0.09lO.l4[O.~C IO.29 ~0~35[O.W~O.50~0.65j~~ 

Ob: [eight Relative to 0.09 Xet r Peak 
1.87 - (0.15>1 (0.131- l- i- I- I_ 1.3 

::i 

lZ 
18.3 
22.3 
22.3 

I- !: 

rved Peak 

m 

0.59 1.0 
0.72 1.0 

9.15 
w 9.23 

0.24 
0.36 
0.30 

a I- 
0.36 - 
0.10 - 
0.12 - 

0.022j0.01 
0.04 0.04 
0.19 0.19 
0.06 0.07 

0.57 
3.72 0.60 0.w 0.26 - - 

5.1.3.5 Commrisons of Spectra of Samples from Shots 1 thrc,u& 4 

In every curve studied the highest peak occurred at 0.09 + 
0.01 Msv. There was usually, but not always, 0154 or more lower ener-& 
peaks near this energy. If the 0.09 Mev peak is given a relative height 
of 1.0, then the relative heights of the other psaks were about 0.5 for 
0.01 Me-v and 0.7 for 0.04 %v. These relative heights decreased with 
time. There was another definite peak 0.20 Mev which ran about 0.30 of 
the highest peak. Higher energy peaks nere observed at 0.50 and 0.65 
Mev ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 of the highest peak. The 0.43 Mev peak how- 
ever is doubtful since it appears in only one curve. The small NaI c&-y&al 
which was used was not satisfactory for higher energies. In addition, 
the large amount of shielding required because of the high background at 
the site increased the ecattering which resulted in very high counts In 
the low ecergy region and probably the peak at 0.50 Mev. The low efflolraQ 
of the crystal at the higher energies, however, was the chief reason for 
not taking spectra above the 1 Mw region. 

The energies and relative heights of the peaks at 0.04, 0.06, 
0.03 0.20, and 0.29 Mev were very close to those obsemed Fn a pure 
Np234 spectrum which would indicate larger amounts of Np239 gammas. Sows 
of these peaks gradually disappeared as the Np decayed out. 

The following generalisationa are evident from the malyses of 
the gamma spectrat 

1. There did not appear to be any significant differems i.n 
the distribution of gamma-ray energies betwsen the samples from the fm 
four detonations. 

2, The gamma analyzer curvea showed no Important differ-s 
between various samp!.es from the sass shot indicsting that f'ractiomtia 
was not detectable w this method. 

3. There uaa no great change in the rolativs heights of the 
various gsnnma peak6 with time, although there was a detectable shift 
from the high O.l@ Mev peak toward both the low (0.03 -1 and high 
(C.50 Mev)ends of the spectrum at Later t-Se 

4. There was a relatively large amount of 0.10 hev gm 
radiation present in the gross fallout mixture, 

II6 



5, The relative peak height description permitted a gmd 
comparison of sanplee from differ& shots, from different loaations for 
a given shot, snd for the sake sample at various times after burst. It 
should be emphasized that the descriptive technique used here, namely, 
analysis by relative peak height, Is only a qualitative suzmnry of the 
important photon energies present and has no relation whatever to the 
true photon-energy distribution of the radiation source. 

5.1.4 Absorption Measurements 

Aluminum absorption measurements were made with absorbers ranging 
in thickness from 0 to 3430 mg/sq cm. before plotting, the aluminum 
absorber thickness was corrected for air and window thickness. Lead 
absorption measurements were taken with lead sandwiched between two 
aluminum absorbers. The aluminum absorber next to the counter window 
had a thickness of 1590 mg/sq cm and that just above the counting source 
861 mg/sq cm. The lead absorbers ranged in thickness from 0 to 29.0 
g/sq cm. The absorption measurements were taken at various times after 
detonation on one fallout sample from each of Shots 1 through 4. 

5.1.4.1 Lead Absorption 

A summary of gamma ray energies from the lead absorption 
curves is given in Table 5.10. These c-es were analyzed into three 
components which give the liapparent" gamma energies although it is 
known that there are many different gammas contributing. The soft, 
medium, and bard components were then used to compare different samples 
with each other. The amount of each component was corrected by the 
counter efficiency for the apparent energy. The usual procedure of 
analyzing absorption curves was used; the "zero absorbers count rate 
was determined by extrapolating the three lines on a semilog plot to 
zero absorber thickness. The energy of each line was determined from 
Pb half-thickness curves; this energy was used to determine, from Fig. 
2.1, the component crystal efficiency which was, in turn, used to 
weight the "zero absorber" count rate for each component to determine 
the relative amount of that component. 

Prom these data the following conclusions IIEU be drawn: 

able obange? 
energy for all 
of 0.04 MCnT. 

(2) 
cantchangein 
energy for all 

Between 0.3 and 26 daye there appeared to be no apprecf- 
the energy of the soft gamma component. The average 
soft gammas observed was 0.16 Mev with a maximum deviation 

Between 0.3 and 26 days there appeared to be no signifl- 
the energy of the medium gamnm component. The average 
medium ganrmcrs observed was 0.37 Mev with a maximum devia- 

tion of 0.11 Mev. 
(3) There were larger variations in the energies of the !~rd 

gammas with respect to time especially for Shots 2 and 3. However, no 
definite trend is apparent as may be seen from Table 5.l.l. where the bard 
gamma component has been averaged for each shot. The over-all bard gamamr 
energy average was 1.3 Mev with a maximum deviation of 0.5 Mev. 

(4) There appears to be no trend common to all shots for the 



TABLE 5.10 - Energies and Gross DMxUmtlon of buna Rsys from Groaa 
Fallout Samples 

Tine Low Eklelrgy ,Yedltm mwgy 
Shot Sample After Gdmm~s Gelmas 

-_a,, 

Burst E?lergy Alnotrnt Ebergy Ammt Energy &lIount4 

biays) (ulev) (%I ow ($1 (~4 (%I 
r . 

shot1 !m., ,r 

shot 2 

0.16 
0.20 
0.17 
0.16 
0.18 
0.16 
0.u 
c.15 
0.20 
0.16 

0.32 
0.36 
0.30 
0.29 
0.38 
0.30 
0.32 
0.33 
La 
0.33 

1.1 
1.1 

E 
1.5 

Z 
1.25 
1.3 
1.3 ?A”1 58 

Elmer 44 r-t.9 0.44 22 3*n 1.20 34 91l.r 
2-A5 46 LJV 0.40 16 219 1.80 18 t3.q 
a 68 A6( 0.48 15 3J' 1.5 17 " ;I 
II 4,:7( 8.16"'.- 0.165 62 ,.jJ 0.40 16 x,4 1.70 

Shot 3 493’ d 

3-Coca T.C. 3.552:,- 0.165 53 '*?' 0.37 19 LsqC 1.3 28 ?S 
n I 3.d 4.2 ~1 0.16 7l l.rQ c.38 12 Ad 1.35 17 lo*&* 
u a 4M /,5.Wl 0.17 59 fdk 0.44 15 JJ3 1.45 26 ~rw 
I II 4.2~ J 6.1 'Ob 0.16 21 2br7 1.25 32 '151) 

(S.Y fl 8.13,,( 0.17 20 a*aj 1.5 31 Ilard 
36 1*7’ 1.4 35 #I.:+ 

* a &,4d lJ.1:!+ 0.17 18 J.Jr’ 1.6 45 A'.& 

C.?4 

E 
0.42 
0.31 
0.39 
0.3-9 

1.2 
' 112 
1.0 
1.05 



hemgo CI mergy 
ow 

1 1.2 

2 1.55 

3 l&l 

4 r l.ll 

‘ifubnm Dmdation 

(Map) 

f 0.2 

f 0.35 

f 0.19 

+ 0,l.l 

Table 5.12 shows the percentage of ach geumpa oompanent 
and their amruged energy for each 6hot at times 108s than 16 days. 

TABLE 5.12 - Awrage Er.wgy and Avers@ Peroonfiage of "Apparent" Gaam 
Components for each Shot at TIntea Less then 14 prsS 

! 

2 

3 

4 

60 9116 17 

50 A- 20 20 

36 +U 23 

+ 16 

+,lO 

iElza 
($1 

36 

23 

30 

w 

Ma%. 
DW. 
(%I 

+9 

+Jl 

+u 
+, 20 

0.52 

0.58 

0.60 

5.1.4.2 

The only portion of the aluminum absorption curves analyzed 
was that for the highest beta energy. The upper portion of this high 
energy curve must be extrapolated over a large range of absorber thlck- 
PUS rhich would make w fwther amalysia of the orIgIna curve doubtful. 
Analyses of aluminum absorption data for beta eumrgias for all rhat8 
indlastethatthe energy of the hardeetbeta raydecreaaes withtlme in 
accordance rlth the theorp. 

ll9 



The emsgiea ofthehardbeta8~Shot81,3f ma4~ 
listed in Table 5.13. The value8 forthe~bgtLI margyrrenarq 

constant and approximilte 2 WV. lbdmd b eum~fqc ~@Lel-2~,03 
atlatertimes appeared to be ramerbathighoonrparadtothe mmplea h 
other shota. The beta-gamma ratio ir2 formocltoftheal\minan a* 
tlcm cu2-m although for Shot 3 at + 10.3 day8 the value was one and for 
one sample from Shot 4 at + U.1 hr it u88 thrm3, 

shot sample Timeafter Burst Mm. BetaRmrgy Approxbte 
0-1 Beta 

-?F mkti0 a 

1 251.03 10.2 days 2.1 2 

1 251.03 lib.05 dq8 1.3 2 

1. 251.03 22.15 day8 1.9 2 

1 251.03 26.1 daya 2.2 1.5 

3 Coca-TC 3.63 days 1.9 2 

3 Coca-TC 4.63 days 1.85 2 

3 Coca-TC 10.29 dayr 1.2 1 

4 x39 5.6 hr 2.6 2 

4 x39 11.1 hr 2.3 3 

4 Y39 23.7 hr 2.3 2 

4 P3sh 2.62 d?!Lya 2.1 2 

4 Y3% 3.53 dg8 2.0 2 

4 plane-ripe 8hr 2d 2 

4 Plane-rip0 3.3 dyrr 1.8 2 

(a) Bat10 of b&a eountratoto~ oouutrrkamrmted for oount-, 
sifiaienq. 



52.1 RadiochemIcal &medurq 

RadiOchmif%l determinations Of the fireion products were -de 
according to standard published procedurea~whioh are outlined here. 

S@ was separsted aa the nitrate and skied by soavee 
precipitations. Xt IS datonined as the oarbonate. 

Y91 was 8eprhd ‘as the fluoride, gurif ied by ~OXI emlange, and 
determined as the ovalate. 

zr95 and -97 were exchangd with oaq$er Zr by use of EF, purl- 
fied by scavenging precipitations and detmmiaed aB the tide. 

MO% WLS se-ted and purified ae the al@-beuzoln ohte. 
It was determined as PtUoOb. 

Aglll as separated, purlfld, and determined as the chloride. 
Cdll5ras separated ae the sulfideand purified by soavenging. 

It was determined as CdNH4m4. 
C&l and Ce~were se-rated as the iodate, purified by 

scavengings, and determined as the omlate. 
Yielde of various fission prod 

relative to the field of Ho% a&/or Zr 
t radionucudes were determined 

55 . The determinations were made 
on different samples collected at various distances from ground zero. 
Comparison of relative yields among these reveals the extent of frac- 
tionation which occurred.In the absence of appreciable fractionation the 
relative amount of any fission product nuclide of Interest is then ob- 
tainable from the measured fission yield curve. 

5.22 Result& 

Analyses were made on all adequate samples obtained from the 
various events. The radiochemical results are presented in the form of 
R values where R is defined as follows: 

R ‘= G cr 

Fc, 
/ 

where c; = comting rate at aaro time of reference radioxmclide in 
uranium thermal neutron fission. 

c; = counting rate at zero time of radionuclide of Interest 
in uranium thermal neutron fission. 

cr = counting rate at zero time of reference radionuclide In 
event of Interest. 

c, = counting rate at zero time of radionuclide of interest 
in event of interest. 

Counting rates of a given radionuclide from the event of interest were 
measured under the same conditions of geometry and absorption as those 
used in measurements in thermal neutron fission. Counting rates were 
corrected for chemical field. By inspection it Is seen that an R value 
of 1 shown a relative fission yield the same as In thermal neutron fission 
of uranium, a value of greater than 1 shows a higher relative yield and 
one of less than l‘showa a lower relative yield. Results of the measure- 
ments are given in Table 5.U. The precision of measurement vas 10 per 

I.21 



cent or better. Results of analyser on cloud aamplet~) are inclu?ed to 
allow comparisons between fallout and cloud material. The cl& ~mples 
were portions of filter paper collections Plade for radiochemical deter- 
minations of weapon yield by LASL and UC& 

5.2.3 Fractionation 

5.2.4 Fission Yield Curve@ 

5.3 INDUCED ACTIVITIIQ 

Analyses for Nazi;, I@, @, C138, N$39, @37, and tJ%C were 
performed on cloud and fallout samples. However because of the diffi- 
culty of obtaining early samples only Na24, N933, U237, and Ua" were 
detected. The fallout samples analyzed at the site were aliquoted ae 
described in Section 3.1. The remainder of these samples and the 
cloud sa-~@,~s vere analyzed at PShT:DL. 

5.3.1 

standard 
outlined 

. cedure. 
activity 

Radiochemical dete 
%7 

tions were made according to either 
published procedure or those developed at USX?DL. They are 
here and described more fully.in Appendix A. 
Ha24 wa8 separated from the gross activity by a two-step pro- 
First, the alkali metal Action was separated from the $Toes 
by ion exchange. Then, N&+ was isolated by a gravimetric __ . 

nrocedure employing the specific precipitation of 
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f 

acetate.* 
Ku was separated from the alkali metal fraction as the QloL, 
KQ2" was isolated as the Kg hydroxyquinolate. 
~138 was precipitated as AgCLafter removing the interfering 

activi5ies by sol-JetIt eXtraction. 
Ursnilt3 ZFLS soplrsted and purifisd by ather extlrction and 

electroplstizg to determine U2j7 and U240. 
sqxrsted and purified 5y oxidized fluoride - reduced 

fluoride cycles anii determined by electroplating. 

5.32 Activities Induced in Zrxironnentsl Substances 

Neutron induced activities in environzntsl materials were con- 
sidered a possible source zf significant radiation contributors at early 
times from high yield devices, The nuc&ides considered as ?oasible con- 
tributors mere iIa24, i@, CljL, and IV!@. In general, the determination 
of most such induced activities requires m early delivery and proces4.q 
of saqD-.e.3. In‘no case was an uccepta?)le fallout sample recovered at a 
Sufficiently esrl;r time to give reliable analysis for more than one in- 
duced activity (:Ja?A), Analyses were run on Shots 2 nnd ?, 

Bn upper limit was established for KG. Corqutations based 
u_oon this 1 't are il, de 

% 9 
for purposes 0 f conpring the relative contri- 

button r,f Na and i( . 

5.3.3.1 Chemical Treatment of SXI$.PS 

Only two repreoentntiv- 
Z'rom them Xa2Lb was isolated. 

a srr@es were obtained for analyses. 
This '~8s accomplished by first removing 

the alkali metal fraction from the gro33 activity by-ion exchange. Then 
%a24 was separated from this fraction by a gravimetric procedure. The 
alkali fraction contained appro-Amtely 10 gr cent of the total activity 
of the gross sam?ls. Decontanination of NQ from C.~13~ wa3 done by e 
preliminary separation of c8sium silicowolfrsmate. Rubidium activity 
wa8 not considered troublasome since all the significant 
vities fORW?d in fission are short-lived (18 min or 18SS) Interference 
of potassi*lm was found to be negligible because of its relatively low 
field. 

In the procedure used for the isohtion of Nz%~~, the sodium 
carrier was added before the ion exchan;e step. The effluent fraction 
from the colum containing the sodium wa3 trsqted with a solution of 
s1tursted sodium zinc uranyl acetate. The resulting preci@.tate was 
dissolved and precipitated t;rice more with the same reagent, Th8 fbd 
preci$tate contained 95-100 per cent as much sodium as the amount 
carrier added origtilly. je However, or&g to ths dilution 0:' the &t 
in eRch precipitation step only about 3 per cent of the active nuclide 

* The ion exchange sten in thfs proceciwe was developed at the site rrhsa 
it became apFcnt t*ht the isolation step did not give ad8quat8 purs' 
fioation. Several otter radionuclides were fractionated in the ion 
sXohang8 trs~tment. tetails of these studiss are reportsd in Appends' 
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A decoa~tioa faotor of at least 107 ma obtained TjiiZYZZ. 
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Fig. 5.6 Decay Curve of Nr& Sampls from Shot 3. 
Sample was Collected st Coca Head 6 
Nautical Miles from Ground Zero on 
af3tkring 7oT 
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in cloud material: Na and K were found to undergo extensive fractiona- 
tion in JANGLE. w 

9.3.9 Activities Induced In DewIce Commenta 

The moat Important radionucUdae produe& by neutron reactione 
in the demhe components are R$39 , $37, and 0 249 ($39 Is al.80 
Important but id too ah&t-lived to have bmu 8een In our meamrements). 
They were produced in mfficimtly high selds to affect the gross decay 
rates of the residual contamimtlon and to oontribute eignificantly to 
the radiationa from the con-. 

5.3.3.1 &g&&g 

To Illustrate the extent to which these radionuclldes contri- 
bute, their counting rates measured at the enme shelf’ geometry and 
corrected for chemical yield and decay are preeented in Table 5.16. In 
order to allow cou~parisons of their aati 

w 
levels with those of fission 

products, corrected counting rate8 for MO at the Bame shelf geometry 
bee ale0 presented. 

Conversion of the above relative counting rates to relative 
numbers of atom requlres dotsrminstion of counting efficiencies These 
have been obtained for all of the above radiomuclldes except U d. Con- 
sequently, there are presented In Table 5.17, for each sample, the number 
of atom8 of If339 and $37 wed 

God 
relative to the ntmbeu- of fissions 

ocourring a8 Meured by X0 . 

504 FRACTION OF BOMB IN FiKUU!C SAMPUQ 

RadIochemical methods can provide an scourate determination of the 
fraction of the bomb included in fallout samples. The data required are 
the total muaber of flesiona oocrrrrlng in the detonation and the number 
of fisclione giving the activity In the fallout emple. These determina- 
tlone have been made bv radiochemical means, the first at Lols Almoe 
Scientific kborat~,~and the second here. 

5.4.1 Remitte 



SUMMARY 

6.1 GHRIA& 

Charnaterlzation of aloud and fallout eeuaplee from CASTLE has 
furnished information useful for (1) deduafng the mechanism of the 
formation and subsequent reactions of the debris from nuclear detona- 
tions, (2) assewing the radiological situation in the areas of fallout, 
(3) syntheslzlng simulants for use in deaonfmnimtion teats and (4) in- 
terpreting data obtained in proof testing atomla warfare countermeuxmrea 
for ships. 

6.2 MBXAHISM OF FOFMATXON Al9D SUBSQUEHT REACTIONS OF NlJCLEbR 
DmONATION DERRIS 

The c~eltion of the debris varied with the weapon type and the 
location of the shot point. For surface land shots the fallaut consietd 
of irregular aolld pxrtioles derived from coral with associated bomb 
products which were usually concentrated at or near the wticle surfaae. 
The outer layer of the partiale ma chiefly calcium as&mate; the inner 
pert a mixture of calcium olddo and hydroxide. Apparently the coral 
grains were taken into the fireball as diearete particles alad calclned 
to the otide In the high temperature eneonment. The bomb produate 
collected on the surface of these particles and as they fel1 through 
the humid atmosphere they ware slaked to the hydroxide and the uurfaae 
layer8 reoonverted to cartmate. 

Surface water shot.8 vodua& fallout with relatively little solid 
Qatter. SmsU particles less than 10 p in diameter appear to have ax-rid 
at the earth*8 mzrfaae In the aolld or semi-solid state. Liqaid drops 
ha* a mugo of slam up to 8- mIllImetera in diameter were also 
deteoted. The mode of formation and subsequent reaatlons of theee fall- 
otrt partiolee la not so well mtkrstood ar that from the surfaae land 
shots. It is apparent that the bomb debris mixed to some extent with 
the large amount of ma rarter and the relatively swll qwtity of sod 
that were taken into the fireball. Evaporation of the water probably 
led to the forrarrtion of condensation mole1 derived from the sa water 
constituents. These emdl pwticles then collected the condemed b-b 



product8. Much of the nter condensed in the aloud gather* additioa 
bomb products. Ar the partic1.s fell they probably changed their com- 
position through reaatlona with atmospheric conetituents. Their emat 
nature at the time of arrival at the earth’s surface is not known. The 
msaeureoente of the aero8olr aollected on the YAG's indicated rnmll solid 
psrticler and larger liquid dropleta Results of the decontaminrition 
8tudies of the YAG’a (Rojeet 6.4) aud special panels (Project 6.5) could 
be -lained be8t & a8m1&1S a contamtit whose constituent mdionuclide8 
were largely in the ionic fem. The VOsS fanottt 8aIllu1eS &td little 
8Olid BU¶ttel'. fn faat, the fflout wa8 iavf8fble both in the air and on 
the 8tlrfaCe8 where it U8 deporitak A large fraction of the radio- 
nuclides uus ater 8ohblo. 

6.3 

tie Of the faGtOr8 nodded to 08timst0 the radiOlOgi&, 8ittratiOXI 
in the,f~.lout son0 ia the deCay rate of the radiation field,, Thir wa8 
determined by dfrsct Blea8\rrelWnt on land ar-8 wherever it RL8 pO88ible 
in moderate radiation fields. In other instancee, it was ertd.nmAed from 
neasurements of the decay rate8 of samples collected in the areas of 
Interest. The observed beh'and gamma decay rate curves compared well 
with calculated curves based on the radiochemical composition of the 
8amples. There wa8 little difference in the decay rates of fallout 
8aE@O8 collected at various distanaes after any single shot,, This faat 
showed that fraotionation wa8 unimportant in determining the gross decay 
rate. SaulI. variations uera observed in the decay rates of samples from 
different 8hOt8. The decay rate changed considerably with time; at 60 
days.aftesr the Induced activities had decayed to a negligible level,it 
achieved a relatively constant value consi8tent with the t-1-2 Law. 

Radiochemical measurements on debris from detonations in CASTLE 
gave Fnformation on the 8hape of the fission yield curve, on fioaion 
product fraCtiOIIatiOn8, on contributions of neutron induced radionuclides, 
and on the fraction of bomb in fallout material. 

The shape of the fi88ion field curve from these detonation8 wae 
altered in respect to that fkom the- neutron fission of +35. Th8 
valley of the aurve was mired by a factor of about 20 while the heavy 
a was raised by a factor of about 6 at ma88 156. Fractionation of 
several fission product8 was found to occur. That of ,Cr8q wa8 the most 
extensive among the limited mv&er of elements which could be etudied. 
Neutron induced radionuclidea were demonstrated to be very important 
oontributors to the radioactive mixtures resulting from :he detonations. 
Most important were @39-@39, 1~240, and $37; Na% was only a m3nor 
contributor. Ratio8 of amounts of the important induced radionuclides 
to amOunt8 of fission products showed that at certain times the uranium 
and neptunium isotope8 Contributed a8 much as 50 per Cent of the total 
beta actitity. Since the energy of the Np gammas is low as compare 
rlth the average of those from fission products, its contribution to the 
total radiation field is lee8 than indicated by the beta ratio.- Value8 
of fraction of the bomb falling out at certain location8 were determimi 
radiochemically. The8e were useful in connection with the falbut StudietJ 
of Project 2.5s. 
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6.4 SYITHESIS OF SUE&ANTS FOR D~ORI2lMIl?ATIOB TESTS 

Characterization of the oontaminauts from the surface land aud 
uater shots has furnished information needed for synthesizing simlants 
for laboratory deoontamination studies. For the surface laud shots the 
muposition and physical characteristics of the fallout were documented 
adequately. A relationship between the radiation level and the quantity 
of fallout per unit area mts established. The physical nature of the 
fallout from surface water shots is somewhat uncertain but Its cheaical 
composition aud radiochemical properties were determined. The ratio of 
radiation field to the quantity of fallout per unit area Is much lower 
than that for the surface land shots. 

6.5 PROOF TESTING Al! COUNTERMEkS~ FOR SHIPS 

The Information regarding the nature and distribution of the fall- 
out has been useful to Project 6.4 In interpreting the effectiveness of 
the countermeasures on the IAGgs. A knowledge of the chemioal and radio- 
chemical properties of the contaminant aided In t&sir decontamination 
studies. Information regarding the physical properties of the aeroeole 
was used 1?3 determinIng the effectiveness of various proteotfve system 
for the ship's ventilation air. The rates of dauay and emorgy measure- 
ments of the fallout from the vsrlous shot8 have bean uaahrl in emluatFng 
the data from the radiation d&e&ion detieos aboard the Bhips. This 
fnfomation is alao useful in detsrrrining the shielding prodded by the 
ship'8 structure. 



CHEMICAL AND RADIOCHEMICAL PROCEDURES 

A.1 DETEXINATION OF CEIMTION STATES OF NEPTUNIq 

The procedures employed In detemining the oxidation states of Np 
are given below. 

1. To the sample in a lOO-ml beaker add uoncentrated HCl dropaise 
while warming gently; keep volume as mmll. as possible. 

2. If solid material ramaim undissolved, centrifuge, retain 
supematant, and add additional EC1 to precipitate, boil, centrlfuge;add 
eupernatant to that already obtained and disaard precipitate. 

3. Measure total volume of sample in graduate cylinder for activ- 
ity assay* Take an aliquot for gsmm spectm and decay. 

4. %aporate solution to 6~i~l. 
5. Dilute solutlosr to 2N-KC1 and transfer to a aeprratory funnel. 
6. Add approxlmtely 20 00 of 0.4 Y TTA In beuaene to the solution 

and stir vigorously for 30 min. 
7. Separate the phases. msh the benzene phase containing Np IV 

wl;lezeoo 8N-HCl( saturated with TTA) for 10 min and then discard the 

8: Treat the 8N-HCl which now contains the Np l?J by the procedure 
given below starting with step 9, Also treat the aqueous phase contain- 
lng Np V and Np VI starting with step 9. 

9. Add several drops of 30 per sent f"24 and 20 cc concentrated 
HCl keeping the voltano as mall aa possible. 

10. Boil. the solution to destroy the H2O2 to bring the HCl concen- 
tration ta 6~ and to reduas volume. 

11. Dilute the solution to 219 
funnel. 

and transfer to a 125-m separatory 

12. Add 20 ml of 0.4 M TTA in 
vigorously for 30 min. 

13. Separate the phases. The 
small amount of Np. Wssh this with 

benaene to the soltilon and stir 

benaene phase contains Zr,Pa,and a 
5 nil of 819.FCl (saturated with TTA) . _ 

for 10 min and discard the bensene phase, The 8N-HCl Welch now contains . 
the Np is retained for later use. 

l4. The aqueous phase from the extraction contains all or the other 
substances including the greater fraction of the Np. Add 2 sl of formia 
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acid and 10 ml of concentrated HCl.to this solution and boil for about 
10 min to about 25 ml in 6N-HCl. 

15. Dilute this solution to 2N-HCl and then extract with 10 ml of 
0.4 Y TTA in benzene for 10 min. 

16. The aqueous phase containing the fission products, U, and 
other heavy metals is discarded. 

17. Wash the benzene phase containing Ip Fl with 5 ml of 2N-HCl 
(eaturated with TTA) for 2 rain and discard the rash solution. 

18. Back-extract the Np for 10 min from the benzene with the 5 ml 
of 8N-HCl retained in step 12. Discard the benzene. 

19. Add 1 ml of concentrated formic acid and 10 ac HC1. to the 
solution in 8N-HCl and boil for 10 min under a match glass cover. 

20. Transfer the solution to a separatory funnel, dilute to 2JMC1, 
and extract with 10 ml of 0.4 II TTA in benzene for 10 min. 

21. 
22. 

for 2 min. 
23. 

(satuzd 
25. 

Discard the aqueous phase. 
Wash the benzene phase with 2 ml of 2N-HCl (esturated with TTA) 

Nash with 1 ml O.l&HCl (eatmated with TTA) for 2 min. 
Back-extract the Np from the benaene tith 5 to 10 ml 8H-HCl 
with TTA) for 10 min. 
Separate the phase8. Measure the total volume. Take an 

a1iquot for 88SBjr, gamma 8~&ZllJtl, and decay. 

A.2 SEP ARATION OF SODIUM ACTIVIn 

The procedure used for the isolation of sodium actititp from tine 
gross activity ums accomplished in two parts. Part I ~0118i8ting of 
separating the alkali fraction from other radionuclides by ion exchange 
is discuaaed more fully in Appendix B, Part II consisted of a gravi- 
metric Focedure employing the specific precipitation of sodi~um sine 
ur8.nyl acetate. The complete procedure Is given below. 
beakerSteu I.,. Transfer an aliquot of the original sample to a lOO=ml 

of 5): 
Acidif’y 8olution with a ID* amount of HCl (dually to a pE 
This is wually Buificient to dissolve any of the solids pretaent 

in the sample. Than the solution is evaporated down to approzdmately 
2 ml. 

SteD 2. This volume ie absorbed on the top of a cation exchange 
resin column along with added a carrier (5 mg). Uter rinsing the 
column with de-ionized nater, the column ir eluted with O.JN-HCL In fb 
rater wash, I, Cl, Br, other anions, and mm co~oids are e:Luted. In 
the O,5%HCl elation, 0 and Hp are firat eluted. The 8OCOlld pdC of 
activity contain8 the alkaU metals. The Ha tmakthrough is determined 
by a pt-wire flame test for the Ha oarrier. Tha alkali fraction is r* 
moved in approxldxly 50 ti of solution at a rate of 8 to 10 drops Per 
minute. 

steD 2. Evaporate the alkali fraction to 2 ml. Add 20 mg of Ih 
o8rrier pine 10 to 20 mg of Ce+ and lC+ oarrier8. ACidifY with 10 ml. of 
dil. HCl and then add 5 drop8 of 0.13 Y ailicowolframio auid (see lot8 1). 
Allow to stand with occasiod cltirring for about 5 rin. Cedrifwe, 
and mash the precipitate tuice with 5 ml of 66HCL Combine SUFXJ~~~ 
and washee (see Rote 2). 



St.0 4. liwprato filtrate to 2 
aeetate reagent (me Ilot0 3). Allowto 
for4to Smin. Pilfer. llr8h Stimes 
aoetate. Wash twlao with 2 to 3 ml of 
2to3mlofhotdil. ECltonahthe 
fugetube. Cool In ioom9L 

ml. Md2Sml of zinmxmnyl 
digeat with Intermittent stirring 
with small portion of zlno uranyl 
ethyl alcohol (eee Note 3). Uoe 
preaipltate Into a SO-ml aentri- 

Add 5 w Cs' + 5 w K'. step 5. ThaDadd15 ml of zix~ uranyl 
aoetcrte rqart for 15 mia. Cwe,d dieoard mpernatant. Uaah 
preclpitato 2 time with 5 ml of n-pmgyl ticohol. After mshing, slurry 
preaipitate In 10 ml of ~qmq#l aloohol aad preofpitate &C:L with BCl 
gas (sea lme I). 

$ter36. PUtor onawwighd filter paper disa ina mall filter 
tower, and mah 3 tiwr with 5 al of n-prowl alcohol. Dry the DreclDitatr 
at llO°C for 10 aI+, weigh u &Cl, and-m&t on a eounti~ disc; _ 

A.2.1 

ice bath 

timer to 

1. thlesr f&harwiw noted, all solutions are to be kept in an 
during the entire procedure. 
2. It nry be maemary to repeat the centrlfugation 2 to 3 
amure omploto praaipltatiou of ceeium and silica. 
3. Ziaouranylaoetate reagent was saturated with sodium zinc 

uranyl acohte; a-propyl alcohol as saturated with NaCl;,ethyl alcohol 
uaa uaturated ulth sodium zinc uranyl acetate, These solutions were 
filtered into a fresh container before using. 

4. Gas flow wad colDtinued for 10 min. 

A.3 SEWUTIONOF POTASIUHACTIVITI 

Potassium ie first separated with the alkali metal fraction ob- 
tained from 0,5N-EC1 alution of the cation resin column (see roU.m pro- 
cedure). Purification is theD l acomplished by the following prccedure. 

(10 mg/%$*p1 
To 2 ml of the alkali metal fraction add 1 ml of Ce+ 
of K* (10 dml.) and 10 ml of 6H-HCl in a SO-ml centrl- 

fugetube. Add 0.5 ml of 0.13 M eilicouolframic acid and allow to stand 
with occasional stIrrIng for 5 min. Cmtrffuge and wash prect-pltate 
twice with 5 ml of 6&HCl. ID a lCO-ml beaker combine washes with super- 
natant trnd diecard pmoipitate. Add 2 drops of sllfcowolframia acid, 
If preoipitate foxno ro-t centrifugation end washes. Repeat until the 
formation of a precipitate Is no longer observed. 

ster, 2. OD a hot plate evaporate solution to dryness. Cool and 
then add approately 5 ml of 10 per cent HCl solution. Break up lumpa 
of eilicawlth a etirringrod. Transfer solution to a SO-ml centrifuge 
tube md CentrlfUge. Wash residue three times with 2 ml of 10 per cent 
HCl solutian. Evaporate combined cmtrifugate and washings W swirling 
over a burner until the volume is approximately 3 ml. Cool for 2 mFn. 

SteD 2. Carefully add 5 ml of 70 per cent HC104, Evaporate by 
ewir1j.q over a burner until dense fumes of HC104 are evolved. Cool for 
5 min in air, then place in m ice bath. TO the cold solution add 15 ml 
of absolute ethanol. 

@eD 4. Filter on a weighed filter paper disc In a ~~11 filter 
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tower. wad 3 times with 5 nl of absolute ethanol. Prp preoipitate at 
llOo~ for lo a. Cool in a dessicator. Weigh as KC104. Mount and 
oount. 

A.4 SKPMlATION OF CHLOFUNS ACTIVITY 

Apparatus for chlorine determinations permitted the analyses of 
three aam les 
mining Cl 8 s 

in duplicate in less than 60 min. The procedure for d&e 
is given below. 

Transfer 3 ml of the groae activity to a 5eml ceutrl- Ster, a. 
fuge tube. Add 3 drops of Fe'3 (20 n&ml); 3 drope of Br03 (20 mg/ml) 
and 3 drops of 193 (20 ~&ml). Add come&rated NH408 drop bp drop 
until the preclpikte of Ft~(Ofl)~ is formed. Add oue drop in exoess. 
Centrifuge and decant the superruxtant Into a eeparatory funnel. 

ster, z. TO the superuatant solutiou add NaHSO drOpwiSe until 8 
colorless eolution Is observed. Adjust solution to p;f 2 with concentmtd 
HNo3. 

aten 2.’ Add approximtely 25 ml of 0.25 Y TTA in CCL to the 
solution of Step 2. Pour the mlxturo through the side arm o+ the eepan- 
tory funnel axxl stir for 2 min. 

Separate the Ccl4 l.a~ Step 4. aad ash 8queou8 imotion with 
pure cc14. Separate again. To the aqueom phase add an equal volume of 
CC14 end while the mixture ie being stirred add appxoately 3 ml of 
concentrated HIlOg. The ohammteristic violet color of iodine will then 
form in the CC14 phase. Remove thla layer and wash the aqueous phase 
rep-ted4 with CC14 until the violet color la barely discernible. Thea 
add 5 drop8 of a eaturated eolutiou of IVaN4 and wash agab with CC14. 
Separate by removing the lower (organic) phase. 

5. Step Stirring the aqueous phase add dropwise 0.1 Y KMn04 until 
a brown residual color Is observed. At thir point add HaN 

% 
drop bY 

drop until the squeow phase become8 oolorleao. Extremt wit CC1 uutir 
no color lr obseu-ved in the Ccl4 phase. Then do an additional d raotloa* 

Transfer the aqueous pbare to a boiling flask which cow 
KMn04 (8ee Note 1). Heat gently. The resul.w 

Cl20air mixture is bubbled through a solution of 0.1 Y IMSO . 
sea 7. Acidify the EaESO3 8olutlon with oonoentrat~ EKO3. Aa 

AgNO3 rolution in exae88 aud precipitate AgCl. 
step 8. Colleat precipitate on a pm-wolghed filter paper usfrrq 

a mnllf5ltertcmr. lfmh 3 tiH8 wlth,U WiOn Of 110etone. 
Mount precipitate on a $lanchetad cou& 1vte.r d-counting i8 
cmmletai. he& the preolpitate for 10 mlu at ll@% Cool preo1pit8to 
In k de&cator and Leigh-to a con&ant reading. 

A.4.1 m 

1. ThObe~flJUlki88oC~t~d~t 
attached to a Vigreux colmm and reaeiver, dJ W be 
8mteBbya8piratioD. 

when it irr 
drawn through 
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APPENDIXB 

PARTIAL FRACTIONATION OF FALLOUT 

COMPONENTS BY CATION EXCHANGE 

B.l EXCHAYGE COLUMN PROCEDURE 

An ion exchange procedure was utilized to separate the NE& 
activity from the fallout samples. The procedure was developed at the 
site after Shot 1 when it became evident that the fallout samples were 
smaller than anticipated. It was designed for utilizing sm311 samples 
of fallout combining the Na and I analyses. The ion exchange column 
consisted of 50 to 65 mesh Dowex 50 in a 80-m i.?. glass tube 15 cm 
long. Washing and eluting solutions were fed into the column from a 
constant-head polyethylene bottle through polyethylene tubing; after 
passing through the column, the solution was carried below a Gh4 tube 
by 1.5 mm i.d. thin-walled polyethylene tubing and into a collecting 
beaker. The tubing was threaded through two small holes drilled into 
a lead shield which held the GL: tube. The radioactivity passing beneath 
the counting tube was recorded on an Esterline-Angus recorder through a 
General Radio Co. Zodel 15OC-B rate meter. 

After acidifying the samples with a minimum amount of HCl (usually 
to a pH of 5), the samples were adsorbed on the top of the column to- 
gether with a measured amount of Na carrier. The column was then washed 
by eluting with de-ionized water. The water elution carried out anions 
and some colloidal materials. When the eluted wash water ac?i\*ty coun- 
ted background, the column was eluted with O.%'-HCl. The :a breakthrough 
was detected by means of a Pt i.i.re flame test. Occasionally, after no 
Na was detected, other elutlng r-eagentswere used for further elutions. 
Sampling beakers were changed at the desired points, the volume of 
sample measured, and an allquot was taken for counting. Gamma decay 
and spectral measurements were taken on the various fractions. 

B.2 RESULTS 

One elution is given by the chromatogram in Fig. B.l. The 
circled letters or numbers are the eluted fractions which were noted on 
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the chromtogram at the tire the collection of the fraction was begun. 
Analysis of the decay data for the first four fractions of 

Sample 4-3 (Shot 4, third eluticn run) of the chromatogran: is shoun in 
Figs. B.2 through B.5. Since Sam@e 4-3 did not contain sufficj.ent & 
activity to increase the count at the Na breakthrough (Fraction 4-34), 
the amlysis of the decay of Fraction 4-24 from Sample 4-2 which did show 
Na activity is given in Table B.l and is plotted in Fig. B.6. &ple 
4-2 was run about 24 hr prior to Sample 4-3. P&en the elution of Frac- 
tioa 4 did not ive an activity peak, the fraction was not further 
analyzed for Na . & The spectra of the five fraction3 at various times 
are summarized in Table B.l; only the major photon peaks are listed. 
The probable radioactive constituents of the first five fractions are 
given in Table B.2. The first, or anion fraction, contained the iodine 
activities and also activities from the insoluble (acidic) elements Ru, 
Rh, Te, Tc, and possibly some Co. The relative amounts depended, of 
course, on time after burst when the elution wa3 rade and on the pre- 
treatment of the sample. The elution of fallout samples from the island 
shot which were dissolved with strong HCl and diluted to pH 5 generally 
gave smaller peaks for the water wash which, in turn, contained relatively 
smaller amounts of the insoluble (acidic) elements. However, small 
amounts of these materials tailed along into the HCl elution until the 
alkali Fraction 4 where Ko* peaked along with the alkalis. The Te 
(Fraction 3) usually gave a higher peak than that shorc~ by the chroxm- 
tosram - especially at earIier times. The Np (Fraction 1 and 2) usually 
contained less Te impurity than that shown in Table B.l. At +3 to +5 
days, when the Np activity reaches a maximum percentage of the total 
activity, it ma, = often difficult to detect the Te (or other) impurity 
in those fractions. When the fallout sample was treated with a reducing 
agent prior to adsorbing it on the column, the Rp peak did not appear. 
The alkali elements (Fraction 4) then came off first In the acid elution. 
Hence, the Np in Fractions 1 and 2 must be in the +5 (or+6) oxidation 
state, The general double peaking of Te, and perhapsof Ru and MO, 
first in the water wash and again later at dFfferent places in the HCl 
elution, seems to indicate a distribution of oxidation states for these 
elements. First, they did not tail off in the usual manner, and secondly, 
radionuclides of each element appeared to have fractionated to some 
extent. Since the stability of the chlcride complexes and the acidic 
properties of Ru, Rh, Te, and MO depend upon tha oxidation state of the 
element, the latter would therefore determine the ion exchange behavior. 
Further exploitation of ion exchange methods in the snrilysie Of fallout 
materials in future field tests such as this would be extremely useful 
j_n the detailed characterization of the contaminant - especially for 
the @K&W& active constituents, 
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TABLE B.2 - Major Gamma Enitters In Ion Pscchange Fractions 

Initial Fraction 
Gamu gf Initial Gamma lkmrgles 
Count Gamma Probable of Probable 
cc/q count Contributing Nuclidea 

Frac- Hdf-Life x10' 6) Nuclides (-I 
Aon 

i-38 ~a 40 days 0 20 2.6 ~u103_~lo3m 0.04, 0.50 

78hr 2.39 31.2 +32,$32 0.23, 0.69, 1.4 
2.0 

36 hr 2.00 26.0 Ido5 (Td-2~ j 0.32 (0.106, 0.3 
0.8) 

ca 6hr 3.08 40.2 Te9+1135) 0.U (0.25, 0.52, 
1.3, lS, 2.4) 

L-31 ca 70 days 0.011 0.06 Te127%u103) 0.09 (0.04, 0.50) 

78hr 1.20 6.2 $2,1132 0.23, 0.69, 1.4, 2.0 

56 lw 16.4 93.1 Np239 0.070, ;tJ;5, 0.23, 

i-32 ce~ 80 days 0.0092 0.02 Te-(,,lo3 ) 0.09 (0.04, 0.50) 

78 hr 3.00 8.0 ~~132-1132 0.23, 0.69, 1.4, 2.@ 

56 hr 34.6 92.0 Ng39 0.070, 0.105, 0.23 
0.28 

p33 ca 24 days 0.022 0.5 ’ TtP% om6, 0.3, 0.8 

78 br 4.48 98.0 ~&32_$32 0.23, 0.69, 1.4, 2.0 

a 50 hr 0.07 1.5 T&3lm,$1 0.08, 0.16, 0.18, 
0.28, 0.36, 
0.64, 0.72 

~-24 08 23 WS 0.013 0.5 Te"~(d3$ 0.106, 0.3, 0.8 (0.9) 

66hr 1.70 67.4 MO* 0.04, w4), 0.1% 

0.37, 0.74, 0.78 

l4k 0.40 15.8 I&la 1.38, 2e76 

m lbr 0.w 16.3 3 e 
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